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“Oh! Howl
Hate To Get Up
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MATTRESS
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THE “AMERICAN COMPANY ONLY” AGENCY

Full DAYSON Line at

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

E. C. MORAN & COMPANY

Rockland, Me.

GENERAL AGENTS

425 Main Street, - - Rockland, Maine
62-tf

FEATHER MATTRESSES
Have your Feather Beds made in
up-to-date feather folding mat'
tress, one side surhmer, other side
winter. Also renovate all kinds of
fancy pillows. If interested,, tele
phone 25-5.
(54-73
A. F. IRELAND, Thomaston

OREL E. DAVIES
OLDEST GRADUATE OPTOME

TRIST IN KNOX COUNTY

(April 15, 1896)
And fitting comfortable glasses at the

right price ever since.
70TuAStf

WITH1NGTON

1I1

„ lJquality

rll CREAM
ICE

Thomaston 11, Camden 4.
When the last half of the 5th inn
ing opened at Thomaston Saturday
afternoon the score stood 3 to 1 in
favor of Camden High.
The first

Using Potter yf Soles Books
gives the Impression the, you are
particulor about your records.

Drinking late, sitting late, with my bosotu

THE POTTER PRESS
531 SOUTH ST

cron lea—

WALTHAM. MASS.

All, all are gone, die old familiar faces.

145T26t

lOWEJts

DEVELOPING
AND

PRINTING

“I consider your Lincolnville Granite the best in the State,
for monumental work.’’
Let us prove to you that it is the bestefor hammered dies and
bases Insist on the genuin Lincolnville granite for all bases,
whether hammered or rock faced.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

Service Guaranteed

R. W. TYLER

Dealers in All Kinds of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
Telephone Connection

Telephone 361-W

MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY

T-tf

EAST UNION, MAINE

I loved a love once, fairest among women :
Closed are her doors on me, I must not see
•her—
All, all are gone, the old familiar faces.

I have a friend, a kinder friend has no man :
Like an Ingrate, I left my friend abruptly:
Left him to muse on the old familiar faces.

One customer who buys our granite by the carload writes:

All Films Hand Developed

ICE

days—

Cash receipts dated May 6 are re All, all are gone, the old familiar faces.
deemable at Perry's Market.—adv.
I have been laughing, I have been carousing.

Reflex
Slicker
is the wet weather
service uniform
for the regular men
who make eveiy
day count:

A.J.TOWCR CO. BOSTON

Ghost-like I pace round the haunts of m.v
childhood.
Earth seemed a desert 1 was bound to tra
verse.
Seeking to find the old familiar faces.

Friend of m.v bosom, thou more than a
brother.
weft not thou born in my father’s
dwelling ?
Ho might we talk of the old familiar faces—
Wl^

How some they have died, and some they
have left ine.
And some are taken from me; all are de«
parted—
All. all are gone, the old familiar faces.

— Charles Lamb,
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that he is violent, obstinate and prol - study of the State auditing report and
ably incurable. Both physicians indi-|suggested that its recommendations |
rated their readiness to sign a cer- be adopted.
,
THREE TIMES A WEEK
tificate as to the boy’s insanity.
I The bad bump at the corner of
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Sparring Matches Deferred Because of “Undesirable Fol- The petition was tabled pending chestnut an<i North* Main streets
Rockland, June 3, 1324.
I
ii
D
U
■ Z /*'■•_ VI
Ml/ U XI
D "le ’’Ofeipt °f 6Ul'h certificate.
idrew forth criticism from Alderman
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who
lowers --- Ke-purcnase Ot Llty Horses Would Not He The request of David Kubenatein Richardson, who said that he came
on oath declares that he is pressman in the
office of the Rockland Publishing Co., and
I poal
Mnnv Dtkor Matters A
I In™
for a swinging sign which would »ro- near being -winged" by a motor ear
that nf the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of
vegai many Utner mailers /VCiea upan.
jec, ,)ver lhe sidewaIk at 500 Mai: i which had turned out to avoid it, and
May 31, 1924, there was printed a total of
street was unanimously refused, thi I it came too close to the sidewalk. I
6,400 copies.
before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
municipal officers’ policy for the year Mayer Snow, familiar with this de- '
Notary Tubllc.
Harmony was the watchword at aged as the result of somebody open- being outlined by this action.
| feet, said that orders had already
the June meeting of tlie City Coun ing the exhaust valve and letting the
The petition of Erank D. Hamden , been given to correct it.
Owe no man anything, but to love
cil last night and a considerable vol water out after it had been left Sat- for permit to install a gasoline filling
“I am in favor,of more bumps,”
one another: l'or he that loveth an
other hath fulfilled the law.
Love ume of business was transacted in an urday night with fires banked. The statioa and pump at 238 Limerock said Alderman Ulmer, “for perhaps
expeditious manner.
The “gal tubes were burned out and other street!was granted.
they might De the means of stepping
worketh no ill to 'his neighbor:
lery” was not nearly as large as at damage sustained.
Repairs and an
Abram W. Nye asked permission t that North Main street racing.”
therefore love is the fulfilling of the
the preceding meeting, 'but the investigation are being made.
install a filling station and pump on
“Do you make that as a motion?”
law.—Romans 13:8, 10.
handful of spectators exhibited keen
The committee on Public Works his own property at 515 Main ®tree
I'kcd .Mayor Snow, without cracking
Ireported that calcium chloride for lay- Alderman Richardson explained tha a smile.
interest in the transactions.
iThe commit tee of the whole, to ing dust on the city streets would the tank would be underground an 1
Alderman Chase: Mr. Ulmer is a
whom was referred the petition of cost from $30 to $34 a ton and that not a fire menace
^7
special policeman. Why doesn’t he
.*>7 citizens asking for the repurchase eight tons would suffice for a mile of
-if everybody has one of
thes* stop this racing*?
The
city bought two tanks what are the garages going t 1
Special police officers were appoint
Many persons will agree heartily of two horses sold by the city pre highway.
sented a report which embodied Ci’y drums for experimental purposes and do?” asked Alderman Ulmer “Th ed thus:
Edward Heath. Earl Al
with Gov. Baxter, who says that he Solicitor Payson’s opinion that i applied the test to North Main street sidewalks will be filled with them and
den. John Post, Myron Rollins. John
would like to see public sentiment so could not be done legally, and which where it has proved so satisfae- the garages may have to go hut of W. Lanet and Albert T. Grant.
ii;
aroused that unnecessary and disfig suggested that the petitioners might tory that other localities are clamor- business What does Alderman HansMayor Snow saved the matter of
raise
a
fund
of
t'heir
own
for
that
ing
for
it.
Other
streets
will
be
com
think
about
it;
he
is
a
garage
licenses
until
last
as
dessert
and
it
uring signs may be eliminated from
1 urposc, with the members of the similarly treated.
A portion of the man”
formed a tasty morsel for the watch
public highways. The value of such City Council expressing a willingness expense will be saved by the non-use
“Competition is the life of business.' ers who had waited until the late
advertising is very questionable to “chip.”
of the water sprinkler.
replied Alderman Hanscom non- hour. The report of the Licensing
The committee report, which took
One discordant note interjected into chaiantly.
while on the other hand it senes to
Board was accepted complete where
follow.?:
the harmony of the session was the
Alderman Ulmer: I move that the approval was made and Sparks’ cir
nullify the natural scenic attractions the form of resolution,
* * • *
report that one place of business re- permission be granted. >
cus, seven junk dealers, three motion
with which we
seek to Ibring
RESOLUTION
fused to discontinue its practice of
City Clerk Keene: Bhave anothei picture operators, two nqvelty merstrangers into our beautiful State.
Queen Anne period desiqn, nicely finished in walnut in combination with other choice cabinet woods.
This proved to be «nie for a tank liants, one auctioneer. 20 truckmen.
'•Whereas, certain horses. formerly o|iera.ting a player piano at hours
Reduced from $181.10 as a feature offering this week at $139.00.
Gov. Baxter brings to the attention of the property of 4his city, have been when the ordinary individual is en- and pump in front of George C. Sim- • ix public automobiles, 11 victualers.
the authorities—with the hope that lawfully exchanged, in the interests Joying his beaiAy sleep, and further- mons’ place at 105 South Main street one bowling alley, four pool rooms,
more that the Sabbath is included in Permission was granted, but not un seven fireworks vendors and the
one or two prosecutions might have a of city economy, land
til Alderman Richardson had voiced Strand and Empire theatres were
Whereas, the repurchase of said tile continuous performance.
EXCHANGE
VISIT OUR
wholesome effect—the following sec horse*, is petitioned by 197 citizens
“The remedy is in the hands of the opinion that such installations * granted licenses. The Licensing Board
tion of the Revised Statutes:
BARGAIN
lor reasons of sentiment, thetefore be this board and its licensing commit- should be supervised by the Publi< made recommendation that victualers’
YOUR OLD
tee.” said Mayor Snow.
“I merely Works committee. He told of one licenses were unnecessary for stores
“Whosoever advertises his wares or it
ANNEX
t
Resolved, That in the interest of •point out that‘licenses may be recall- at th^Northend which occupies a pe selling only ice cream and ices.
occupation by painting notices of the
FURNITURE
ROi KL ANU — NIA1NE
sition in the middle of the sidewalk
The petition for license of Wyman
same on. or affixing them to fences or co no my. and for the reason that ed at the pleasure of the board.’”
Alderman
Phase:
Then
we
have
the
and
the
walk
had
never
lx?en
fixed
U.
Packard
to
conduct
a
pool
room
uch
repurchase
would
be
illegal,
the
other private property, or to rocks
after being torn up.
on the third floor of Spear block was
or other natural objects, without the aid petition be denied, and be it right to revoke the license?
Mayor Snow: Absolutely.
As the result of Alderman Rich- referred to the Council by tlie Licens
consent of the owner in wi lting, or if further
Alderman DeRochemont: M'ho are ardson’s remarks the Public Works ing Board as was the petition for
Resolved. That the City Council
in the highway or any other public
place, without the consent of the uggCiM to the said petitioners that the persons who make most of the committee will direct future installa- license of Linwood Rogers and Fran
tions.
cis Saville to run a sparring exhibi
municipal officers in writing, shall be they subscribe to a fund sufficient to complaints?
The mayor referred the question to
The order for a fire hydrant near tion. The Council voted to with
punish* d for each offense by a fine defray the cost of said repurchase,
the residence of the late Mayer hold licenses for the upstairs pool
of not less than five dollars, nor^nore md the members of said Council Marshal Davis.
“The police," answered that offi- Thorndike on Limerock street was rooms, on motion of Alderman Dun
hereby pledge themselves to assist
than twenty dollars.”
tabled. The committee reported that can. The sparring match was tabled
uch subscription according to their vial.
“Does the piano disturb them?” a 4-inch main supplies the preset., until September, due not to any mis
And be it further
Senator Henry Cabot Lodge of several abilities.
Beginning Tuesday, June 3rd, this
Resolved, That in the event of slid asked Alderman De Rochemont with a hydrant at the corner of Oliver street, management on the part of the pro
Massachusetts is in Dutch with the
and from there on it is reduced to a moters but to the “undesirable aliens”
epurchase, the City Council under twinkle in his eye.
store
will close at 5 P. M. Daylight
administration, and like a naughty takes. if such be the pleasure of the
Marshal Davis explained that the 2-inch pipe. A second hydrant would who follow up such affairs and are
Women's and Growing ^Grils*
made complaints on the not be effective without an 8-inch in the city several days before andi
boy must go way back and occupy petitioners, to place said horses in a police
Saving Time, except Saturdays,
joodyear Welt, Patent Leather
strength
of
what
citizens
were
saying,
main.
The
tabling
of
the
order
is
ifter
each
fight.
'
suitable
home
or
to
have
them
hu

one of the rear seats at the Cleve
“If they haven't sand enough to until such time as a sufficient .main
Low (Rubber) Heel, One-strap
when the store will remain open
land National
Convention.
The manely disposed* of.
* • •
make the complaints themselves, they can be laid.
Pumps, goed last, high grade
trouble with Henry is not so much
until 10 P. M.
The committee on Ordinances had
The above report was accepted by ought to be disturbed some more.’’
THE TASK TO FACE
shoes. Specially priced—
that he failed to support the Presi unanimous vote of the City Council said the alderman from the Fifth no report to make concerning the curward.
few law.
dent’s veto on the bonus measure, and without debate.
$1,98
Referring to the report of the overThe committee on Public Works re Huge Administrative Bureau
(Mayor
Snow
announced
the
ap

f ut influenced other Senators to do
Must Be Created To Meet
pointment. or rather enlargement of seers of the poer Aldi-rnfan Chase ported that Thomaston street had ;
' I > t•.
Boys’ and Yoeths' Lace to toe,
likewise. The extent to which the several ccmmitees, which now stand wanted to know it it was true that been made passable for summer, by
361
Main
Street,
- - Rockland
a
man
earning
$80
a
month
and
his
being
scraped.
•
Bonus Award.
Heavy
Rubber Sole, good
Bay State is up in arms may be thusf
Announcement was made that the
’Election®—Aldermen Ulmer, Dun- beard was being assisted by the city.
grade canvas leather insoles,
judged from the recent poll conducted
He had been so told.
American legion had volunteered t •
Washington, May 31—“The Admin
an and Richardson.
leather trimmed, Tennis Shoes
by the Boston Herald. A score or so
“The matter certainly ought to be furnish three traffic officers each Sat- istration that encouraged profiteer
Pensions—Aldermen Ulm°r. DunThe best value on the market,
of citizens rallied to the support of an and Richardson.
investigated.” said the mayor.
urday night, without pay. The offer
John W. Lane appeared in behalf was accepted and City Clerk Keene ing during the war, rather then serSenator Lodge, while in opposition
(Licenses—Aldermen
Richardson,
$1.98
vi e*men who are now to receive ad
to him were many hundreds of names DeRochemont and Duncan (acting of petitioners who want some diposi- was instructed to send Winslow-Hola .
i
11., i
tion made of Herbert Perry. 9-years brook Post a vote of thanks,
justed compensation, should be the
with
the
aid
and
advice
of
the
city
—full names and addresses. Henry
old son of Eugene Perry at the
Alderman Chase of the^. Street object of censure,” declares the Rc-y
We have other grades of lace
marshal.)
Cabot Lodge has not pleased his con
Mr. Line said that the Lighting committee recommended tw Police----- Aldermen Ulmer, Dunean Northend.
to toe Tennis as low as—
boy is inclined to violence, and 100 c. p. lights, one on Camden street publican Publicity Association in a Scales Dowm Federal Taxes To Lowest Rate Since Warstituents.
and Hanscom.
statement
issued
by
the
I
’
.
esident
of
that
property
jopardized,
if
not
near
the
railroad
crossing
and
the
$1.25
The Public Works committee re
Resident Points Out Inconsistencies.
other on Washington. Orders for the that organization, Hon. Jonathan
France has a new worry. Vital ported that the cost of rebuilding lifo itself.
“The boy has been certified to as same were passed.
•
Bourne. Jr.
“While we tire in one
Women's
Black and Gray
statistics show that the nation had Lime street, which passes the plant a mental degenerate.” said Mayor
The sum of $50 was set aside for sense about to distribute a gratuity
of the Livingston Manufacturing Co.,
Suede, much wanted styles, in
only 760,000 births while Germany’s would be $1300. this including excava Snow, “but to date there has been the care of the Revolutionary ®ol- to the W irld War veterans, yet in
Pre'idtnt Coolidge sign.d the tax ltvad by the states, there amounts
Dorethy Dodd, Pumps—
population was increased 'by 1,450.- tions, resurfacing, curbing and new no statement as to his 'insanity. My diers’ graves in the Tolman cemetery. doing so we are actually liquidating reduction bill yesterday, and issued to a practical confiscation of capital,
It was voted to change the Ward 4 another liability bequeathed to 'the a statement on it and its application. • To meet these taxes executors must
It is understood that the first introduction to this boy was
uoo children Erance was also behind sidewalk.
$5.00 and $5.50
"The passage of a new revenue bill j realiz cash on forced sales cf propmanufacturing company will gladly when he came into my office a few polling place from Central Fire Sta Republicans by the former Adminis
Italy end Japan in registered births.
The veterans had just was re«|Uired for two reasons, the re- eity. with a genera! lowering of all
pay one-half of the assessment if the days ago. and created a ruckus. He tion to the Grace street schoolhoua^ tration.
Le Martin, the well known French work is done promptly.
Ladies' Patent Leather Ba
Mayor called me more hard names than owing to the fact that repairs ate ground f >r complaint because they ducticn of taxation and the reform of I values upon which the credit structnewspaper, sounds a solemn warning, Snow asked that the committee make anybody else in the city has. I am about to be made at the fire station, w* re taken under the draft and ^ent taxation. The bill as passed provides! ure of our country is based, and
foot Sandals—
Ward 4 voted in the Grace street to France to light in the trenches at a ce: tain amount ef tax reduction.1 diminishing the very sources from
recommendation on the matter at in sympathy with the petitioners.”
declaring that the position of France
Drs. J. C. Hill and W. H. Arm- building many years.
$2.25, $2.75, $2.98
$30 a month while other men. ex It improves some of the features of which this revenue comes. It is proin regard to natality becomes more the next meeting.
Alderman Richardson said that the empted for one reason or another, administration. But it is r.ot only 11 cred to take capital and to use it in |
The mayor reported that the city’s strong gave their opinion that the boy
and more critical, with the Germans steam roller had been badly dam- is afflicted with epileptic insanity; Finance committee had made a deep stayed at h<»me and were permitted lacking in ’.ax reform, it actually'the ordinary operating expenses of
openly boasting that they will have
and oft: dally encouraged to profiteer. adds seme undesirable features to the government. We tire thus to live,
k’The bitter fight over the s> ldiers’ present law. As a permanent ex-'not on Income, l>ut on principal, and
their revenge whin the French popu
of
government
fiscal to that extent we exhaust our rebonus having ended in victory for pres.-ion
lation becomes sufficiently weakened.
the proponents of the measure, the pidicy tliis bill contains provisions' sources end prevent the industrial]
278 MAIN STREET
country must lay aside the objections whih, in my opinion, are not only I rxpsnslon essentia! to our increasing)
"Lower the Cost of Dressing fVell”
Pennsylvania’s champion Absent
ROCKLAND, ME.
uns
iti.-factory
but
are
harmful
to
the
J
population
and
our
high
standard
of
that were raised againm it and pre
j living. Heretofore estale taxes
in
Minded Abner is J. Ernest Barclay,
pare to meet its Obligations.
The futuiv of this country.
The reduction of hgh surtaxes]the Federal government, have been
cost was stated by President Cool
who moved to an adjoining town the
It is not proposed to siderable additional revenue is ex
idge in his veto message, and it be from 50 to 40 per cent is quite Im-iw.tr measures.
, other day and forgot to take along
iterial to accomplish a real im-'use these reserves in t.mc of peace, pected as a result.
comes more impressive as the magni
suclj personal possessions as $200 in
tude of the task confronting the provement in the law. The resolu- They should be kept for emergtnccis.
The net reduction which it is esti
cash, a gold watch and other jewelry.
tion for a constitutional amendment ] "The states have a very real inter mated the bill will make in govern
Government is realized.
“A huge new administrative bu giving to the states and the federal est in this tax. Inheritance taxes con- ment revenue next fiscal year be
And he didn't 'miss his belongings
reau must be created at once, and an gov< rnment reciprocal rights of tax- stitu'.e a material part of state reve- ginning July 1. is $361,000,001) hut the
until children broke into his former
army of clerks, numbering < t least ation on securities issutd by thejnue. They are a comparatively full effect eif the tax relief afforded
.•une an«l were playing with them in
2.800. must be mobilized.
The cost Ither which was in my annual mes- small factor in Federal revenue. As wil! r.ot be- shown in government re
the street. If the same man had lost
of operating this bureau the fi.tst sage to Congress, failed of passage.! the Federal government Invades this ceipts until the1 following year when
year, before the ex-service men have The suggestion of reaching in part' t phere. belonging primarily to the it is estimated the total reduction
a penny on a street car floor he would
received a dollar of their bonus the abuse of tax exemption by limit- states, it will cut down the flow of will amount tei mure' than $400,000,000.
probably have searched five minutts
money is estimated at $0,500,000. ing the deduction for interest of a: income-to the states from this tax.
Changes ordereel in the excise rates
for it. Such is human nature.
These clerks must examine 1,800 tons non-business character to the amount | and thus force the states to higher go into effe'et after thirty days. Of
of documents arranged in 7,066 steel that such interest exceeds the tax-ex-] taxes from other sources, which will course, the provision for a 25 per
Congratulations to Belfast, which
tile eases which would reach five empt revenue of the tax payer, has mean increased land taxes. For the cent reduction on income taxes payVAX
I miles if placed end to end.
They not been adopted. With some $12.-]sake ot $12,000,000. of aelditfonal rev- aide this year is effective immedi
yesterday dedicated its new $200,000
1
(over 2.36 acres of floor space, and 000.000,000 of tax-empt securities I cnUe tho Federal government in its ately. while the cuts made in the in
school building, an institution which
would till 54 freight cars.
In that now outstanding, and $1,000,000,000 ] strength should not further handi- dividual income taxes are effective
I
was made possible by an initial gift
huge collection are 1G7.000.000 pa of new issues each year, it is idle to;cap the states, already heavily bur- as of .January 1 this year on taxes
$40,000 from Annie Chenery Crosby
pers covering the records of 6.893.000 propose high surtax.
|dened with expenditures which can which are payable next year.
"While the inconsistency of high | |,e met only by taxation. 1 believe
men.
In the Army files 5,250.000
The following changes are ordered
cf Boston, a granddaughter of former
are eligible to make claims unde surtaxes existing side by side with alai.o p would be ad visa lie to call a iif'the income lax rates:
Gov. William J. Crosby,, a native of
the bonds law. in the Navy. 563,000, lawful authorized means of avoidance I confei t.nte cf the taxing authorities
A 25 per cent reduction on taxes
Belfast for whom the school is named
and ir. the murine corps, 80.000.
is obvious, it is not simply‘through I()f the states anti the treasury, lie- payable this year.
Rockland has no such benefactors
tax exemption that high surtaxes are)fore the next session cf the Congress,
* ♦ * ♦
General revision of both the normal
uneconomical. The experience for to give consideration of some com- and surtax rates amounting to a 50
and the burden of paying for its own
1 Fer each of the next twenty years
few years under high surtaxes ,,rehensive plan of division of this per cent cut on taxes levied against
new building must necessarily fall
the bonus law will require an average the
shows the increasing failure of these |tje!d of taxation between the various incomes of $8,000 and under.
appropriation ef $114,000,000 and the
upon the shoulders of the taxpayers
taxes as a source of revenue. There statcs an(j' the Federal government
lAn additional reduction of 25 per
total appropriation will aggregate are many means of escaping the tax.janc| the elimination of overlapping
-I
cent which may be made on earned
$2,280,785,542,
according
to
the
esti

La Folk tte’s threat to run on an
and with the settlement of conditions an(| unfair taxes."
io
incomes. Fur purposes of this reduc
mates of the Veterans’ Bureau. The
abroad we may anticipate the move- , The new revenue law scales down tion all incomes of $5,000 and under,
independent ticket appears not to
estimates
of
the
Treasury
Depart

V;
ment of capital from this Country to ’(Federal taxes to Ithe lowest level are defined as earned. The cut may
worry McAdoo, who says they have
ment are materially higher, and if
other i».i’ . of the world where in- since the start of the war.
lie made only on incomes up to $10,the past history of Federal bureaus
already alienated a majority of the
com
not so penalized. Ways will
Individual income taxpayers are 000.
is
acc
epted
as
an
indication
the
total
radicals and Progressives from the1
always be found to avoid taxation in given the. greater relief, although
Exemption far heads of families,
cost to the taxpayers will be a maxi
herently excessive.
most cf the remaining special war with incomes cf $5,000 and over is
Wisconsin man’s standard. Tin* man
mum
figure
that
nobody
has
yet
What i3 your preference ? What style—
The principles applicable to high excise taxes cither are willed eff the increased from $2,000 to $2,500. the
who boasts of I<lan support, and y< t
A t Wb,
dared to mention.
what weave, color or size? Your cloth
surtaxes apply similarty to high es- statutes or reduced.
same us now allowed heads of famll
“
The
task
of
meeting
the
obliga

engages one of the leading Catholics
ing problem will find easy solution
same time the law creates |eS with incom s of $5,000 and under
tions legally recognized by the enact tatc taxes. The bill raises the estate
here. Our large and special iacilities
in the country would probably not
ment of the. Adjusted Compensaticn tax to 40 per cent. As a concomitant two new taxes—on gifts and mah \0 change' Is made in the present
ovide for men of every taste, size
balk at claiming to have the La Fol
liw should teach us a lenson that we is added a gift tax which is a further jongg sgts—and increases the rate of law allowing an exemption of $1,000
lette ilk on his list,
can apply in the very near future. invasion of the rights of the citizens, taxes on estates and playing cards for single persons,
Likewise the administration proAmang the miscellaneous and ex
The Demo rntic party is seeking to both unusual in its nature and of
doubtful legality. When there''is visions are revised to plug gaps in cise taxes repealed dml the amount
return to power once more, and a
Charles P. Fuller of Bath is said to
chief source of inspiration for the added to this the inheritance taxes the old law for tax evasibns, and con- of revenue involved .arc:
be one of 14 heirs to the estate of
Telegraph and telephone messages
profiteers during the war. Mr. M •$66,000,000 which has accumulated
$34.000,COO;
beverages $10,000,000:
Adoo. is likely to be the nominee of
| candy $13,000,000; carpets. rugs,
since the death of Sir Francis Drake,
that ixirty.
Whether he er some
trunks, purses, etc.. $1,800,000; drafts
ether be the nominee, when taxpay
the old British buccaneer, who
HI and promissory notes, $2,150,000;
ers
mark
their
ballots
next
Novem

wrested the Incas treasurer from
theaters, shows, circuses (floor space)
ber they wiil do well to bear in mind
B $1,6.00,000.
Spanish conquerors. Let’s Hope this
the reasons why the bonus law was
g|
In addition numerous other excise
isn't a companion story to those
pass d arid not give their commission
Es taxes are reduced. Theatre tickets of
agiin to the political organization
Spanish prison hoaxes.
BUILDING RAISING p 50 cents ar.d under are exempted:
EXCAVATING
that furnished the basis for the de
fjj automobile trucks, the chassis of
mand.
”
Colby College statistics show that
which sell for SI000 or leSs and the
74 per cent of the men in that insti
bodies for $200 or less are exempted
(’ash receipts dated May 6 are re
fii m the 3 per cent tax; while the 5
tution are working their way. and
deemable at Perry’s Market.—adv.
per cent levy on automobile tires,
that the year’s aggregate earnings
1 parts and accessories is cut in half.
Every issue ot The Courier-Ga
are $85,000. How much better this
Articles selling for $30. or less, and
zette is a salesman, vifeiting three
sounds than the news report in a par
| watches selling for $60 or less are
times a week the homes of this vi- |
exempted from the five per cent
allel column of vandalism which is
cinity and soliciting Business for its
jewelry tax. as tire also surgical and
being practiced at Colby.
advertisers.
g musical instruments, eye glasses,
fe spectacles, silver plate J flat table
Know the tremendous pulling power
ware and articles used for religious
Hi nors are coming to ex-Gov
purposes. The tax of two cents on
of Courier-Gazette ads.
Call E. Milliken.
He has just been
each $100 sale of produce exchanges
•
: : Manufacturer of : :
elected president of the Northern
is cut in half.
NOTICE
Baptist Convention.

The Courier-Gazette

CITY COUNCIL’S JUNE SESSION

AN ATTRACnVHV FURNISHED BEDROOM

Such Is This Four-Piece Walnut Suite. Bow-Foot Bed, $ J 39'^

Large Dresser, Chiffonier and Full Vanity.................

"KEEP COOLIDGE”

BURPEE

tjrnitim; co.

Boston Shoe Store

NOTICE

SPECIALS

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

TAX REDUCTION BILL SIGNED

Boston Shoe Store

KIRSCHBAUM

CLOTHES

HE ripe experience gained
in more than sixty years of
quality clothes-making is clearly
demonstrated in every detail cf
the season’s new Kirschbaum
suits. Clothes to satisfy any man
at prices that certainly deserve to
be called moderate—at prices that
lower the cost of dressing well

T

BO

*50

CHARLES 0.

CEMENT, CONCRETE and ROCK WORK

L. E. Blackington

Wyoming reports a heavy snowfall.
We somehow gained the impression
ibat it was nearer to Rockland.

Clothing 8C Shoe Dealer

ROCKLAND

The public is hereby notified that all bills
against the City of Rockland should be pre
sented before the last Thursday of’the month.
Per order
Committee on Accounts ami Claims,
City of Rockland. Me

Rockland, Me , May 23.

CONCRETE BUILDING BLOCKS, PIERS & POSTS
ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 306-R

Thv47
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| j Know the tremendous pullH'ing power of Courier-Gazette
3 ads.

Cvery-Other-Day

Miss Dorothy Cooper was at home
from Gorham Normal School over the
weekend.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Willis Snow “Discovers”
Long List of Coasting Ves
sels, and Steam Craft.

Week

Kenneth Hughes, a funner Rockland
newspaper man, has joined the staff •
of the Gloversville (N. V.) Morning |
Herald. His address is 12 Beaver
street.
Frank A. Beverage, cashier at the
American Express office, is having a
fortnight's vacation.
Don Whitney
is chancellor of the exchequer In his
absence.

Victor B. Whittier of Belfast, a
former Warren boy. values a recom
mendation for the Citizens’ Training
Camp at Plattsburg given by Presi
dent Coolidge, back in 1917.
iSumner 1’. Mills of Farmington
who has been teappointeil Judge of
the Farmington Municipal Court is a
former Stonington boytand read law
in the office of the fate Congressman
Littlefield.

The Orcutt store on Main street
and the tcnemen.t property behind it
has been sold by C. K. Bicknell to
Mrs. G. II. Blake and Grace Blake
Farrell. The deal was made through
the L. W. Benner real estate agency.
Mrs. Emma Crockett lias received
word of the death of her sister-inlaw. Mrs. Catherine B. Foye who dleil
at a hospital in Augusta Saturday.
Funeral services take place at Burpee
parlors today at 2 o'clock.
She was

The members of the Rockland High
School Alumni
Association
are
requested to send their 25 cents as
annual dues to Miss Josephine LaCrocse, treasurer of Rockland.
This
money is needed to defray the ex
pense of the reception which is an
nually given to the graduating class
and the dues are needed to help.

Word has been received of the
death of Austin M. Sewall of Brock
ton, Mass.
He was a native of
South Thomaston, and was 69
For
a number of years he took tickets)
at the Colonial Theatre and was one
ot the oldest special police officers
Jin Brockton.
He is survived by a
(brother, Oscar B. Sewall of Avon,
Mass., and a sister Elnora Sampnon
of Pallas. Texas.
Interest in next Saturday’s great
school game between Rockland and
Thomaston is by no means confined
to the mainland. Word was received
yesterday that Vinalhaven is sending
a large excursion party, and in defer
ence to these loyal sports the game
will not begin until 3.15, or 15 min
utes later than had been intended.
This will also accommodate many
-'other out of town people who are
running on standard time.

(Myles Standish visited The Cou
rier-Gazette office yesterday—not the
Myles of Colonial days, but a lineal
descendant of that historical per
sonage. Mr. Standish, who inspected
the local sanctum, is sporting editor
of the Norwich (Conn.) Bulletin and
having held that responsible position
nine years is well versed in the ath
letics of the Nutmeg State.
Accom
panied by Mrs. Standish he is a guest
in Rockport this week of the latter's
cousin. 'Mrs. P. S. Kent, who is su
perintending the removal of
her
hausehold goods to Norwich, with a
view to permanent residence there.

Memorial Pay Echoes—-The four
Grand Army veterans who decorated
the monument on the Grand Army
premises were Capt. H. R. Huntley.
Eugene Ryder. Fred G. Snow and
F. S. l’hilliriek. Capt. Huntley’s
daughter. Mrs. L. 15. Plummer, and
his granddaughter. Mrs. Paul Seavey,
acted as escort and llag-bearers. Capt.
Huntley’s great granddaughter. Julia
Molway, marched with the school
children, so that this patriotic family
was well represented.—Refreshments
for the sailors were served in Grand
Army hall, not the American Legion
hall, as stated.—H. W. Davis of Bos
ton. formerly of Rockland, generously
contributed the Betsy Ross flags that
were used on the graves of the Revo
lutionary soldiers and sailors in this
city Memorial Day.
The Knox County W. C. T. IT.
liolds its 37th annual convention
Thursday at the
Congregational
Church.
Miss Edith Porter, State
held worker of the organization will
appear on both afternoon and even
ing programs.
ifiss Porter is a
young woman of Intellectual power
and an enthv.aiastie speaker.
ft ia
well worth one's lime to hear her. A
pleasing feature of the afternoon's
program is an exercise by school
children under the direction of Miss
Maude Smith.
Purchase
street.
Meals will be servejl in the vestry,
in accordance with the custom nt
preceding years.
A cordial invtta• tion is extended to the public to at
tend the sessions of the convention.
These delegates were appointed at
the la t meeting: Mrs. Mary Adams.
Mrs. Myra Hodgdon, Mrs. Frank
Gregory. Mrs. Walter Rounds’. Mrs.
Martha Spear, Mrs. Vesper Leach,
Mrs. Rebecca lngr.iH.im. Mrs. .fere
Farnham, Mrs. Ralph Chaples. Mira
\ Mabel Seavey. Mrs. Annie Flint.
|The Winslow-Holbrook Pest Aux
iliary have a cake sale Friday after
noon at 2 o’clock.
<37-68

Cash receipts dated Mny 6 are re
deemable at Perry's Market.x^udv.
Know the tremendous pulling power
of Courier-Gazette ads.

Harry Humphrey is driving a new
Star coupe, bought through the Beriiawsky agency.

Miss Madeline Ames and Mastei
Cobb Peterson are spending several
days on Vinalhaven, guests of Mrs.
Flora Ames
Mrs. Charles Weeks of Portland
and )jer son, N. C. Weeks und family
of Connecticut, arc occupying their
Ash Point cottage.
The past presidents of Edwin Libby
Relief Corps will have a cooked food
sale on the third floor of the W. O.
Hewett store Saturday.

Fashion Facts say, there are more
weddings in the month of June
than in all the other eleven
months added together.

Yes, June is the month and
here are all the clothes for
him, from the suit for the
ceremony to the outfit for
the trip.

A finely tailored inconspicous suit of style in the new
blue-grey effect particular
ly good for traveling, $40.

Also the popular gray twobutton frock and vest $40.
Or the open tailored blue
serge $39.50.

Full Dress and Tuxedo $50.
Suit Cases and Bags.

Straw Hats.

Rockingchair

.Underwear.

Gregory’s

Mrs. E. P.-Cooper left this morning
King Solomon Temple Chapter
for Northeast Heritor, where she has a special meeting Thursday night
for work in the Past and Most Ex
will spend two weeks.
cellent degrees.
Beginning today Burpee Furniture
Saturday will witness the third an
Co. [tori* will close at 5 p. m. except
Saturdays, when It will remain open nual Children's Playground tag day.
The institution has met with marked
until 10 p. m.
public approval and been of inesti
A snowbank was discovered back mable value to the kiddies. Its ex
of Nye’s carriage shop Friday. At pense of operation only amounts to
the present rate there is no reason $5(10, mainly equipment and pay for
why it could not be nursed along un play directors, so ehip in Saturday.
til the Fourth.
After two lean seas ins on the fish
The recent woods fire in South ing grounds Bert Beehive Angel re
Thomaston left two orphans who are turned to Rockland yesterday with a
As
now being cared. They are Boston salmon of fluctuating weight.
bull puppies which evidently belonged the fish was gradually reeled in to
to a litter born in the woods. The ward the boat it had ail the gillmother did not apparently have time tsaiks of a 10-pounder. Weighed on
to rescue all of her children before Its own scales after being pulled out
the fire spread, and these two were of the water the figures were 4
Yesterday the
found by Fred Pierce and Amos Nor pounds, 5 ounces.
ton, who have taken one apiece, and fish was exhibited at the Rockland
are bringing'them up oil the bottle. Hardware Co.’s store and weighed 3
pounds. 3% ounces.
This morning
But
lA bet of $25 to $20 was made yes it had disappeared altogether.
terday that Arthur U. Patterson of Bert is just as happy as though his
Vinalhaven would win the sheriff first impression had come true.
nomination in the primary election
Mrs. Jarley of Warren with her
one week from next Monday.
An
other wager was laid at even terms Wax Figgers and that famous kitchen
on Tyler M. Coombs against the band will be present at the M. E.
field in the clerk of courts contest. church. Thursday. June 12. The band
The betting fraternity is proceeding is worth the price of the tickets and
cautiously in the matter off the gu the singers, who are in the cast, are
bernatorial nomination in the Re pleasing to everyone. This enter
was recently given at
publican party.
Odds offered on tainment
Brewster a month ago have disap Pleasant Valley Grange hall, and
everyone was delighted.—adv.
peared.

Four were baptized, three members
taken in by letter and seven by con
fession of faith at the Pratt Memorial
M. E. church Sunday morning. .
Alfa. Ralph A. Smith and son Roti- '
ert spent the weekend in Bangor as
guests of Mrs. Cyrus G. Blanchard
and Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Butlner.
I

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest W. Clark and
Mrs. Fred Bunk of Cambridge. Massmotored down to spend the hojiday at
the Clark cottage, Ashmere, Ash
Point. They will return tomorrow.
Wotd was received this morning
by Mrs. A. C. Jones of the death ot
her mother, Mrs. W. H. Verkins,
which occurred as the result of a
shock sustained yesterday at the
hi me of her daughter, Sadie White,
in Bridgewater, Vt.
Rockland High 'School defeated
Wiscasset Academy 8 to 2 in Wiscas
set yesterday. Thornton and Rising
doing the box work.
Rockland
made 14 hits with a total of 18 bases,
while the Wiscasset team was held to
three hits.
Full score next issue.

“Of the People
By the People
For the People"
Lincoln's well-known words apply
with particular force to Loan and
Building Associations.

The people who place their funds
in this institutioi. own it in pro
portion to their’holdings.
They control its affairs.
They benefit by our home-own
ership service and share* in all our
earnings.

The whole plan is safeguarded by
wise State laws, regulations and
inspections, in order to fully pro
tect the interests of all.

Rockland Loan &
Building Association
BAPTISTS’ BIG YEAR
Local Parish Raised Over
$1 7,000—Officers Elected.

A delicious supper served by the
efficient hostesses of the parish, put
the members of the First Baptist par
ish in a mood for business at their
recent annual meeting. The reports
of the treasurers, greeted with ap
plause, proved to be another feast of
good
things.. Clarence Beverage,
moderator of the parish, presided and
Charles Morey, parish clerk, read the
Many new members were
At the meeting of Claremont Com- records.
tnander.v, K. T., Monday evening the voted into the parish organization.
When Joseph W. Robinson, trea
Temple degree was conferred on
Percy McPhee of this city and Roy surer of the current and organ ac
Genthner of Damariscotta; and ar- counts. Edward J. Morey, treasurer of
ngements were made for the obser- the benevolent account and Mrs.
anee of St. John’s Day, June 24, by a Louis W. Fickett, treasurer of the
parade of the Commandery in the Woman's Association account, had re
forenoon. followed by dinner at Oak ported, it was found that the ixtrish
land Ptjrk and an afternoon of enter had raised in cash during the year a
tainment at that popular resort. This grand total of $17,000: and best of
year the ladies of Sir Knights will be all a balance of $250 still remained in
the treasury with all bills paid. This
included.
total was a big step in advance of
•One of the big J. A. Brown motor any previous financial record of the
On motion of Vesper A.
trucks undertook to pass electric cat- parish.
103 at the congested School street Leach, it was voted to increase the
This is the third
sector yesterday afternoon, with the pastor's salary.
result that the rear end of the truck time the parish has expressed in this
caught the dash and door of the way its generosity to Mr. Browne.
Raphael S. Sherman reported on
electric car and tore out the light
nuuu and iiiviai
nuin, uiuiib
cyood
metal work,
doing vvv
$90 uaui
ilam- the progress of the financial canvass
age. No. 103 will be laid up in SVJW-(«"•’! ‘he budget for the new year was
....
...
L'l..»cxH
adopted.
Elated with
with tlm
the cnlnndld
splendid
Gregory’s Gleneove hospital for
financial
record
of
the
year
past, the
week or more. Albert Wincapaw was
operating the car but was uninjured. members of the parish were resolved
The lhotor truck sustained a slight to work hard to reach a still higher
goal for the year to come. Osmond
damage.
A.' Palmer reported for the nominat
ing committee, the other members of
Front the front page of this morn the committee being Mrs. Francis
ing's Portland paper It would ap Ryder and Joseph W. Robinson
pear that two village cut-ups have
The following persons will serve as
been scandalizing the Forest City. the officers of the parish for the en
The paper Rays: “Alter being dis
suing year.
charged in the Municipal court yes
Moderator. Clarence S. Beverage.
terday morning pn a charge of being
Clerk, Charles H. Morey.
an idle and disorderly person. Mis.
Treasurer. Joseph W. Robinson.
Florence L. Mendall, 21, of Rockland,
Benevolent treasurer, Edward J.
was re-arrested by Patrolman Harold Morey; Assistant treasurer, Mrs. Carl
K. Maguire during the afternoon "it
Cassens.
1
a vice complaint. The patrolman,
Music Committee, W. O. Fuller,
who told the court that the woman's Mrs.
Evelyn
Hix.
Raymond K.
actions shocked pedestrians on Con
Greene.
gress street before her arrest, caused
Financial Board—Fred A. Carter.
the warrant to be sworn out that re F J. Bicknell. \V. O. Fuller, E. H.
sulted in her second detention. The
Crie, C. M. Harrington.
woman's companion. Marjorie V. Mc
Trustees—R. S. Sherman, V. A.
Aliley of Camden, was given proba Leach, R. A. Crie. E. S. Bird, F. S.
tion'on a reformatory sentence. Mrs.
Mendeil will be rearraigned Wedttts- Rhodes.
Collectors—R. S. Sherman. Mrs. F
day.”
M. Ulmer.
Nominating Committee—-Fred A
Carter, Mrs. Hope Brewster, Miss
FOR A GAME REFUGE
Lena Miller.
Ushers—Maurice Snow, chairman.
Movement Now On Foot To Set Aside
Ilermun Hart. 1st assistant, Ralph H.
“The Bog” For That Purpose.
Chaples. H. J. (Hidden. E. E. Hager
A movement to establish a game Stephen Willis, C. S. Beverage, Lenrefuge in the district back of Dodge',i don Jackson. R. S. Sherman. J. W
Mountain known as "The Bog" Ins Robinson, F. A. Carter, C. H. Morey,
attained considerable momentum this A. A. Gay.
Sexton, Ralph Stickney
week and won the general support
of local citizens and sportsmen. Post
The regular picture program will
master G. H. Blethen and Col. W.
H. Butler have taken the matter up be given in connection with the
with Commissioner Parsons of the Greenwich Village Revue at Strand
Inland Fish a*nd Game Commission Theutre next week. Great value for
and from his office find that all that the money, Manager Dontlis assures.
Is necessary to -secure the hearing
Mrs. Ellen Crocker. Medium, will
that would undoubtedly result in the
establishing, is the persuasion of 25 be at 31 Union street until Wednes
percent of the residents of the town day, June 4, to give readings and
C3-tf
in which the proposed refuge is lo treat the sick. Tel. 779-M.
cated to sign a petition.
Don’t insure your automobile until
"There’s the rtfb,” said Postmast r
Eletiien to a Courier-Gazette r<- you have heard how $1.00 bought
George Roberts & Co., Inc
porter this morning.
The Bog is $2500.
Street,
Rockland,
located in four towns and we must 10 Limcroek
54-72
secure 25 percent of the* signatures Maine.—adv.
from the residents of each town.
Petitions will be put in general cir
culation at once however and I am
Confident that we will secure tit
necessary names without difficulty
He went on to produce maps show
ing the large tract of land now
practically Idle, and ideally suited
to the purpose of game refuge.

AVOID WORRY!

ALBAPOL
AUTOMOBILE
—AND—

FURNITURE POLISH

Clinton F. Bow-ley, retired captain
CLEANS AS IT POLISHES
of the Boston police department, died
Friday at his home. 123 Selwyn strtet,
Sheds Water, Makes Automobile
Roslindale, Mass. He had been in
Tope, Waterproof, Water Cannot
ill health slpce he retired at his own
Wash It Off. Protects Varnish and
request from the police department
ail Metal Parts of Autos. Albapol
on March 8. 'He was born in Union,
is non-inflammabls and a solvent
Aug. 12. 1868. son of Joseph and Me
for hard grease; will not scratch
dora ('Simmons) Bowley. He was
white.
appointed a reserve officer in the Bos
ton police department May 1, 1895,
FOR SALE BY
and a patrolman a few months later.
When he was promoted to a ser- • Veazie Hardware Co., Rockland
gentcy he went to the LaGrange ..Motor Mart, Moody’s Garage, M.
street station, and when he became
B. A C. O. Perry, Rockland Hard
a lieutenant 'he was at the City
ware Co., Fireproof Garage, Rock
square. Dedham street and LaGrange
land; Curtis Hardware Co., Cam
street stations. He was appointed
den.
captain May 28, 1912. and assigned to
the West Roxbury station. He is
survived by his widow, three daugh
VINALHAVEN, ME.
ters. two sons, three brothers and a
46-69
sister. He was a Mason and Odd
Fellow.-

L C. SMITH & CO.

BASEBALL

Willis Snow makes the following
additions to Rockland's vessel fleet:
I Ada F. Wlhltney
Alida, wreck
A. I’. Parkhurst
Busy, bark
Surprise, bark
Bonlto. yacht
Beauty, fisherman
Barbel, smack
Benjamin T. Biggs (wreck)
Devil Island, seow
Donna Belle, (wreck)
E. G. Knight
Ella Pressey
•
Flora Woodhouse
Greyhound
General Hancock
Helen Marla
Helen L. Snow
Harriet Chase, wreck
J. M. Wliswell, brig
J. C. Dobbin, revenue cutter

"We* save together
We lend to each other
We divide the profits.”

John Keene, chauffeur for William
D. Talbot, who has been at Silsby
Hospital the past month, following
an automobile accident on Camden
street, in which one of his legs was
broken, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
E. Kenneth Mills, 5 Masonic street
place, where he will be pleased to
receive friends.

CLINTON F. BOWLEY

Three

RECALLS MANY MORE

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

June 4 —Public School Exhibition at Broad?
way Athletic Field
June 4 (League Baseball)—Thomaston
High vs Lincoln Academy in Newca stle.
June 5—t’a’iulcu—Interscholnstic track meet
at Trotting Park
June 5—Knox County W. C. T. U. Con
vention.
June 6- -Rockport—Commencement exer
cises of the High School hi Baptist church.
June 7 (League Baseball)- 3.1"» p. in..
Itockland High \ s Thomaston High, Broad,
way Athleti- Field
June 7—4'hildren’s Playground Tag Day.
June 9— Camden - Hon F. G. Farrington
addresses Hotird of Trade.
June 12— Vinalhaven—Graduation Vinal
haven High School.
June 13—City schools close.
June 13—Rockland High School commence
ment In Park Theatre
June 14—Sparks’ Circus In Rockland.
June 1ft—Primary elections.
June 19—Camden -High School Commence
ment
June 24—St. John’s Day
June 24 —Democratic National Convention
meets in New York. •
July 4 Independence Day celebration at
St. Georges Park. Liberty.
July 5—Opening day at the Knox Arbor
etum.
July 13—Stale 1). A. R. Felil Day Io Klugfield.
Aug. 1-9 Elks' Circus and Old Houic
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ROCKLAND
vs.

THOMASTON

Penobscot

Lucy P. Miller
Pentagoet
Ulys.ses
Mount Desert
Charles Houghton
Clara Clarita
Firefly
Hurricane
Henry Morrison
Rockland
Blue Hill
Catharine
Juliet
Pioneer
Tug Hercules
Tug Britania
■
Tug Frederick M. Wilson
Tug Nellie
Tug Rambler
Tug Sommer! N. Smith
Tug Cumberland & L. A. Belknap
Tug John Chester Morrison
Tug Hugh & A. P. Kapella
Planet
>
Mayfield
/
Ada line
Jessie
Silver Star
Meryeoneag
Monhegan
May Archer
Gov. Douglass
Tug Cohasset
Kansas (gunboat)
Grace Morgan
M. & M.
<
Sophia
Radium (Evelyn N. Thaw)
Cornelia
Pa men
Maynard Sumner
City of Bangor
City of Rockland
Belfast
Camden
J. T. Moree
West Port
Southport
W. G. Butman
Palm

Ina Collins
Sylvia
Hector
Adeleta
Emita
Viking
Emmeline
AmadiR
Sebenoa
Gov. Bodwell
final Haven
Sappho
Norumbcgu
Saraoset
Sieur de Monts
Pcmuquitl
Jioosehead
Itangeley

7

BROADWAY ATHLETIC FIELD
3:15

o’clock

This will be a battle royal if ever one was fought
in High School athletics. It will indirectly be
witnessed by the largest crowd which ever at
tended a school game. It behooves the public to
come early.

BASEBALL

James Talbot

Cambridge
Katahdin
Lewiston
City of Richmond

GAME

JUNE

SATURDAY

Deeator Oakes

iMr. Snow adds another interesting
chapter to Rockland’s maritime his
tory, by furnishing the following list
of steam craft which have been
owned at this port, or which have
visited it regularly:

HIGH

CHAMPIONSHIP

General Grant, wreck
J. II. G. Perkins
Loo Choo
Charity
E. Meriam, wreck
May Morn
Warrenton
Geo. A. Lawry
Harvester
July .Fourth, wreck
Julia Fairbanks
Morca
Major Deering, scow
Tiger, seow
Laura Snow, ship
Lorindn Borstel, bkn.
Monhegan, yacht
Millville
Oregon
Pnxain
Prirna Donna
Sarah Quimby, scotv
Trumpet,
Village
Village Belle
Victory, fisherman
Yankee Girl, sloop
Zulette Kenyon
W. E. & W. L. Tuck, wreck
Olivia
John Douglass, wreck
Sloop Undine, yacht
Togus, scow
Togus II, seow
Ernestine, brig
Seth Wyman
Herald, packet
Whip, packet
Jane Brindle, packet
Herald

HIGH

ROCKLAND vs. THOMASTON

OWLS HEAD FRACAS

CHILDREN’S

Pugnacious New Yorker En
counters Four Pairs Of
Fists In Ona Afternoon.

PLAYGROUND

Tag
Day

The quiet community of Owl's
Head was furnished with a rather
sensational affair late Saturday af
ternoon, when Russell Friebe of New
Y'ork and Parker F. Norcross of this
city indulged in a sanguinary battle
on the driveway leading from the vil
lage to the government reservation.
The New Yorker, who is a much
larger man than Norcross appeared
to be the aggressor, and it is not
certain If the battle would not have
ended in u tragedy but for the Inter
ference of spectators.
Reports of the affair show that the
New Yorker did not have things all
his own way after abandoning his
attack on Norcross. Quite to the
The public has been whole*
contrary he is said to have received
heartedly behind this proposition
four fairly vigorous beatings. In
since its inception. For the sake
Municipal Court yesterday he ap
of the Kiddies chip in Saturday.
peared quite himself except that one
eye was bloodshot and discolored.
The young men apiieared nt Owl's
Head late in the afternoon in a motor
car, and went to the lighthouse.
Subsequently they were ordered off
the reservation and the lightkeeper
enforced his command with a right
swing that would have won the tight
for Carpentier if he had landed on
Gibbons in the same manner and
place
WAX FLOWERS
INcar tile residence of Robert St.
AND
Clair the altercation between Friebe
and Norcross took place. A ditch,
partly filled with water, runs along
side the highway and into this muck
ORDER EARLY
Friebe proceeded to immerse his com
panion’s head. Norcross was on the
G. A. TARR
verge of suffocation when interfer
234 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
ence came in the form of an outcry
Tel. 614-M or 232-1
front Mrs. St. Clair.
. 67-1t
"You will drown that man!" she
said.
Friebe turned his attention to the
Don't put baby in the high
woman who beckoned for her hus
[chair before he is able to hold
band. who was down on the shore.
hi.* head and spine ireet.
Mr. St. Clair listened to the abusive
Rockland Bed Cross.
and aggressive language a few mo
ments and then retaliated with a wiimn;liiiiniaiiaiiiiaiiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiMiii™
two-fisted argument. The St. Clairs
1855
1924
went into their house and locked the
door. Friebe is said to have forced
his way in, and to have received fur
ther punishment.
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Somewhere in the course of the
WALDOBORO, ME.
proceedings Friebe received another
fistic rebuke from Dr. Bunker of Wa mmiiMiiiM
terville, who was spending the week
end at Owl's Head.
BORN
C. I). Wentworth of the Sftate Po
(Morrison Rockland,
at
Britt Maternity
lice was summoned to the heud and Home, .lone I. to Mr and Mrs. Frank Morri
placed Erlebe and Norcross under ar son, a son Frederick Herbert.
Donnell Searsmont, .May
, to Mr and
rest. They were taken to Rocklund Mrs.
Alvali Honncll. a son.
In the ipoliee patrol by Officer Stet
Fol.sen Spruce Heail, .May 31, to Mr and
Mrs. John H
Folsen. a dauglitcr. Selma
son.
Norcross pleaded not guilty yester Alice, weight 8 pounds.
day to the charge of operating an
MARRIED
automobile while under the influence
(’unnlntdiani-Robbins Mootiy
Mountain.
of
intoxicating- liquor.
Probable Liberty,
May 2.', F \V ('unningb i n of Sears
cause was found by Judge Miller, and niont and Miss Elizabeth Bobbins cf Mootl.v
the respondent was held for the Sep Mountain.
tember term of court in the sum of
DIED
$500.
Friebe pleaded guilty to the charge
Harriman I’ro-pect Ferrv, May 21, Capt
of intoxication and was fined $10 and William H Harriman, formerly of Kocktan I.
aged 02 years.
costs, amounting to $26.62.
Sewall- Brockton, May
. Austin M. ScwTwo other complaints had been all, aged 157 years.
FoyeAugusta,
Mar
31,
Mrs.
Catherine E.
drawn against Friebe—one alleging
Foye, aged 77 years. 10 montlia. 24 days
assault and battery on Robert St. Funeral at the Burpee parlors today at 2
Clair, and the other wilfully and p. m.
bowley Boslind.'.le, Mass.. May 20, Clin
wantonly injuring a building. These
ton F Bowley, a native of I'nion, aged ‘»rt
cases were not tried as the respond years
Furbush Rockland, May 31. Pliilona F..
ent had settled with the Owl’s Head
widow of Ell F. Furbush, aged 78 years.
man.
Hiiflal in East Wilton. Me.
Frank A. Tirrell appeared for both
Ludwig Kockland, May 31, Eli/.alietli
Ludwig, aged
years.
respondents.

P, E. Tolman of North Haven. Mrs.
Ruth iN. MeBiath of this city, Harry
Melville of Damariscotta, Ralph H
Tibbetts of Gleneove, Earl B. Carver
of Camden. Edward Hanley of Dam
ariscotta and E. G. Day of Rockland
have recently become owners of Es
sex coai'hes, bought through the
Snow-Hudson Co. L. G. Copeland of
Thomaston took delivery yesterday
on a Hudson coach. The SnowHudson Co. expects to occupy its
new quarters, corner of Main and
James streets nixt week if the car
penters can hurry their work enough.
The*new establishment will'not lie
completed for t'hrie weeks hut at the
lend of that time the hustling Northend Him win be very well housed.
L. W. Benner has sold the ohj Bennir homestead on Knox street, Thom
aston. for Mrs. Nellie Benner to Lee
"W. W-alker of Portland.

SATURDAY,
JUNE 7

Stay With ’Em

FOR SALE
WREATHS

+

diMemorialsde

Esancy
East I'nion, May 31, Bertha K .
wife ot William Esatu y, aged M years, *
months. 11 days.
Hastings South Ho|w. .bine 1. Erwin E
Hastings, aged -1 years, 7 months, 4 daya.
Funeral Wednesday at 1 l>. m. standard.

CAPT. W. H. HARRIMAN

Capt. William II. Harriman, aged
62. died May 24, at his home, ProsCARD OF THANKS
pest Ferry, closing a seafaring career,
We wish to express our sincere thanks to
he began when a boy. For many
friends and neighbors tor the many acts of
years Capt. Harriman was employed kindness shown us during the ilhiess and
by Crowell ft Thurlpw. as master of death of our mother, sister and grandmother;
schooners, one being the Jacob M. also for the beautiful floral tributes.
l.Mr ami Mrs. "
F
Robinson, Thom.vs
Haskell. Eight years ago he retired Collatnore.
Mary Piuiumer, Mr. and Mrs II.
from the sea and took charge of the 8. Black, Ada Orff.
•
construction of a fleet of schooners
Cash receipts dated May B are re
being built in Maine yards for the
same concern.
Rockland was his deemable at Perry’s Market.—adv.
headquarters during war time, his
residence being on Pleasant street.
Before you insure your automobile
In maritime circles he had the repu be sure you learn about "The First
tation of being an exceptionally ca and Only Policy of Its Kind In Amer
llable seneaptain. and his knowledge ica.”
George Roberts & Co., Inc.,
of ships made him a valuable official 10 Limerock Street, Rockland, Maine.
for the Boston firm in the position he —adv.
54-72
filled after retiring from the sea.
Hale and hearty, and possessing a
strung vein of humor, he was greatly
liked by his associates. He is sur
Know the tremendous pull
vived by his wife, two daughters and
a son.
ing power of Courier-Gazettq
John J. Wardwell of Rockland and
C. L. Pascal and Capt. Lane of
port were among those who attendedl
the funeral.

!

Eveiy-Other-Day
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favorite <»f the Aztecs of Mexico be
fore the Spaniards came.
“When the Spaniards learned about
Out of Six Thousand Species chocolate from the conquered tribes
and introduced it to Europe, they in
V anilla is Only One Wide troduced vanilla at the same time.
ly Employed By Mankind. ‘ Even today the vanilla vine grows
wild in the tropic forests of Tehuant
J« Tin Chinaman plunged on an or epec and other parts of southern
chid and Detroit lias sold another Mexico’s east coast. Although seme
automcbile. p< rhnps two or three, ail of the vanilla of commerce comes
because of a flurry in vanilla out in from the native forests, it is an in
ferior product. Best grades of va
< )ceania.
“When the ‘bulls’ recently skyrock nilla in Mexico, and from other parts
eted vanilla bean margins in Tahiti ot the world, come from cultivated
they were gambling on crop failures' farms. The districts of Pa pan tala
thousands « f miles from Papeete, and Misantla. in the state of Vera
hoping to ‘make their pile’ on the Cruz, are the principal sources of va
Exports of the
flavoring exchange,” says a bulletin nilla from Mexico.
of the National Geographic Society flavoring from these districts go prin
from its headquarters at Washington. cipally to the United States.

A USEFUL ORCHID

D. C.

THE JUDGE-He Went to Nigfrt School-W9

A Step-Child in Tahiti
The Only Useful Orchid

‘ Vanilla is a step-child in Tahiti.
‘•Out of more than 6.000 species of Ordinarily copra and pearls and ‘at
orchid.3, the vanilla is the only va mosphere* for American romances
riety of wide utilitarian use to man are its chief stock in trade. But a
kind. except of course as garnish certain shrewd Chinese merchant of
ment for female btauty. Blooms of Tahiti bought in vanilla grown from
the vanilla vine are ugly ducklings j stock imported from Mexico, at a
of the orchid tribes, but the juices of! low price some months ago. Then
.their fruit have long been the master! the price rose and John Chinaman is
touch of favorite cakes, candies and! now riding proudly ever the few
wafers. Since ice cream sodas were • available miles of road in a Detroit
invented in the eighties, vanilla has motor car. Envious fellow merchants
also occupied a prominent place in have now plunged after him. arguing
the growing thousands of American that poor vanilla crops in Reunion.
Madagascar and Java and disturb
soft drink shops.
“Mexico is the home of vanilla, but ances wrought by revolution in Mex
man’s hand ha.s now scattered the ico will limit the supply and boost
vines farther than could ocean cur prices.
“In the Seychelles. British outposts
rents. Vanilla chocolate is far older
than this age; older than white civili off East Africa, vanilla vines are
zation in the New World. It was a trained over small trees planted

Coupe
$640.00

For Low Cost of operation, ease and comfort in
riding the CHEVROLET has no equal for a low
priced automobile.
Call 837-M and ask for a demonstration and regards
to our easy payment plan

Touring,
Roadster,

Utility Coupe, $640.00
Sedan,
$795.00

$510.00
$495.00

Chassis—Ton Truck, $550.

Commercial, $410

ALL PRICES F. O. B. FLINT, MICH

CARS
Ford Coupe
1923 Ford Touring
x/z Ton Chevrolet Truck
Buick Touring

USED
Velie Touring
3 Chevrolet Tourings
Dodge Roadster
2 Dodge Sedans

SEA

VIEW

GARAGE
Main Street

Telephone 837-M.

Tt a1 the S’
F’IIiNor’h Nation

A LITTLE BIT ADDED
every

day

puts you ahead

without delay.

You have a splendid opportunity to accom

plish good results and build up a fund that

will work for you day and night at the North
National Bank.

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Limited United States Depository

Foot of Limerock Stret

North National Bank
Rockland,

Main©

YOUR CHILDREN WILL
BE DELIGHTED to have accounts with the Rockland National
Sank and see their money accumulating at
interest, as noted in their bank books.

Why not give them the opportunity to ac
quire the saving habit.

Open accounts for them with us.
INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

The Bockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine
MEMBER HeDtRAL -RESERVE SYSTEM

ROCKLAND

SAVINGS

ROCKLAND, -

BANK

MAINE

Office Hours, 9 to 3

Saturdays, 9 to 12
Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

about nine feet apart. In some places
the planters make the soil do double
duty by growing vanilla vines on
coffee trees. The vanilla vine grows
rapidly and takos no chances since it
sends rootlets into the warm humid
air as well as the ground. Pruned
bunches on which the flowers appear
are from four to six feet long and
hang within a foot of the ground. The
vines bear to advantage after the
third year, reaching maximum pro
duction about the seventh.
“Thitry long pods are usually al
lowed to each plant. They mature in
six weeks, becoming yellow. Before
the pods are marketed they are cured
to develop the aroma and flavor
throughout.
After several immer
sions in hot water and subsequent
sweating, crystals of vanillin appear
on the outside. The pods become
a rich brown when finally prepared
for commerce.”

SOUTH THOMASTON

South Thomaston is justly proud
of her little Inn and everyone is ex
pressing pleasure at the grand suc
cess of the opening day Thursday
when over 100 people dined there.
Eighty-five mail carriers hailing from
10 different Maine cities formed a
happy party at noon whilb others
followed as soon as space would al
low. The following menu was served
and thoroughly enjoyed:
Lobster
stew, steamed clams, lobsters in the
half shell, fried clams, fried haddock
(in batter), yeast roll.-, cut umbers
pickles, doughnuts, chose, coffee,
pineapple ice cream, vanilla wafers
and fruit punch.
Mr. and Mrs.
Smith are admirably adapted to their
work and require their assistants to
keep tile same high standard that has
made the Wessaweskeag Inn the ren
dezvous of those who appreciate
good food in aliundar.ee and immacu
late and efficient service.
LADY DOROTHY MILLS
Miss Helen Sleeper who is a stu
dent at Castine Normal school spent
the weekend with her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Willard P. Sleeper.
Mr. anil Mrs. C. L. Sleeper and lit
tle granddaughter. Elizabeth Till, re
turned Saturday from visiting rela
tives in Brighton. Mass.
Nearly ail the houses in town are
occupied at present and the streets
are twinkling with lighteel windows
again.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. George Green, daugh
ter Mrs. R. P. Hodsdon, and lit
tle son Spalding, from Lynn. Mass.,
have opened their home for the sum- !
mer.
J. P. Njchols from Thomaston is
moving into the northern tenement in
the “Old Spalding House." Mrs.
Nichols was Minola Willis of Ash
Point, so they are really home folks.
G. B. Butler, mother and sister are
back again. Mrs. Butler's health is
much improved since her arrival
home after the winter in Rockland
Mrs. Jennie Clark has ar
home.
Mrs. Miriam Sellers has been horn
some time after spending the winter
at the home of Allard Snow at War
renton Park. Rockland.
R. C. Ricker and Jesse Sleeper were
Lady Dorothy Mills novelist and
explorer, is planning to visit Hayti the weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs
to study the customs of the na Albert Davis.
tives.
Mr. anel Mrs. Oscar Bassick are
back from Philadelphia and will oc
cupy the tenement in Byron WertWALDOBORO
ton’s house.
Mrs. William McKay and little
Mrs. Delbert Benner has returned granddaughter Dorothy Murray are
from Massachusetts where she has here for the summer.
(spent the winter.
Friends of Arthur Norton are
■Major rind Mrs. Harry M Smith happy to know that the operation
of Bangor have been re -ent guests of which he underwent at Knox Hos
Mrs. Helena M. Smith.
pital recently when he had his right
Edgar Hagerman spent the week eye removed, was entirely successful
end at home from Portland.
ar. 1 his health greatly improved.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cassell of
The Ladies' Aid Sewing Circle met
Chelsea, Mass., have opened their with Mrs. Janie Fullerton Wednes
home here for the summer.
day.
■Kenneth Castner of Portland has
A large party of friends recently
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. James II. gave Mr. and Mrs. Amos Norton
H. Castner.
(newly weds) a most delightful sur
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Silloway of prise party at their new home (the
Mothtten, Mass., and Mrs. H. T. Porter house.) They were the re
lfardy of Everett. Mass., were guests cipients of many beautiful presents.
of Mr3. Jennie Linscott for the holi
Wessaweskeag Grange has started,
day.
They were accompanied home an extensive program of improve
by Mrs. Linscott ar.d her brother. H. ments on their hail. The shingling
T. Handy, who has been her guest. has been completed. The removal of
Mrs. Theresa Keene is visiting her an ante room to make dancing
j nephew. Fred Stuart in Portland.
and the finishing of the din
w 'Five members of Germania Lodge. cooler,
ing room are planned for the near
I. O. O. F.. took two degrees in the future. A series of dances and sup
Rockland Encampment Last week.
pers to help p. y for these improve
'The soldiers in blue and khaki ments was begun Thursday night
united this year in the observance of when a most successful dance was
Memorial Day.
In the morning the belli witli music by Greely’s Orches
graves in the several cemeteries tra. A dance nnel supper is plannee*
were decorated by detail.
At 11 for two weeks hence.
o'clock the graves in the Centra!
Mrs. Mildred .S. Elwell was the gin st
cemetery were decorated with appro of her husband in Portland last week.
priate exercises.
At noon dinner
Albert Davis lost a valuable conwas served in the G. A. IL hall by the last week and has bought another.
ladies of Charles Keizer
Relief
A Farm Bureau meeting was .held
Corps.
At 1 o’clock memliers of the Tuesday with Mrs. Lulu Allen when
G. A. IL, veterans of the World's Miss Herrick instructed a class of
War. Relief Corps, Sons of Veterans three in the use of sewing machine
and the school children, led by the attachments. The class consisted of
Paiagon Button Corporation Band, Mrs. Helen Raekliff. Mrs. Gene Mor
marched to the lower bridge where gan and Mrs. Lulu Allen
These
services were held in memory of the three ladies will hold a meeting at
deceased naval heroes.
John W. the home of Mrs. Flora Baum June
Palmi r, commander of the local Post, IS to instruct everyone Who cares to
was marshal ot the parade and. How have them in the use of sewing ma
ard W. Foe'.ker, leader of the band chine attachments.
Miss Elva Black and Miss Lucille
Sumner and 'Ralph Hopkins and
Benner in patriotic costumes, thfew the Misses Kennedy of Boston were
white flowers on the water as the guests of Mrs. Ed. Hopkins over the
band played "Nearer My God To weekend.
Thbe.”
As the bugle sounded taps
Mrs. Alice Lester and daughter
there was hardly a dry eye in the Helen from Portland spent Sunday
large
assemblage.
This
part
of
the
=i
at the old home here.
day's program was one of the most
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Deane and
touching features in memory of the son Lawrence came from Portland
hero dead.
The line of march then Sunday for the day, returning Monproceeded to the Baptist church l day morning.
whcAe Rev. R. L. Sheaff delivered a
Friends of Mrs. Grace Sleeper of
line address.
Special music also 1 Malden, Mass., are glad to learn
added to the pleasing program. At 7 that she plans to come to "The Keag"
o'clock tire Paragon Band rendered
a Memorial concert in the new ban I
A Good Thing • DON’T MISS IT
stand.

Every issue of The Courier-Ga
zette is a salesman, visiting three
times a week the homes of this vi
cinity and soliciting business for its
advertisers.
FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
Rockland, Maine

Send your name and address plain
ly written, together with 5 cents (and
this slip) to Chamberlain Medicine
Co., Des Moines, Iowa, and receive
in return a trial package containing
CHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH REM
EDY for coughs, colds, croup, bron
chial, ‘‘flu” and whooping coughs,
and tickling throat; CHAMBER
LAIN'S TABLETS for stomach trou
bles, indigestion, gassy pains that
crowd the heart, biliousness and con
stipation; also CHAMBERLAIN'S
SALVE, needed in every family for
burns, scalds, wounds, piles and skin
affections; these valued family medi
cines for only 5 cento. Don’t miss it.

Designers Offer Something New
in Breakfast Jackets and Caps

b!
Tvidryoiu’tbumi

By JULIA BOTTOMLEY

Shift gears without levers with
both hands at the wheel. That’s
theAppersonMechanicalGearShift. Simple and strong—
mechanically right—fully in
keeping with a quality car.

Come and inspect the 1924
Apperson in our show rooms.
The gear shift is but one of its
exclusive features.

A. C. JONES
Maine Wholesale Representative for Apperson Motors, Inc.
DIRECT FACTORY BRANCH

FIREPROOF GARAGE

E. O. PHILBROOK & SON, Apperson Service Station

LIEUT. COM. BARTLETT

It is always carnival time in the
realm of pretty furbelows. Here Is
where designers may turn their fan
cies loose for gay rioting and then
mirror their pretty antics and ca
pers in all those feminine belong
ings that are created to be more or
less useful but always ornamental.
Breakfast caps and negligees be
long in this decorative throng—anel
therefore have far more license in
styles than garments worn outside.
But the average woman requires
some practical qualities along with
gay frivolity In things to he worn ip
the bosom of her family. The breakfast-time outfit shown here is the
sort that will meet her require
ments. The short coat or jacket is
made of crepe de chine with a gath
ered panel at the front of net-top
lace. Thistmakes a fine, soft back
ground for a decoration of satin rib
bon In contrasting color, placed
across the panel, below the bust
line, and falling nt the sides In a
loop and end. A small spray of |R.
tie silk roses, posed over the ribbon,
proves Itself the best of ull finish-

(©, 1921. Western Newspaper Union >

“The Smell of Print
er’s Ink Is Music to
My Ears,” Says the
Successful Merchant.
Mixed Metaphor, but
Good From an Ad.
Standpoint.

Knew the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

.1024--

upplicj
/'YUR 180 page Catalog —
sent free on request —
will aid you immensely in
the selection of those tools
and appliances.

JFriis fot It,

Knox l’omona Grange will meet
with Ocean View Grange at Martins
ville. Saturday anel past experience
tells all patrons the kind of enter
tainment they will receive, conse
quently a large delegation Is plan-,
ning to attend.
In addition to an
excellent program, which is ready,
there will he a .speaker whom all will
be glad to hear, anel a lively song
service.
The Patrons all know the
kind of dinner that will be served
1 y the members of Ocean View
Grange and all are looking forward
with n.-ue-h pleasure to a good time.
• • • *

ing touches. Ribbon and georgette
crepe are combined in a pretty
drapery to finish tbe sleeves.
Cotton voile in the jlain and figureel patterns makes delightful lit
tle coats of this kind and there are
many other dainty and gay fabrics
that are suited to them.
The cap sliowu requires light sat
in ribbon laid in fine plaits for the
crown anel side band and narrow
lace for frills. The gathered lace
makes a small roselle for the cen
ter of the crown and edges the
band. A narrow satlu ribbon Is laid
about the band nnel nt each side
there are rosettes which are fash
ioned from ruffles of the narrower
ribbon and of lace, centered with
small silk flowers and outlined with
swansdown.
This swansdown border and oth
ers made of ostrich or marabou
feathers, 'are about the last word
in trimmings for cap* and negligees.
They are used In white or pale tints
of the light colors liked for negli
gees.

for the summer, arriving next week.
Mrs. Lillian Coombs has opened
her home for the summer.
Friends are sorry to learn of Mrs.
Ava Brazier's extended illness.
Judging from the number of new
baldes in town a storlf has nested in
this vicinity but there are1 no proud
er grandparents in town than Frc 1
and Maggie.

11

O

Io Jay.

KENDALL and WIIITNEY
Portland, Maine.

OUR GRANGE CORNE

Lieut. Com. Robert Abram Bart
lett of the navy reserve force, Who
has been ordered back to active
duty in his old rank, will head the
expedition now being planned to
the North pole region via airplane.

EAST SEARSMONT
h
'Mr. anel Jifes. Walter Heald ’and
little daughter of Unity were recent
guests of Mr. Heald's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Heald.
Miss Olive Matriner-Js home from
Rhode Island where she has been
during the past winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Donnell have
for a permanent guest a five pound
boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Marriner and
Earl Marriner of Camden spent May
30 with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
L. L. Morse and Mr. and Mrs. L. S.
Marriner.
Mr. anil

Mrs. W. C. Strout anel

Limerot-k Vjilley Pombna enter
tained Knox Pomona at Warren
Gianpe -Saturday.
The late decis
ion. as to the elate of the meeting did
not permit It to be as well advertised
as usual, and prevented many from
attending, but about 90 were present.
In the absence of Worthy Master
ltackliff. Past Master S. E. Norwood
of Knox Pomona presided.
The Patrons were especially inter
esteel in a short talk by Sister Cox
of Kinton Grange. No. 562. of Kinton.
Oregon.
S. E. Norwood, master of
Warren Grange, gave the address of
welctma and Mary Gardner and
Georgia Snow responded.
“What
should be the attitude of this Grange
toward the great questions of the day
t.nd how far should such attitude be
shaped by conflicting views?" was
discussed by Herbert Waltz. Herbert
Brazier. Ralph and Ethan Rowell.
Samuel Norwood, Warren Gardner,
•arks Ruker, Charles Webb, Mary
Gardner, John MacDonald and Geor
gia Snow.
The general opinion was
thaj the Grange should study vital
problems arid then pass judgment.
County Agent Wentworth gave a
talk on the hen business. Claire
Herrick favored the Grange with a
vocal solo anil was recalled.
Mrs. Samuel Norwood and Mrs.
Harlow Brown sang a vocal duet anel
were recalled. An unexpected num
ber was the address and song of a
colored speaker from the South, Prof.
Brown.
He was well applauded.
There were several calls for a news
paper race anel a spirited contest was
held and much enjoyed by the audi
ence. Mrs. Addie Norwood led a
ple asing song service.
The next meeting is with St.
George Grange. Saturday, June 14.

family spent the weekend at their old
home.
Miss Heletn Morse of New York
and Washington, D. C., is visiting
Cash receipts elateel May 6 are re
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Thomas.
Mrs. Orrie Sleeper is home from deemable at Perry’s Market.—adv.
Belfast.
Dalton Heald has repaired his
buildings.
Mrs. Austin Buzzell is in Belfast.
Eleanor McLeod of Belfast was a
recent guest of hep parents, Mr. anel
Mrs. Ardine McLeod.
Irving Hustus of Belfast was a re
cent guest of Miss Edna Mcl^eod.
Martin Day of Belfast is working
for Rodney Thomas.
_ _w
Clarence Gelo has bought a new
, Ford truck.

?yf>ur

^d^g$Ta310NEi$*

WANT

to exchange new furniture for your old. Wc must keep our sec
ond hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new mod
ern furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

279-285 Main St., Rockland
68-tf

The Biggest Family
In This Town Is the
Family of Readers of

-------- THIS PAPER-----------

Star
:ousiER-«A«r,i
ffOCKLANO
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Every-Other-Day
GARDENS THAT PRO

DUCE RESULTS
Even a Small Garden May
Enjoy the Luxury of a
Hotbed.
By Seth XV. Shoemaker
Director, School of Agriculture. Inter
national Correspondence Schools,
Scranton. Pa..
(Many gardeners feej that unless
they have a 1 irge garden they have
r.o need for hotbeds.
The size of
th£ garden, however, in no measure
for the need i f su?h a bed.
The
best indication is the desire of the
gardener.
Hotbeds may he used during the
winter and early spring months for
the production of vegetal)!: plants
for setting, or for the early growth
of some of the short season vegeta
bles, in order to he the first in your
neighborhood to have lettuce, rad
ishes, ete.
A hotbed is nothing eompliuited.
It is merely of fertile earth sur
rounded by a low-gl i s covered,
artificially heatod structure.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 3, 1924.
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Lichens Are Descendants
of Prehistoric Growth
The world lias more than once
been startled by reports that a de
scendant of the monster animals
which inhabited the earth before
the lee age lias been seen either
lifting its head out of the ocean
depths or lurking In the darkness of
u priinevul forest.
Hitherto none of those reports
hag been confirmed. But when we
come to plant life we find in the
lichens real prehistoric growths.
The lichens we cun see and examine
today are similar to those which
existed tens of thousands of years
ago.
The growths which spread them
selves over rocks and old walls are
a combination of a fungus and
countless thousands of algae. The
fungus, unable to make its own
way in the world, has enmeshed
huge numbers ot' green ulg.il cells,
living on the food material which
they produce.
That many of these plants are
tens of thousands of years old Is
proved by the fai t that by s. raping
away the crust of lichens the abra
sions caused by the pnssu’ge of ice
during the glacial period are as
fresh us though they had been
made recently. The lichen lias pro
tected them from the weather ever
since. The Glacial age is said by
some scientists to have ended over
80,000 years ago.—London Tit-llits.

Every Inhabitant
Helps Make Muslin

While

Paper

Clothes That Proclaim Spring
for Between-Seasons’ Period

pT IS WELL TO RE
JMEMBER THAT

IADAM’S FALL CAME

|BEFORE AND NOT ' 5
KFTER.HE LEARNED
JO SWEAT FOR A

Iliving.

Exit drudgery, enter Crawford

Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland foh
Augusta. A 57 00 a m , t7.30a. m.. tl ,10 p.m.
H tngor, A 57 00 a. m . t? 31) a. m., tl-10p. in.
B wton, A |7 oo • m..p 30a.in., tl. 10 p. m.
B-miwick,A|7.00a in , |7.30a. in.. |1.10 p. in.,
f5.35 p. m.
I \\ i? on. A57 00 a. in., J7.30 a. in., |1 10 p. m.
N w \ ork. H 10 p. m.
I 1’ h tiand, A«7.00a. in., 17.30 a. rn., 11.10 p. m.,
J5.35 p. m.
■
Wi -r /ie, A57 00a.m.,t7.30a m.,tl.10p.m.
I
\” > !. i ii, A57.00 a.m., |7.3O s.m., tl 10 p m.
15.33 p. ro.
4
A Passengers prnx-ide exvn ferriage Bath to Wool
wi Ii.
t »'■ . .exccolSunday.
: i\c. no- ’ i.’.ss,
m. l.Harris,
4-27-kl V. 1‘. C. n 1 Mgr. Geo’lPassenger Agt

:
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

BILL” BARBER

By JULIA BOTTOMLEY

i Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANCOR LINE—SPRING SCHEDULE

ITH your permission, we’re going to call
for that cranky old range of yours and
set up a brand-new Crawford in your kitchen.
We’ll make you a liberal allowance on the old
stove and you can pay for the new helpmate
in easy installments. Why not give us that
permission today?

W

STEAMSHIPS BZLFAST AND CAMDEN

KITCHEN

CUPBOARD
By NELLIE MAXWELL
FOR THE COOKY JAR

Crawford

heave Rockland daily except Sundays at
m. (Standard Time) for Boston
Return leave Boston, dal’y except Sun
days a? 0 oo P y (Daylight Saving Time).
Leave l;o k anti, d.ii y except Mondays at 5.00
A. M. (S’andard Time) cimden 5 45 A. M.;
Be’fast 7 15 A M : Bucksport 8 45 A M.;
Winterport V.I5 a M.; Due Bangor 10 00 A.
M
Return Leave Bangor, dally except Sun
days at 2.00 P M. ; (Standard Time) tor
Boston aud way landings, due the following
morning about 7.00 A. M

8 (mi p

MALL cakes and cookies that
MT. DLSFRT & BLUZHILL LINES
will keep are most desirable at
BAR HARBOR LINE
tliis season, when much entertain
ing is done. A well-stocked cooky
Standard Time
jar or cake box gives tlie housewile Leave Rock’and daily except Mondays at
a comfortable feeling of assurance. 5 A M , tor North Haven. Stonington. Southt Harbor. Northeast Harbor, Seal Har
Ball Cakes.—Sift ull together, we
bor. due Par Harbor 11 A M.
two cupfuls of pastry (lour, one
It- urn Leave F:»- Harbor dally exco»it
leaspoonful uf baking pewder, iwo Sundays at 1 00 P. M for Rockland and way
teuspoonfuls of cinuaiuun, one- landings.
BLUE HILL LINE
fourth of a leaspoonful of cloves,
one-fourth of a leaspoonful of nut
Standard Timo
meg, add one cupful of sugar, three
Leave Rock’aud dal’y except Mondays at
eggs unbeaten, one-fourth of a cup 5 no A XI t > Dark Harbor, South Brooks
ville. SargentviHe, Deer Isle, Brooklln, South
ful of citron chopped, the grated Bluehlll.
due Btuehlll 11.00 A M.
rind of udf an orange, an 1 one-lmif
Return—Leave Bluehlll dally except Sun
teaspoonful of salt. Mix well and days at 12.30 P M. for Rockland and way
with well-floured hands make the landings.
At Boston connection Is made via the Bos
mixture into small halls the size ton and New York Line express, passenger
of a walnut. Bake on well greased and freight steamers for New York and points
cooky sheet one-lmif inch apart la South and West.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
a quick oven.
Caraway Nibbles.—Take one cup
Portland-New York Freight Servico
ful of raised bread dough, two ta
Direct Freight Service between Portland
blespoonfuls of butter, one tea and New York is resumed fioui jhe New
State I'ler. Portland, Me
Sailings Tues
spoonful of salt. Scald one cupful days,
Tin sdays nnd Saturdays eacn way.
of milk, add (lie butter ami sail to
Throu '.Ii rates and direct track connections
it aud when cool adil the sponge with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Ra’J
with a cupful of sugar, one well- roads.
F 3. SHERMAN’. Supt . Ro, k an-l. Maine.
beaten egg and one and one-half
R 3. SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Me
tablespoonfuls of caraway seeds.
Add flour lo knead, let rise until
Vinalhaven ar.d Rockland
double Its bulk, knead and roll in
to a half-inch sheet and cut into
Steamboat Co.
small biscuits. Place in a. greased
The direct route between
pan two inches apart and lei rise.
Soft Molasses Cookies.—Take one ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA.
V.N. STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
cupful eacli of shortening, brown
ISLAND
sugar, Porto Rico molasses, sour
milk, two teaspooofnls ofisnda, one
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
tenspoonful each of salt, ginger,
(Subject to change without notice)
cinnamon, one tablespoonful of
EASTERN STANDARD TIME
vinegar, with about live cupfuls of
pastry flour. Cream the shortening,
VINALH/VEN LINE
add tlie sugar, molasses and gour
Steamier leaves Blna'.haven at 7 a m. nnd
1.00
p
m..
for
Rockland dai.y except Sundays.
milk. Sift three cupfuls of tlie
Returning,
haves
Rockland
(Tillson’s
flour with the dry ingredients, add
Wlia f) at 9 30 a. in ai)d 3.30 p. in. for
to the first mixture with tlie vine Vinalhaven.
gar and the remaining flour; mix
STONINGTON & SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
nnd lei stand over night to chill.
Steamer leaves Swan’s Fs’and at 5.30 a m.
Roll out In tlie morning and cut In Stonington
li.45 and North Haven at 7.45 a.
to desired shaped. Bake fifteen ni. for Rockland
Returning leaves Rnck’and at 1.30 p m. for
minutes. Do not roll too thin.

S

'•'Ranges

Stonington Furniture Co.
313-315 Main Street.
Tel. 745-J
ROCKLAND

Practically everybody in the little
town of Tarare, with Its 12,000 in
habitants, In central France, re
WARREN
ROCKPORT
cently referred to In By the Way, Is
Hotbeds are usually made 6 feet
Interested
in
the
making
of
muslin.
wide and some multiple cf 3 feet in
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Spear, ac
Ms. .1. A. Runs returned Saturday
Quite half the population are act
length. This size has been general
to .Vledforcl. Mass., after spending a companied by Mrs. Forrest Spear and
ly adopted because 3 ft. x 6 ft. lias ual workers in the mills or in their week at the home cf her sister, Mrs. Mrs. Ira I.ibby ol' South Warren mo
homes, where muslin is either made
been found to be a suitable size for
tored to Hath Memorial Day.
on household looms or covered with .-'hermui Weed.
the oash used to c iver the hotbeds.
Little Madeline Haskell is quite ill.
Doris Butterfield i.as at home from
most beautiful embroidery.
Also, a hotbed that is 6 feet wide
J.aF< rrest Davis of Vinalhaven is
' i‘tiro- to spend the weekend with
Although the population of Ta
ran be easily managed, that is. the
rare has diminished in recent years her mother. Mro. F’.orcnre Butter visiting his mother, Francena Davis.
teed is easily sawn and the crop
George Orbeton of North Conway,
the ntuslln industry Is still very re- field.
easily watered and eared for. ,
Mr. as! I Mrs. Myles Standish aril N. H„ spent Friday in town as guest
numeratlve, and there are some
Many gardeners use the term
Mrs. I). S. Kent and daughter Alyee of Niven C. Crawford.
streets In which one's guide will
“frames" to indicate both hotbedn
Mrs. Madeline Brazier ft Portland
point to the houses of men who (In motored from Norwi h, Conn.. Sat
and colfl frames.
The term “sash"
France) are multi-millionaires—
urday and are spending a week at is spending a few days in town as
is similarly used and when a gar
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
men of great wealth who continue .Mrs. Kent’s home on Spruce street.
dener says that he has ten or twelve
to live side by side with less for
.Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Whittier and Thomas B. Coipeland.
saSh, it in understood that he means
Mrs. Rise. Hokes and son Leland
tunate citizens, who “thee" and
laughter Marion of Bath spent Xlesash 3 ft. x 6 ft.
“thou” their rich neighbors as they
nnrial Day with Mrs. Whittier’s have been spending a few days as
(Hotbeds can. of course, he made
guests cf her mother, Mrs. N. R.
pass them in the streets. All these mother. Mm. Fannie Andrew.,.
of any size desired by the gardener
people are ready to admit that tliej
Miss Marion Huntley has entered Robinson.
and tut of any boxes or odd pieces
owe their prosperity and livelihood the employ cf the New England Tel.
M-s. Elzira Cowen is viajting her
of lumber that can be adapted td the
to the work nnd perseverance of XI. & Tel. Co.
mother, Mrs. Emetine Studley.
purpose.
Antoine Slmonet: hut they will also
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hahn and
Xus.
.F. Jackson is at Sirs.
The frame work on hotbeds may
tell one that something Is due to Gecrge Huntleys fra few wee': c
three chil<Ven of Belfast spent Me
be built of 1 In. tooarde or of 2 in.
the water of the river Tnrillne,
Mrs. Clans Erickson who has been morial Day in town as guests of rela
planks; permanent hotbeds should be
which gives the light cotton mate
tives.
luite ill is convalescent.
constructed of heavier material.
rials of Tarare certain incompara
Mrs. S. F. Haskell. Jr., entertained
Miss Forls Butterfield is visiting
ble qualities as regards texture and her mother, Mrs. Butterfield for a relatives and friends from Lewiston
color which are recognized by wom ! few days.
ov >r the weekend.
en the world over.—Detroit News
Mr. and -Mrs. Hollis Pays n of BelJohn Anderson cf Springfield,
Mass.. representing the Hartford In-'fast spent Memorial Day as guest cf
Penitentes a
Sect surance Co., w.-o a re'ent guest cf Ha-riet and Susie M. Hahn.
Miss Elsie Sawyer ar.d mother. Mrs.
The l’enitentcs^ or
l'enitent Mr. and Mrs. Everett E. F. Libby.
Mrs. Emma Sylvester cf Long John Sidensparker, motorei to PortBrothers, were once wry numerous
in New Mexico, They were Mexi Island. X. Y.. and Mr. nnd Mrs. Al land and sp lit the weekend as guest
cans—very ignorant and fanatic bert Sylvester of Portland were In of relatives.
Mrs. Thomas Robinson has been en
town Friday of last week.
ones.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall E. Reed, tertaining her sister of Winslow's
Their strange brotherhood—a
laughter Dorothy and son Jthn Mills far a. few days.
remnant and perversion of the peni
Mrs. William Partridge is ill.
Frederick who have been guest.) of
tent orders of tlie Middle ages—
picture of a four sash hotbed was active only forty (lujsisntlie
ilr. and Mrs. Sherman Weed rein the accompanying illusDon't insure your automobile until
year, the forty days before Lent.
urned Saturday to their home in
vou have beard how $1.00 bought
set to lettuce plants,
At that time they flogged their own
Roxbury.
home gardener who wished
George Roberts & Co., Inc..
naked backs with cruel scourges of
A union servi -e was held Sunday $2500.
foWk'lld only a one frame .ash tan
aloe llhre, carried enormous crosses,
Street,
Rockland,
nerri g at the Methodist church and 10 Limerock
lay on beds of cactus, nnff per
54 72
do so by building only one se?tlo:i
he
bac; alaureate
sermon was Maine.—adv.
of the kind shown in the illustration. formed similar self-tortures.-; mak
>r.a hod before the graduating class
ing pilgrimages thus, (in Gixnl Fri
When a long string of hotbed sash
)f Ihe it. II. S. by Rev. J. N. Palmer.
GLENMERE
day they redoubled their ghastly ef
are required stakes made of 2 in. x
Special must? far the occasion was
forts
and
finally
crucified,
upon
a
4 in. segntling are drive.) into the
urn . bed by the 11. S. chorus and the
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Andrews have
real cross, one of their number who
giuund from every G ft, to 8 ft. along
Methcdist
choir.
The
regular returned frem their honeymoon trip.
was
chosen
hv
lot.
the northern side of the frame.
r nthly union service was also held
Mr. and Mrs. Leach and little for
In the Middle ages nearly the
it toe Methcdist church Sunday who have spent a few days here with
These stakes are usually from 244 ft.
whole
of
Europe
had
a
strange
epi

to 3 ft. long or of such a length so
evening.
her parents at their cottage have re
demic—a fever of penitential self
Mrs. C. E. Grotton was the recent turned to Massachusetts.
that when they are driven 1% ft.
whipping. The Flagellants, as they
to 2 ft into the ground they will
juest of her son Sturgis and family
‘Mrn. Norman Simmons of Friendwere called, paraded the streets,
stand about 1 ft. above the surface cf
n Ko. kland.
►•hip spent a few days here with her
lashing themselves with sgourges,
The regular meeting of Harbor parents last week.
the soil.
XVhen the stakes are all
or used the whip at home. Even
set a trench about 1 ft. deep is dug
Light-Chapter, O. E. S.. will be held
Miss Catherine Andrews is home
kings caught the infection, anil
along tne ocuth side of the stakes.
ibis Tuesday evonii g.
Dcgrecu will un her vacation.
abused their own royal hacks, ft
ie conferred.
A 12 in. plank is nailed to the stakes
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Harris and lit
took centuries to eradicate this rt»
Alls. Alton Pratt of Melrose Mass., tle son Richard have returned to
so that the top of tbe plank forms’
markable custom.—Detroit News.
the tep of the frame of the hotbefl.
vas in town Friday.
Mrrsa.-husetts after spending a week
Immediately beneath this is nailed
Miss Mabel Wall was at home from with Mrs. Frank Harris.
Lilac
Buds
Protected
Middlfb: ro. Mass., to spend the
a 6 in. or 8 in. plank.
If the soil
Julia Davis was home for the week
Lilac buds, containing 'Iwigs,
veekerd with her parents. Capt. and end.
is likely to cave, it is best to use an
•
Mrs.
S.
H.
Wall.'
8 in. plank.
When making long
leaves nnd blossoms in embryo
The Memorial Day exercises were
frames it is desirable to have the
form are tender and delicate and
STRAND THEATRE
full of water, yet they are aide to held Friday afternoon at Amsbury
planks of uniform length and have
Hill cemetery and were in charge of
survive extremely cold weather In
■the stakes so placed that the joints
They were sisters but they had
which they are frozen solid and Mis. Cacildia Cain.
There were 76
of the planks will come on the stakes.
One
even come unscathed through long
hildren in the line of march and rec different ideas about things.
The south side of the frame is con
periods of alternate freezing and
itations were given by Theresa In was content to milk the cows in the
structed in the .same manner except
thawing. Examination under the gersoll and Carolyn Graffam.
They morning and drive them Ik me at
that the top cf the s mth side should
microscope reveals the secret of the
vere trained in singing by Mrs. Min night, to help with the housework
be from 4 In. to # in. lower than the
extraordinary hardlm ss of these nie Wellman. Mrs. Rose Price and ar.d enjoy the simple comforts of
top of the north side and just nbout
buds. The outer sheath covering Mrs. Dorothy Lane. The Gettysburg larm life,
The other yearned for
G feet from it.
the bud is coated with wax. so that address was read by Mrs. Emma Tor- excitement and romance: her sou!
The ordinary hotbed is heated
tlie tissues Inside are hermetically rey.
Prayers were offered by Rev. w. cramped and her impulses stifled
with manure although com? may be
sealed against outside moisture. In
J. X. Palmer aud Rev. Andrew in the little farm house in the Berkheated by running steam or hot
Comrade Wiliam Snowdeal shire hills: she wanted to live in the
water pipes into the bottom of them. side are layers of a corky substance Young.
When manure is used, the bottom which prevent the escape of water was the officer of the day and the city with its bright life and hectic
Finally she ran away
of the hotbed Is deepened according! from the tissues. Here nnd there service was read by Mis. Cain. The pleasures.
to the depth of the manure, that is; throughout the hud are spaces into servl -co for the unknown dead cf the and was swept Into life's seething
which
the
water
expands
when
It
Is
World War were conducted liy Fred mah.strom . . . What happened to
from 6 in. to 24 in., of manure is
converted into tee. So long us tlie Kellar and a .memorial service was the .strayed girl and the strange part
placed in the bottom of the hotbed
outer
sheath
remains
dosed
and
in

held for the late comrade. George II. which her sister who stayed at home
according to the climate.
In most
Xlusic was furnished played in her life, years later, make
parts of the United States, however, tact freezing and thawing cun do no XI. Barrett.
burnt
whatever.
tremendously engrossing photoplay
by the West Rockport Band.
very few gardeners line more than 6
which you can not afford to miss. It
in. to 8 in. of manure.
The hotbed
is called “Man and Wife" and Ironists
Just the Other Way
is dug out deep enough fo that after
MOODY MOUNTAIN
a highly capable cast,
featuring
the manure is in place about 4 in. to
A small boy was brought by his
F. XV. Cunningham of Searsmont. Gladys Leslie, Normer Shearet. Rob
G in. of line mellow soil can be spread father to Washington and taken to formerly of Liberty, and Miss Eliza
ert Elliott and Maurice Costello, tit
on the top of the compost.
visit congress.
beth Robbins, were united in mar
(Hotbed sash are also shown in the
He was much Interested In the riage May 29. Mrs. Cunningham is is being shown today.
"The Unknown Purple." width
illustration.
Hotbed.) may lie built
chaplain, who always opened the the only daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
of concrete, brick, etc., but few peo
sessions with prayer. Both In the Herbert Robbins, highly respected and comes for Wednesday and Thurs
day in a
very
unusual
melple care to go to the expense of con senate anil the house lie had ob
lifelong citizens of this town. Mr. rdrama.
It is the story of a poor
structing them out of such materials. served this procedure.
Cunningham is the son of Bert E.
Finally he asked: "Papa, why Cunningham of Libert)-. Their many f.enius, an inventor who has discov
doe-s the minister come In every friends unite in wishing them happi ered the secret of making the human
STONINGTON
body invisible, through the medium
dav and pray for congress?”
ness.
, ,,
,,
, . _ °f a purple ray of light.
But before
“You’ve got II all wrong, son.”
Mr
and
Mrs.
I
.
XX.
Cunningham
he can enjoy the fruits of hlB IalH)rs
Mrs. Winfield Thurlow, Miss Annie replied his father. “The minister
and Mt. and Mrs. 15. E. Cunningham
Thurlow and Marshall Thurlow at comes in every day, looks over con
he is betrayed by Ilk) wife, whom he
went to Augusta recently on business.
tended the dedication of Belfast’s new gress, and then prays for the
nearly loves, and rent to prison for
Helen
Higgins
is
very
sick
with
High School building.
seven years to answer for the crime
country.”
tonsilitis.
Fred Torrey’s Sunday school class
committed by her lover.
It is in
Charles
Campbell
has
gone
to
Bel

went on a fishing trip up the bay in
prison that he learns of this decep
fast
where
he
has
employment.
It
Rained
Capt. A. Green's launch Friday.
tion from the prisoner in the next ceil
Miss Josephine- Knight visited
First City Lad (on vacation In
At the Girl Scouts’ annual review
whom he hats never been able even to
friends in Bangor recently.
the
country)
—
What
do
tlie
cows
at the Arena in Boston this week
________________
sc’°Peter Marchmont, when he is
stand
under
tlie
trees
for?
Miss Evangebne Sawyer of this town
FA«T rniE-NnxiUliP
P'*1*”** fr™> prison, through his
Second
City
Lad
—
You
dummy,
C.AX3 1 r r\lL,l>L?f3rllr
genius, becomes a powerful but lltwas one chosen to demonstrate child
nursing ns taught in the hospitals. that’s because they're afraid water
On May 21 at East Friendship,"Mr.', tie-known figure in the financial
will
get
into
the
iflilk
when
it
ruins.
Over 4000 Girl Scouts were there.
Annie (Jameson) Orne, wife of Moses world.
It is then that he returns,
The Kian lecture nt Tewksbury's
Orne. died after being In ill health unre-cgnized. to the home of his
hall Tuesday night was largely at
over a year She is survived by her former wife and her husband, who
No Rice
tended.
The “rice paper” of which cig husband and two sous, Blanchard T. were his betrayers. In possession of
Mr. and Mrs. XX’dlter Clifford of arettes are made is not rice paper of Thomaston and Marcellus P. of the secret of becoming invisible.
Belfast visited at Mrs. Winfield Thur- ut all and the "rice paper" on South XVarren; one granddaughter, through his purple ray of light, he
low’s Thursday.
which the Chinese make such ex Lorlnda A., a student at U. of M., begins the working out of a venI-’lorian Small, formerly of this quisite color sketches is made of and a brother, Melvin of East Friend- '-pance against them, which is wield
ship. Mrs. Orne was a devoted wife and uncanny in its unfolding.
He
town, was hurt badly recently while the pith of a tree.
and mother, a loyal friend and a kind ’i ’illy brings the man to the edge
at work on a boat in Boston harbor.
In the Shakespearian play given |
neighbor, always thinking of others of financial and physical ruin, and
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office
Iv,y Day at Colby College, Miss Edith
before herself. Funeral services were has enured his former wife to be
and examine styles.
If you already have
Gray took a prominent part.
held at her late home on Saturday come enamored of him without
a plate bring It In and let us print you cards
afternoon. Rev. Lloyd Kingsley of the knowing who he really is.
She
In latent size.
THE COURIKK-GAZKTTK
,
.
, M. E. church officiating. The Metho- rgrees to desert her present husband.
Every issue of The Courter-Oa- I dist choir sang “Beautiful Isle cf
as she deserted him, and it is then
zette is a salesman, visiting three | PICTURE FRAMING—Sawssharpened, all I .Somewhere” and ' Under His XX’ing.i." that Peter MarChmint plans Ihe
times a week the homes of this vikinds of shop carpenter work promptly and Beautiful floral offerings covered the thrilling
climax which brings hiu
cinity and soliciting business for Its
carefully done.
EDWIN H. MAXCY, over I casket.
The burial was at East lengeanze and the play to its end.__
advertisers.
1 rayaoo’a store, at the Uruok.
Friendship.
....
..
.... adv.

Strange

Page Five

k?:i:

XYlien the cheerful predictions of
the earliest robins hegin to be ful
filled and we are watching the hut
on the trees, they seem to he very
slow and cautious about unfolding
—as if enticed by the sun, hut dis
couraged by a bite in the air. XX’e
mortals are so eager for springtime
that we like to put on apparel that
heralds it, so fashion takes care of
tlds between-seasons' period with
clothes that proclaim spring but re
member that it is not quite here.
Millinery pipes the first note of
welcome to tlie new season, and
woicen are already wearing lints of
taffeta, crepe ami fabrics peculiar
io millinery. Cheerful colors divide
attention with black In these bats,
bul lustrous surfaces and bright

ornaments give them all animation
A pretty cloth cape and a buoy
ant silk hat that goes well with H
are among fashion’s contributions
io junior styles lor between sea
sons. They arc tlie outward and
visible signs l lint I lie young miss
pictured bears a summer mind —
and thinks no more of winter. This
is borne out by her gingham dress
and her footwear. The cape is tij
substantial all'air of a plain coating,
brightened h.v hands of colorful
Trimming winch extend pari way
down the front and hack on cadi
side. In front these hands terminate
in silk ornaments—clusters or small
halls, covered with taffeta silk. The
banding Is carefully placed on the
collar, so as to fall in line with that
on tlie rape, and roun l buttons are
used for fasteninc. Slasheg at each
side, finished with bindings, allow
tlie arms Io he thrust through them.
There are some spring coals for
juniors In jtttraetlve plaids un i
crossbars, much like those for their
elders, and the sweater and sweater
eoats are always to lie reckoned
with when het ween-seasons clothes
are considered.
(©. 1921. Western Newspaper Union.)

((£, 1923, Western Newspaper Union )

DON’T

DELAY-PAINT TO DAY'

This is Special Cleaning Helps Month

Make that House

a Beautiful Home

PARK THEATRE

EMPIRE THEATRE
Up”

latest Universal all-

Y

Consult the Home Beautiful Paint Stock
Chart.

WETHERILL’S

Atlas
Home Beautiful
Paint Stock
Aik how much you need.
You can buy just enough
—no waste. Full instruc
tion! furnished. Be sure
it’s Wetherill.

Wednesdays. Fridays. 10-12: 2-5:
true for tlie ty pes pictured which are Mondays.
7-3. Tuesdays. Thursdays. 10-12; 2-5;
true.to the) “tout” specie. Creighton _______ Saturdays. 10-12. Tel. 886
Hale convinces those who have
formed the opinion that a race track E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
tout is beyond the pale, so far as un
Office Hour,: 1 to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
selfishness
is
concerned, as did
George Cooper, taking the part of Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointmont
"Jinx” Jackson. Johnny’s pal in good
Telephone 194
times and in bad.
In "The Satin Girl," which Pomes
THOMASTON, ME.
Wednesday and Thursday and in
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
which Mabel Forrest is starred ‘jjid
Norman Kerry featured, is a setting JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
showing the underground den of Far
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
go, played by Marc MacDermott, the
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DEmysterious character who influences
VELOPINS, PRINTING ANO EN
the heroine by some strange power.
LARGING.
It is of stone, with ante-chambers
370 Main Street, Rockland
where chemical apparatus and other
paraphernalia are seen. Herein, Eargo sits like a spider in his web.—adv.

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
105 PLEASANT STREET

A RELIABLE
GEO. D. WETHERILL &. CO., Inc.
BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

COMMISSION HOUSE

XIMPHIS

WETHERILES- ATLAS PRODUCTS

W. J. ROBERTSON
TEL. 124-3.

LUMBER and BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES. Thomaston
43Thlf

117-tf

LIVE AND DRESSED

Attorney At Law

POULTRY

Special Attention to Probate Matter*
875 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

EGGS, APPLES, ETC.

l06 Pleasant Street

T. H. WHEELERCO.

Telephone 244-W.

HEATING

TEL. 244-W.

L. R. CAMPBELL

PROMPT RETURNS

PLUMBING

PLUMBING

DRESSED CALVES

H. M. DE ROCHEMONT

e-o-d-tf-117

Day or Night Calls answered from the
office
403 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. '
Telephone 160
54-tf

Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
OUR house needs painting every fexv star picture began its screen show
years—and unless the surface is pro ing at the Empire theatre yesterday, C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph.C.
and more than lived up to the expec
tected you are due for considerable property
Chiropractor
tations that had been aroused by ad
400 Main Street, - - - Rockland
depreciation — also loss of neighborhood vance
notices of this picture story of
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropractie
prestige.
Office Hours;
life around a race track. This holds

Paint liberally and noxv, if there is any
indication it is needed. Delay is very
expensive.
Protect with
At!as Screen Faint

Manager
Rockland, Maine May 15. 1924.

The east of ‘The Hunchback of
Notre-‘Dame,” which is now holding Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
ijrth at Park Theatre, is cf the fi st
magnitud . Heading it is Lon Chaney,
Telephone 223
the greatest character a’tor <.n the
38 Summer Street, - - Rockland
J screen today, and lie is supported by
68-tf
Patsy Ruth .Miller, Erhest Terrence,
Gladys P.r .ckwell, Norman Kerry,
DR. 1. L. McBEATH
i Winifred Bryson. Brandon Hurst,
' Nigel de Brulier. Kate Lester, Tully
I Marshall. Eulalie Jepson, Raymond
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
I Hatton and t-ome 3091 other ass’stTelephone 136
I ing players. For years L m Chaney
38 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
! toiled in- studios for fqrty dollars a
Graduate of American School of
| week, then came the “Miracle Man"
Osteopathy
; and his salary jumped to $1000, grad
ually mounting until it was $2500
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
when he played Hie stellar role in
The Hunchback cf Notre Dame.”
Diseases of the Eye;
After the critics' reports of the world
premiere at the Astor Theatre In New
Refractions, Etc.
York, the star started receiving bids
407 MAIN STREET
that ran all the way up to $4500, and
t Hours: 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
he has net signed yet. But when
Residence, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
Office Telephone 493-W
newspaper men met him they found
him the same hail fellow well met
F. B. ADAMS, M. D.
that he was when he received $40.
The $1,500,000 production will be Office Hours: 8 to 9 a. m., 1 to 4 and
shown twice today.—adv.
7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment

“Riders

Re-finish with
Porch and Lawn
Furniture Enamel

above landings also Isle au llaut when pas
sengers.
\V. 3 WHITE,

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney At Law
Specialty: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, MAINE
Telephones—Office 468: House 6Q3-W

HEATING

93-101 Clinton St.

BOSTON
100-tf-Th

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Erskine & Co.

417 MAIN ST.. . .

ROCKLAND

Know the tremendous pulling powar
of Courier-Gazette ads.

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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CAMDEN

PECPLE OF OUR TOWN

Metals Are Transparent
When Subjected to Heat

BjllTheBo her
Jen/

In Everybody’s Column

Advertisements in this column not to
The Memorial Day exercises here
Jam s Hewett of New York is
GUARANTEED
cxuied three lines inserted once for 25 cents,
down for a three weeks vacation.
pass d eff pleasantly, and Arey-Heal
Very thin films of certain metals
3 times for 50 cents
Additional lines 5
I uiis Bean and Sherwood Wil Post, American Legion, has good rea
eenrs each for one time, 10 cents 3 times.
become transparent nl bents nut
Six words luake a line.
liams who have positions in Boston son to be proud o{ the result ef their
nearly sufficient to melt them. Fur
were two d'lys guests of relatives work.
Rockland Band furnished
instance, if we take a sheet of gohi
here.
music and gave a concert in front of
Lost and Found
leaf somewhat thinner than the pa
Anson Bucklin showed the corre the opera house from S.30 to 9.30.
per on which this is printed, na l
LUbT
—
Five dollar hill on Myrtle street
spondent Monday the picture of two This was followed by the Memorial
1918 Overland ................................... . ...$ 95.00
heat it by an electrical current to
about noon on Saturday.
Reward.
TEL.
old time characters—James Stevens Day address given by Rev. R. H.
741
W
67-lt
temperature of about 2,400 degrees
.... 115.00
1919 Overland ....................
and Norris Piper.
They were both Hayden. His si»eech though brief was
LOST
—
Goody
ear
30x3%
tire
and
rim
from
Fahrenheit, it will become as trans
THE fifiWE Of POCAHONTAS
auto on road to Keag.
W. Al. SNOW, 52
1918 Reo Touring
. .... 195.00
excellent likenesses.
interesting and held the closest at
parent us a pane of green-colored
Suffolk St.
65*6T
The County Convention of the W. tention. At the Conway boulder Dr.
glass,
if carefully kept from
WHEN OPENED WAS FOUND
1918 Dodge Touring ....................... .... 215.00
t . T. V. will be held at the Congre J. G. Hutchins gave a short talk, and
drafts very much finer sheets ot
Summer Cottages and Board
UNOCCUPIED. WOMEN ,
.... 325.00
1920 Buick Six Touring
gational church.
Rockland, next at the Soldiers’ Monument Mrs. Ralph
gold leaf can thus be heated by
5IMPLV CAN’T STAY HOME|
FOR RENT—“THE BIRCHES"--Furnlilicii
Thursday.
Young read in her usual pleasing
clamping them on frames of mar
1920 Buick, seven passenger .... .... 415.00
eamp cottage on Alford Lake.
0 rooms—
Capt. Frank Watts is very much manner. The Memorial trees were
ble or slate and applying the cur
IT SEEMS* *
wood
—boats.
Nice screened in piazza.
For
Hudson, seven passenger . . . .... 575.00
1921
better of his illness on account of decorated and bouquets presented to
rent through the metal strips whl.h
June ivid July.
ERNEST (. DAVIB
67-69
which he was taken to the Silshy members of the G. A. R. and Ladies
clamp each end of the sheet.
.... 675.00
1921 Studebaker Big Six
Hospital several days (ago.
of the G. A. R. who were in autos.
When this is done with gold leaf
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Ocean Houae,
o;o:o:o:o:o:oko^x)?d:q:o:o:o:o:q
JX99®®'
.... 695.00
Franklin
Touring
....................
1921
Port Clyde, Me.
14 chambers, garage, BilIsaac Bunker, who has recently had This was done through the courtesy
of about one-l.cnlre.j’h the thick
iard
Hall partly furnished. Address ALDEN
New
Paint
two surgical operations performed at of the Garden Club. The line then
ness of ordinary paper and the cur
E. STUDLEY, K. No 2, Waldoboro. 66-tf
the Sllsby Hospital is reported to be proceeded to the cemetery where Lin
rent Is gradually increased until
1922 Marmon..................................... .... 985.00
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Cottage at Pleas
coln's Gettysburg Address was read
doing well.
•
the temperature reaches 8,000 de
ant Beach, Me
MRS. J. W. ANDERSON,
Perfect ConditiOi
Render to all men their due.”
A by Leslie D. Ames, after which the
grees Fahrenheit, the leaf becomes
Rockland
Tel. 452-1.
6o*67
not only translucent, but transput
mixing of names in the acejunt’ of soldiers’ graves were decorated. The
1923 Hudson, seven passenger . . . .... 1225.00
TO LET—F or the summer, furnished house
ent, so that It Is actually possible
the memorial exercises Friday gave parade was formed in two parts:
of seven rooms at South Cushing, Maine,
Perfect Ccndit;ion
pleasantly located on the Georges River.
By MARY GRAHAM BONNER
^2 MAIN STREET
credit for being a strong factor in
to see through II. For apparently
First Section
WE ARE GOING TO MOVE TO
$150 for the season.
ANNIE FILLMORE,
the same reason sliver foil, which
the work of preparation to Mr. and
Police
Matff Hill, Maine.
63*71-tf
requires only 2,250 degrees to make
Mrs. John Creighton instead of Mr.
Rockland Band
TO LET OR FOR SALE—At a bargain, two
1 tizzy
It clearly transparent, shows a
nnd Mrs. C. A. Creighton to whom
World War Veterans
furnished summer cottages. 8 and 9 rooms, at
Grandmother Ice
Town like a Runaway Freight Train, j bluish-violet tint. Copper foil has
Owl’s Head, Maine. Address B. F. UUSSEY,
the honor belonged.
Boy Scouts
30 Church street., Everett, Mass.
46*85
with
his
H
r.d
down
down
and
hi:
ulso
been
made
transparent
In
this
The league game of ihe season.
•
School Children
Sir
Freezing-Is-Fun
nnd
the
Icicle
Feet traveling in High, recogniz:: ; way. but remains only for a short
TO LET—Furnished cottage at Crescent
Thomaston and Rockland, will be
Second Section
Girls
and
Madame
Snow
and
old
665 MAIN ST.
TELEPHONE
Beach for the month or season.
Inquire
no Friends nor Speed Laws. He i
time, as It combines with the oxy
played on the new Athletic Fiea’,
Firemen
King Snow were
at C. A. ROSE ('O., Rockland or MRS. C. A.
Kidding himsc’f that heis a It zzy gen of air when thus heated, ami
Rockland, next Saturday June 7.
Spanish War Veterans
ROSE, 17 Waehusett St, Forest llills. Mass.
having a chat
896
Bizners l'.an. forgetting that the Real tlie resulting compound is nut
ROCKLAND
52-tf
Thomaston can 'be counted upon to
Civil War Veterans
after a pleas
Ones do their Fast Work wit a their transparent.
send a big crowd.
COTTAGE AT CRESCENT BEACH—To
Ladies of G. A. R.
ant, busy day.
rent
for
the
summer
:
has
five
sleeping
rooms
Herds instead ef their Ftet.
Leon Leighton, proprietor of the
Canton Molyneaux
P re 11 y soon
and large living room, with fireplace, fine
Knox House, has bought the StimpMr. and Mrs. Wallace Easton are
Copper Mine
kitchen.
Every
room
furnished.
Fine
well
they
were
son house on the opposite side of the guests of tneir daughter. Mrs. George
of water. K. B HASTINGS.
45-tf
joined by other
VINALHAVEN
Has
Incline
ctreet. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ken- F. Bacon in West Somerville. Mass.
SELL OR RENT—Summer cottage at
friends and rel
Pleasant Beach, South Thomaston
Beau
• iston, who have been occupying the
There will lie another (lane' at
The Shannon incline, which is
atives. The Bliz
Mrs. Laura B. Sanborn ard nei hew
tiful
location.
Cottage comfortable and
house will make their home in Rich South Hope Grange hall next Thurs Leon Any. arrived Saturday from used to handle ore ut copper mines
zard Boys came
well equipped for at least six persons. Good
day evening with music by B hndeil’s Washington. P. C.
mond.
garage
ENSIGN OTIS, Rockland, Me.
along nnd so
in Arizona, is n notable piece of
39-tf
'Rev. Fred A. Snow of Freeport Orchestra.
did many of the
1 Mrs. Mary Neves .and Mrs. Ered luechiinicnl construction. It lias u
will prdach at the Baptist church
I>. J. Dickens. George Conant and K< bl»in< spent
others. “Let us
turday in Kock.ind.I length of 1,500 feet and a vertical
HAfiDOCK, COD, HAKE, HALIBUT
Sunday morning.
Arthur Melvin attended the annual
For Sale
hear," said Sir
Mr. and M.s. K. M. 11 ill were drop of 800 feet. It ts said to he
The T. H. S. baccalaureate sermon State convention < f postal clerks at weekend sue ’s cf Mr. and Mrs, Le-! the steepest incline anywhere.
Freezing-Is-Fun,
AT REASONABLE PRICES WHOLESALE
FOR SALE—Shetland pony, cart, harness
will be preached by Rev. J. W. Strout Bath Memorial Day.
“the old, old
One of the difficult problems met
and saddle.
Apply to A W GREGORY, at
Telephone—
rcy Cooir.i s at ther bungalow at
•I. I’ Gregory Sons Co. Jtockland.
67-6J
at the Congregational church next
Mr. and Mr.-. C. M. McClusky. Mrs.
with in mining in many places is
story of dear
Shore Aires.
Sunday evening.
Phyllis Clark
and
Miss Phyllis
great,
great,
the
transportation
of
ores
and
sup
FOR
SALE
—
Dining
room
set.
kitchen
I Mrs. Hare'll Johns oi and daughter
range and other household furniture.
Must
,Mr. and Mrs. Ward Grafton re Knight of Portland. Mr. and Mrs. A.
plies up and down mountain sides.
great,
great,
Avis have returned to Sanford.
If
sold
before
Friday.
Inquire
MRS.
D. S.
turned ‘Sunday from several days’ B. Payson and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
PORT CLYDE, MAINE
great,
great,
J. F. CLIFFORD, Pres.
KENT. cor. Maple and Spruce Sts., RockI M >.? Madiline Ames and Master Some of the most valuable mines
visit with Walter Winchenbaeh in Hamlin of Brooks were guests of Mr.
May 17, 20, 22, 31, June 3,
great,
great.
po.t.
67*lt
! Cobb Petersen of Rockland have are not Infrequently situated far
and Mrs. H. M. Rankin Sunday.
Portland,
up the side of a mountain. It muy
Grandmother Ice great GrandFOR SALE Collection of 15 choice Dahlia
been guests the past week of Miss
Thomaston High will play Lincoln
Mrs. John Miller ai Union was in
Bulbs for $1 to close
MRS. H L. STE
be impracticable or impossible to
Was Charmed, mother Ice and
Ame ' milli r. Mrs. Flora Ames.
VENS, 199> Limerock St., Rockland. Me.
Academy Wednesday at Newcastle.
bring the ore down by ordinary
town Sunday the guest of Jier s n. F.
the Pond."
» 67*69
I
Meritt
L.nfest
returned
from
To Let
Oliver Hahn has joined his family W Miller.
methods of transportation, such ns
“Who will tell the story?" asked
■Siu n-.asten Saturday.
FOR SALE—A navy blue Bolivia $50 cape,
and they will now set up housekeep
wagons or trucks or upon^he backs
Miss Virginia Simpson has been
the Icicle Girls, and just at that
TO LET—dune 20th modern and convenient good as new.
Sell for $10.
( all TEL.
,nd -"rs- Charles Shields re of burros. In such event the only
live room apartment, shed anti cemented cel 325-12.
visiting in Auburn and Hin-'i am 1
moment Lady Ice came along.
ing in town.
66*lt
turned from Rockland Thursday.
lar, get and coal range, .'tv water, elec
solution of the problem Is to build
“Oil, won't you tell the story?
Mrs. T. H. Paysojj of South Port Mass.
FOR SALE FARM—-My farm situated in
trie lightf., tlush closPi, gas, liaf l vo id tlooi >
land who spent last week with Ml*'.
Dr. and Jlrs. A. F. Green left by I| Mrs. Sada Robbins returned Sat ^aerial tramways or Inclines.
Won't you tell the story?”
Union.
Me.,
consisting
of
150
acres,
equally
on lower floor, all in tine condiiion.
ROB
For a Tea Room is this Farm I
divided in tillage, pasture ami wood.
Sold
' Now the Shannon incline is built
“What story?” Ladv Ice asked,
ERT I . ( OLLJNS, 375 Man S . ei
67-tf
Olive Keizer, has gone to her home motor the first of the week fur Green in day from Rockland.
on
easy
terms
50
tons
hay,
with
or
with
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Kelly i f Pel of 35-pound steel rails.
The
have for sale. It is on the Thom
and she smiled her eold, cold smile,
in Cushing where she is expecting io ville.
From there to take the. boat
TO
LET
Furnished
house
on
Summer
St
out
A.
E
VOSE,
Rockville.
Me
67*72
but they all enjoyed it, for cold
Tel
(Jrove St.
MRS A C McL'JON.
for Capens where the doctor will do ham. N. IL, are guests of Mr. and track consists of five parallel rails.
remain for some time.
aston-Bath State Read, one-half
FOR SALE—Fitted hard wood $15 per ed.:
Mrs. T. L. Roberts.
tf
I 253-M.
It has a 40-inch gauge, upon which
smiles and cold ways were what
(Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Marshall of a bit of fishing.
small fitted round wood $11 per ed : cleft ed
mile
on
the
Rockland
side
of
WarMr. and Mrs. Oscar Lane enter the ore skips operate, and a 20kept then) warm and strong.
TO LET—Unfurnished apartment t-n first cord wood $13 per cd.; round cord wood $11
South Warren motored to Cushing
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Morrow and Dr.
rin Monument. There is no Tea
floor, all modem, also rooms for light house p r cd
Address MIKKO LOFMAN. R. F.
We want to hear the story of
Sunday with Mrs. Marshall’s sister, apd Mrs. Walter F Conley are en tained the following guests at Camp inch gauge for the small supply
keeping.
36 SCHOOL ST. Tel. 318-M
D. Box 102. Rockland. Tel. 263-11. 67-72
Alyosca, Sunday: Mrs. A. C. Manson trucks.
Special attention was
dear, great, great, great, great,
Room nearer than Jefferson or
joying the week at Meosehead.
Mrs. T. 11. Payaon.
66-68
FOR SALE—Loam.
Prices reasonable.
great, great, great, great, great
Miss Lena A. Flock of Boston and
Mrs. A. B. Colson returned Sunday and Mr. and Mrs. W. Adelbert* given to provide a solid roadbed
Camden and none in Waldoboro.
TO LET—Two furnisiietl rooms lor light F. W FLETCHER. 26 Valley View St
Tel.
and in laying large, sound ties in
Grandmother Ice and the Pond.”
her grandmother. Mrs% Alice Sim from Kennebunk and is the guest of Smith and daughter Nathalie.
I housekeeping, with electric lights
E. . <. 591-5
66*68
Fine 8-room house, big shed end
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Smith spent tlie construction of tlie road. Tlie
“Oh, yes,” said Lady Ice,” I will
SYLVESTER. 23 <’edar St.
Tel. SOI J
mons of Friendship were at Mrs. her laughter. Mrs. T. J. Wiley for a
FOR SALE Hiird fitted wood, $16 cord,
63-67
oarn connected.
Artesian well,
indeed be glad to tell that story.
Olive Keizer's Saturday. Miss Block few days. She will go to Monroe for their 20th anniversary of their mar ties are six by ten inches In size.
mixed lilted wood $11 curd. A W. FITCH,
plenty of fire wood, electric lights,
riage at the Wigwam, Shore Ai res.
The two ore skips are operated by“Years nnd years and years ago,
TO LET Furnished room at 3.3 Limerock Thomaston, Me.
66*71
the summer.
is driving a new Crevrolet coupe.
63-67
Street
MARY WIGGIN SPEAR
esmented cellar, 45 acres—running
Those at the "Laurie" Sunday were gravity.
oh, so many years ago that no one
FOR SALE—10 shares Central Maine Power
Lewis C. Sturtevant may now be
Wesley Turner has returned from a
to
the
Georngs
River,
with
wonder

Ad
JIr. and Mrs, Charles Shields and
can possibly add them all up so as
TO LET—F urnished rooms.
17 Lindsey 1r'l Preferred stock at $97 per share.
found in the rooms over the store jf v isit at his home in Jefferson.
dress "STOCK’’ care Courier-Gazette.
Street MRS- ASENATH ACHORN. 63-70
to tell just how many years ago it
ful view of river, lake and moun
Miss Ethel Armstrong has been prandson Vlctor Shlelds- J1>'- and
E. E. Studley, having moved h's fam
63-67
Statue
Old
was—at least none of us could add
tain. Inquire of
TO LET—Two Urge sunny rooms all fur
ily there from Mill River.
home from (^lincy. Mass., for a few Mrs. Fred K. Coombs and grandson
A royal statue 5,000 years old is
FOR SALE—Loose hay $12 at the barn.
nished for light housekeeping
TEL 411-W.
up so many years, dear, great,
Kendall Hatch.
iGforge Moore has taken posses days.
Cow dressing $2 a cord at the barn.
A. F.
one of the many rare relics un
61-tf
great, great, great, great, great,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Tracy
of
Stacy

WISNER,
386 Broadway.
Tel. 816-XV
sion of the tenement in the John
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Fatten accom
L. W. BENNER
earthed by excavations recently
"PLEASTO LET—Furnished rooms.
great,
great
Grandmother
Ice
was
65*67
ville
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
O.
It.
Brown
Young house. Green street.
panied -by their house guests are at
made on tlie site of Ur in Mesopo
62*67
ANT ST
REAL ESTATE AGENT
a very Young Ice Lady.
of Camden were guests Sunday of tamia, the home town of Abraham's
FOR SALE—Pair of horses, young, sound
Mrs. Martha Benner of Bith was .a
ebec for a short fishing trip.
TO LET—Storage for furniture, stoves, pi and kind, harness, tip carts, jigger, road wag
“How her iced Jewels would
2
North Main Street, Rockland
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alex
Simpson.
Capt.
visitor of Mrs. Raymond Wotton
ancestors.
The statue was dug
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Campbell of |
anos
Good
clean
rooms.
Inquire
J
H.
on,
disk harrow, sulky plow, mowing ma
gleam and sparkle and dance when
MELVIN, 21 Gay St., Rockland. Me
Tel. | ciiinv.
H L. PAYSON, Main St.
Im
Saco are guests of Mrs. Campbell's i Wagner of Camden brought the up in the ruins of a temple dedi
Sunday.
Mr. Sun would look at them.
624M
62-tf
port.
party
to
town
in
his
yacht.
Tel 14-5 Camden
6
Capt. Amos A. Dow is in Portland mother, Mrs. Eugene M. Clark.
cated to the moon g.ni, whose wor
“Mr. Sun would come out just for
TO
LET
—
Office
at
368
Main
St
over
Ves

Mrs.
Stanley
Palmeler
t
f
Criehaven
FOR SALE The Charles BlckneU
ship was observed there for inalHarry Richards is enjoying his an
for a few days.
the sole purpose of looking nt her
per Leacli Store until Dec. 1.
TEL. 260
Libby Hill, Warien, 50 acres, greaj
Miss Lorinda Orne is home from nual vacation from Camden Post Of was a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. alil.v 4,000 years. It is a figure of
-58- tf
Jewels,
and
he
would
look
at
them
berry
farm
Over 700 cords of w
Arthur Arey.
Entemena, king of Lagnsh, who
fice.
Miscellaneous
University of Maine.
TO LET—Furnished rooms for light house- ;
60-acre farm. 2 story S-ooom
this way and then that way, to see
Roland Grant returned Saturday to lived about 2000 B. C.
What he
Mis? Elizabetn I.inekon and Miss
A chimney fire at the home of May
keening
fur
roup'.e.
MRS.
H.
BREWSTER.
!
*"h
attarl
ed.
Plenty of wuku for
all the colors that were In them.
NOTICE—Dr. I B Gage gives notice that 7-’ Camden St
Tel 335-1.
57-tf I ,lomc U8e> housing for 800 hens.
Fine
looked like Is Impossible to dis
Aileen Bennett of University of nard Payson on Gould street railed Boston.
on and after May 24 he will not be respon —
“
Anil
Grandmother
Ice
had
lovely
-------------------------j
----’
-----------------—
—
ocean
view.
Will
be
sold
a bargain.
Fred Lloiang was in town Memorial cover, ns the head of the statue is
sible for any bills not contracted b> himself
Maine are in town for a few day . out the fire company Monday morn
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
17-acre field in the northern part of
dresses and gowns of all sorts.
or
on
his
order.
Day.
anti musical instruments or anything that t Warren opposite the George Martin place,
missing.
Records show the tem
They will return later to U. of M. ing. Very little damaged resulted.
“Some were very magnificent
Dated Swan’s Island, May 21, 1224.
equlr-s a dry? <dean_ room
Tenns rea- „n culth i:c<l for blueberries
Miss Ruth Smith of Portland is in ple to have been rebuilt in 2300
lor coir.mtai, eno nt.
,
The Elm street
Congregational
67*69
with long rains and great hang
FLYE’S GARAGE, 221 Main St..
sonable.
A very desirable house on Cedar street,
46-tf
Mrs. William E. Carter of Portland church is being painted.
Frank town for the summer and is the guest B. C., after many centuries of use.
Rockland
also others in all parts of the Xit.v
ings of sparkling ornaments.
AUTo”~PAINTING 3Y HERBERT ULMER?
Four
desirablt* small farms near Rockland
is the guest of Mis. A. C. Strout.
Thomas and crew have the job in of her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. It was remodeled by Nebuchadnez
"And some were simpler and Ihe expert auto painter and finisher at STEVENS
besides farms big anti little in Knox and
zar and again by Cyrus tlie Great
C. B. Yinal.
Tin* W. C. T. U. will meet at the charge.
light upon them would show pale GARAGE. 57 Pacific St Tel. 563-R
Wanted
Lincoln counties.
Virgil Smith returned Thursday in tlie Fifth century B. C. This
vestry of the M. E. chu-ch Friday
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Knight and Mr.
L W BENNER. Real Estate Agent. No 2
colors.
was probably the last alteration, as
ORDERS TAKEN FOR Machine Ilcmstitfh65-67
WANTED Experienced cook and second North Main Street, Rockland.
and Mrs. Vernley Gray have returned from University of Maine.
afternoon.
“But one day when Grandmother
ingj
’
ieot
Edge
and
fancy
work
MRS.
JO

girl.
MRS
(LIFFORD
WOLFE.
Tel.
less
than
a
century
later
the
Per

Llewellyn
Smith
was
in
Rockland
The mission circle of the Baptist from a trip to Calais. St. Stevens and
FOR SALE— > 'ew Cabin Launch 291,£x6i,2.
Ice (I am leaving out all the SEPH NASSAR, 12 Edward* St
67*72
99-M.
®"-tf
Friday to vsit his wife, who is con sian fire-worshipers destroyed all
Oak planking and frame, 25 h. p. Standard
church will meet with Mrs. Cora Houlton.
'greats,' for it takes so long to use
Engine, jump spark, 4 cyl 4 cycle.. DR.
PUBLIC AUTO A. WALKER BREWSTER
WANTED—Machinists, marine engine >v
the temples nnd images of the nnvalescing at Knox Hospital.
Currier this Tuesday afternoon.
them all each time, and we know Residence 24 Maple St. Tel. 5S8-.I. Prompt pair
mtju. Hud boat builder*
CAMiDKX- ALLYNE PEABODY. Thomaston. Me. 65-tf
The best ball game of the season dent Idolatrous religion.
Frank Lineken with his brother
by now how many there were) was attention to all orders
SUNDAY SCHOOL WORKERS
65-73
ANCHOR ROCKLAND MACHINE CO . J amFOR SALE—Seven room house, good cellar,
was played nt the School street
den. Me.
67-72
dressed In her best Ice dress, she
and family spent the weekend in
electric lights, flush closet. Garage and hen
ASTERS, 35c PER DOZ.—Annual carna
Thursday between
the
Good
WANTED HOI SEKEEPLR in family of houses, one minute to electric cars
went to call upon a pond.
tions. Spice Pinks, Calendulas. Stocks
Fine Program Arranged For the gTJUnds
town.
s
location, beautiful view of harbor.
Price
Camden High and the Vinalhaven
“The pond was a lovely pond, and Double Balsams, Bachelor's Buttons. Mourn biee. Address BOX 174. Camden, Me
Frank Hills and E. P. Starrett mo
Rockland Camden Districts.
“You look worried, old man." said
•reasonable.
TEL.
472-4.
65-71
*
x
67-69
ing
Bride
Tomato
Plants,
Iceberg
Lettuce,
High, score 7 to G in favor of the
it had beautiful, clear water In it, 15c. Cauliflower, 20c per doz. L. E. CLARK,
tored to Augusta Sunday.
Charles. “What's the matter?"
WANTED—Family of four would like place i FOR SALE—Thomaston Bowling Alley with
h
as a nice pond should have.
Levi B. Gillchrest of New York
1 Lake Ave., Rockland. Tel. 864-R. 64-tf
“I called on Miss Graham last
to board near golf course during month of tenement overhead
A cik ■ sale will be held at O. P. night,” returned Claude, “and no
“Grandmother Ice was charmed
July.
Address T K HEALY, 10 Sherman I Bunker Blacksmith Shop on Green street
spent the holiday in town.
be the scene of a lively gathering
NOTICE—This is to warn all persons not
60x70.
Would make fine garage
67-72
with the pond.
Maurice Metcalf of Boston revisited next Friday when Sunday School su Lyons’ store Thursday afternoon at sooner had I entered the house
to harbor or trust my wife. Ora M. Ripley on Street. Brooklyn, X Y.
Dwelling house on Beechwoods street,
my account as I shall not pay any I»ill3 of
MRS. rooms, excellent condition.
his home town according to hid eui
“ ‘Winter Is coming on,’ said her
WANTED—Washing and ironing.
perintendents from the Camden and 2.30 for the benefit of the Sunday than her mother appeared and de
contracting
after
this
date.
F.
A.
RIP

I LAYMAN, 6 Warren St_______ ___67*69
Flint farm, Beechwoods street, 6 rooms,
tom last week.
Memorial Day a
Grandmother Ice. ‘In fact, it will LEY.
manded to know my intentions.”
Rockland districts meet there for a School piano fund.
House in good shape
Mrs. Edward Folsome left Thurs
"""WANTED—At once, a girl for table work. 12 acres
South Hope. Maine. May 24. 1921.
ways brings 'him from the city.
soon be here, and I am wondering
onference.
Live sessions are prom“That situation must have been
Newhall
farm, 40 acres, fields, buildings
Need not be experienced. Apply at BOND'S
63*71
* • * «
day for her home in Minneapolis. rather embarrassing.”
if you would not like me nnd other
>ed by the following program:
35 acres wood lot,
RESTAURANT, Waldoboro.
Tel. Waldoboro excellent condition.
farming tools
PAPER HANGING AND PAINTING—For -, » •:
members of my family to cover up
Mr. Short’s Reception
66-68
“Yes, but that wasn’t the worst.
lit 30 Devotions.
Rev. H E. White Minn., having been called by the ill
5-room
house
on
Erin
street. Good repair.
such
work
call
349-M
Rockland.
C
C.
ness
and
death
of
her
sister.
Mrs.
the
ponds
anil
the
lakes
anil
H
ip
Rev. E. M Holman
Just as the old lady finished speak
(A goodly number of the f-iends of 10 43 Greetings.
WANTED—Stroller for baby
Will sell
These are bargains
Inquire DR. ALLYNE
JOHNSTON. 16 Pleasant St.
62*73
11.00 Business session of each District in Flora E. Littlefield.
streams and keep them warm all
ing, Miss Graham shouted dowu the
carriage or exchange tor stroller.
MRS PEABODY, Tbomaaton
65-tf
Rev. and Mrs. Roy H. Short gav
separate rooms
ERRANDS OLIVER HAMLIN, 44 Gay Street.
TRUCKING. MOVING
AND
Mrs. Eliza Arey nnd Mr. and Mrs. stairs:
65-67
winter.
Reports, Election of Officers and
them a farewell reception last Friday
FOR
SALE Fairbanks-Morse
Electric
C. O HAR
done promptly. Go anywhere.
R.
Mont
Arey
of
Philadelphia.
Penn.,
“
‘
You
will
be
much
warmer
If
we
Committee <
HOTEL Generator, 110 volt. 3’,£k. w., belt drive, ad
“’Mother, that isn't the one!’”
WANTED—Two table girls.
61-tf
ADEN.
Tel 156-M or 629-.I
evening. The vestry was attractive
Other Business
65-tf
justable base, 150 lights or battery charging.
do this.'
are expected to arrive this week.
ly decorated with potted plants and 2 00 Basket Lunch
FITTED DRY HARDWOOD- >iu ner cord ROCKLAND.
GEORGE ROBERTS Ac <’O. INC., 10 Lime
“
And
the
pond
was
delighted
nnd
Mrs. Bertha Raymond and mother.
WANTED—Two table girls at the THORN rock Street, Rockland. Maine
delivered Send your orders for future or im
2 00 'Roll Call of Schools with brief reports
jardinieres of shrubs. A short liter
62-tf
Most
47-tf
begged Grandmother Ice send word mediate delivery. CHARLBS HELIX Tel DIKE HOTEL.
from each
Mrs. Marcia Healey, arrived today
cry and musical program was pre 2.20 Address
FOR SALE—New General Electric Motors
“I suppose, Henry,” said the
332-21
60-71
—Methods of work with Young from Fruitland Park. Fla., where
to
the
other
members
of
her
fam

WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats ant* 3-5-10 h. p, with starters and switches; 60
sented by Miss F. A. Shaw. Harold
People in the Church,
old gentleman to his new son-inHighest prices paid.
TEL 352-14, cycle. 220 watts, 3 phase
TWO LARGE VANS will be In vicinity of kittens.
ily to cover the ponds nnd the lakes
Apply D
Rev. 0. W. Stuart they spent the winter.
lloundy executed a piano solo
JOHN
S RANLETT, Rockville. Me. 31-tf
Rockland,
May
20
and
would
like
return
law,
“
that
you
are
aware
the
check
SHAFTER. 13 Rocklaud St . Rockland, Me.
and the streams and so keep them load to Boston or vicinity at reduced rate.
Program.
Memorial Day was observed Friday
nnd also was the accompanist. Vocal 2.50 The County
60-tf
Rev. H I. Holt, County President and the exercises at Carver’s ceme for fifty thousand dollars I put
warm all winter,
(LARK. REID & CO. 313 Green St., tarnsolos by Mtss Miabelle Brown ano 3 00 -How the Individual School Can Heh>
among your wedding presents was
FOR SALE—Soloman Mank Farm 2’/i
bridge. Mass.
______
56-tf
tery
and
at
the
steamboat
wharf
to
“
Tlien
Grandmother
Ice
fastened
Music,
Rev
John
Palmer
Mrs. George Creighton were meritori
miles from Union Common on the Washing
Schools for Training Leader scatter flowers on the water in mem merely for effect.”
PALMER FOUR CYCLE ENGINES for
her lovely gown over the pond nnd
ton road. 60 acres of land, good buildings,
ous and given due recognition. A 3.30 Slimmer
“Oh, yes, sir,” responded the
ship.
fishing and pleasure boats.
32 ?'/.es to se
water in house and in l^irnyard, cuts 20 tons
attached
It
to
the
sides
of
the>ponrts
ory
of
the*
Naval
comrades,
and
at
violin solo by Howard Beatty was a
Miss Eda Knowlton
lect from.
Reliable, eeonomiea’. moderate
cheerful Ilenry, “and the effect was
of hay, good pastures for seven cows, 73 apin the same way that Indies will in price.
the Soldiers’ Monument were equal excellent. The bank cashed it this
County Supt.. Youth Peoples Work
GEO. W. ELWELL. Vinalhaven,
pleasing number. This division of
plc trees, plenty of wood and lumber for
3 50 Co-operative Sunday School Work.
fasten
their
dresses
witli
hooks
and
Me
,
or
PALMER
BROS.,
Portland,
Me
255
Tremont
Street,
Boston
in
impressiveness
to
those
of
past
home use
For further particulars address
the exercises closed with a piano
56-67
Rev. P. Ernest Smith years. The singing was by Girl Re morning without a word.”—Vanity
M. L. PHILBROOK. U F. I). No 3. Union,
eyes
and
buttons.
solo by Mrs. Marion Stdrrett Shrader
1 15 The Adult in the Sunday School,
Next
to
Shubert
Theatre
—
within
three
Fair.
Me.
60-68
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED—Called for |
"And then Grandmother Ice whis and
serves in charge of Mrs. Marie M.
Mrs. Carl Casacns
Mr. Short was presented with a gold
minutes' walk ot the theatres
delivered.
Work guaranteed.
RUCK- 1
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (Swan's
County Supt of Adult Work
pered
to
the
pond
and
said:
Teale.
The
column
was
led
by
L.
B.
LAMP HARDWARE CO.
Tel 791. 55-tf
watch, the presentation speech being 4.30 Conferences: Children's Work
Island,) 6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; sightly
Too Late
THE PLACE TO
DINE
“Dear, dear pond, how I love ----------------------------------------------------------Dyer, marshal and Smith’s Vinal
made by Deacon Edward O’B. Bur
location close by shore.
Garage-and out
Young People
LADIES—Reliable stork of lialr plods at i
you.
I
want
to
put
my
arms
around
haven
Band.
J.
VV.
Kittredge,
leader.
Old
Gentleman
(engaging
a
new
buildings, water in house
Acre and half
(Adult
WHEN IN BOSTON
the Rockland Hair Store. 378 Main St Mail
gess. Mr. Short accepted the gift in
0.00 Kiippcr
of
land.
Fine
place
for
summer
home. At
you
nnd
tell
you
that
I
think
you
orders
solicited.
HELEN
C.
RHODES
:
At 7.30 a most interesting and able chauffeur)—-I si<ipose I can write
well chosen words. The following 7 00 Devotions,
a bargain.
Address DR. I. B. GAGE, At
Rev. Ida Bradstrcet
1-tf I
DANCING AND CABARET
are so Jovely. I want to whisper
memorial address was given by Rev. to your last employer for your char
lantic, Me
57*tf
clergymen were present and each 7 20 Address—Youth and the Church.
secrets to you of the great Ice fam
NEW AND SECOND HAND SHOES. ClotllRev Andrew Young E. V. Allen of Rockland. Prayer was acter?
UNTIL 12:30
made a few remarks when ea
FOR SALE—Covered body for ton truck, as
ina.
Crockery
and
Household
Bonds
Bought
/Special Music and Offering
ily.
Chauffeur—I'm sorry to say, sir,
good as new ; also all kinds of second hand
upon: Rev. J. \Y. Strout of the Con 8.00 Address—The Spiritual Emphasis in offered by H. V. Minton and Miss
and Sold.
C T. BUAUU, Itankin Block
CHICKEN DINNER, $1.25
“ ‘I want to tell you how beauti
lumber.
C. E GROTTON.
Tel. 14-3 Cam
8-tf
Sunday School Work. Rev. II I. Holt Margaret Roberts read her essay, on each of the last two gentlemen I
gregational church. Rev. Mr. Atwood
den
57-tf
ful
they
are,
how
fine
they
like
to
Please remember and bring Basket Lunc i Lincoln which won the pri^e award have been with died in my service.
" of the M. E. church, Rev. Percy Clif
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
OPEN SUNDAYS
for dinner.
Supper will he served at the ed by the Illinois Watch Co. Th? lec —Punch (London).
FOR
SALE
—
Chase
heading
and shingle
be.
I
want
to
tell
Trucking and Moving
ll*tf
ford. Chaplain of the Maine State Church
i-i.i-bine ia good condition
Call or write
you liow peoture was interspersed by singing ar.d
prison. Rev. O. AV. Stuart of the Lit
Managing
li.iltKV A SWIFT, East Waircn, P. O ad*
pie can take
L.
E.
BOV
A,
Director
dr-os.
Thomaston,
It.
F
D.
1
51*71
band selections.
tlefleld Memorial church. Rockland
Used Cars
Not
US
out after
FOR SALE—The homestead of the late
TURN ME OVER
Rev. Andrew Young. Rockport.
Re
Formerly
of
the
famous
Cafe
Bova
Evelyn—Harold, the -bumnnd In
FORD
COUPE
—
In
good
condition.
Price
-7/i
‘
anil
awhile
Carl W. Thurston in Union.
On State
freshments were served.
96-8-tf
Cash receipts dated May G are re my engagement ring has a flaw in
right if sold at once.
A. (’. J4»XES, 5
Road and R. F. D. Route.
Less than one
save us for the
Talbot Ave
Phone 576-R or Fireproof
(Rev. Mr. Short losed his pastor
deemable at Perry's Market.—adv.
I
mile
Irr
ni
schools,
R.
K
and
-Cores
Con
It.
hot months of
Garage, phone 889.
63*tf
-ure j •u.XinS uaSSu
I tains about sixty acres of excellent land
ate of the Baptist church Sunday
Harold—Don’t bother about It.
the summer.
i
hr
a
nigh
state
of
cultivation
Cuts
brt
1923
BUICK
SIX
TOURING
CAR.
mn
40»n
having served three years faithfully
dear. Love should be blind.
' tons of hay.
Large young orchard
Good
“ ‘I want to
miles; in A-l condition, a!so boat and trail
Know the tremendous pulling power
Mrs. Short has been a worthy helpmee
;
buildings
lighted
by
electricity.
Must
be
Evelyn—I know, Harold, bat not
er.
TEL.
34W.
67-69
tell you many,
sold to settle the estate. H. L. GRINNELL,
of Courier-Gazette ads.
in ICie work and by her sweet fling
stone blind.
many secrets.'
FORD DELIVERY TRUCK J’anel body, all
Admr.,
Union,
Me.
53-tf
ing of the g»spel has won the affec
new tires; fine for meat or fish cart Price
"That Is the
FOR SALE—Firm at West Rockport—80
tion of the young and the respect o
Paintffd or Woven Stripe and
Slim.
R S. JORDAN, 151 Pleasant St
story of Grand
acres.
Best money maker In Knox County,
The
of
Him!
67*69
all. The good wishes of the ehurc
Khaki
Waterproof
Wagon
Covers,
Easy
terms.
L. F. CHASE. 43 Middle St
mother Ice and
Mrs. Iloolihan—Sure an’ the land
will go with them that success may
TWO
OVERLANDS.
Revere
Sport
Model.
I
Rockland
Telephone 665 2.
53-tf
8c
to
11c
per
square
fcot.
we know how
Cole
8
Sedah,
4
cylinder
Cadillac,
1.
A.
C.,,1
lord flirted this mornin’.
attend their work apjong the peopl
I FOR SALE—9-ronm house: hot water heat,
Telephone 225-R
Sea Shells and Grit For
she
whispered
Ford
Touring,
Dodge
Runabout.
STEVENS
Mr. Hooilhan—Wol? Wid yon?
cement cellar; modern Improvements; large
of Hartland.
Mrs. Short and chil
GARAGE, 57 Pacific St.
Tel 363-R.
the lovely se
garden.
New grocery business well stocked,
Mrs. Hoolilian—Naw, will death.
Baby Chicks
67*72 i
men will leave by boat Thursday
crets of the Ice
W. F. TIBBETTS
, M G. GURNEY, 3 Park St., Camden. 47-tf
lie
had
Ihe
nerve
to
ask
me
for
the
night for Boston for a short visit
family to the
FORD SEDAN—In perfect mechanical con61 'FRONT ST., ROCKLAND
I
FOR SALE—Small gas
heater, cheap,
rint, nnd us only four morn's bedltion Ak F WISNER, 886 Broadway. Tel
Mr. Short will go direct to Hartland
pond and how
42-tf
j COURIER-GAZETTE OFFICE.
67
816-W
hint.
51Stf
Friday.
the other mem- she Wag Beau.
j FOR SALE—Gardner house, Beech Street;
1918 FORD TOURING CAR. perfect con
Don’t insure your automobile unti
hers of the Ice
tiful.
’Stover house. Limerock St.; 3 houses at
dition, 2 brand new cord tires and extras “
you have heard how $1.00 bought
The Higher the Fewer
I Southend Nice house with Improvements at
family did the
The biggest and best trade in the city. Price
i Northend ; 55 acre farm with plenty of wood
$2500.
George Roberts & Co., Inc,
$100
151
PLEASANT
ST..
City.
65*67
same with the other ponds and
Conversation between Ipisbnnils
$1566 Long list of other good trades ROB
10 Limerock
Street,
Rockland
streams and lakes.
when wages for wives take effect:
FORD SEDAN—First class shape, paint
1 ERT COLLINS. Real Estate. 375 Main St.
E. M. BENNER. 344
Maine.—adv.
54-72
!
34-tf
“What do you pay your v!fe?’’
"And we all love to tell these se and mechanically.
__________62-tf_
“A bundl’d (fi'llnrs n ’..•—tit, but
crets when we’re visiting in the Broadway
All the Latest Song Hits } FOR SALE—Second hand Brunswick Cabi
_
BIG
TRADE
T
n
REO
7
passenger,
net
Phonograph
;
2
Cornets
;
1
Bass
Drum
; 1
you’ve no idea bow ln-J It is to
winter time these days.
We tell in good condition A. C. .TONES, Apperson
I F^t Back Mandolin. STUDLEY INC., Music
Insist on Merrill’s Shells for your
how Mother Nature helps us, and Agents. Tel 576-R or Fireproof Garage
keep a good one.”
Dept..
Rockland
36-tf
Dept.,
62*t f
Poultry, and Merrill's Baby Chicks
how Mother Nature's different chil
! FOR SALE—Burpee’s Furniture Polish
as they contain all the minerals of
dren
help
us,
too.
”
Specials
Cash receipts dated .May fi are re
Used in Rockland for sixty years. Large
the ocean which is necessary to the
And all of them said:
j bottle 60c; small bottle‘30c. BURPEE FUR’
HOME FOR AGED WOMEN
W.
STRONG
deemable nt Perry’s Market —adv.
N1TCRE COMPANY
•
1-tf
health cf baby chicks, and should
“
Ah.
yes,
we
love
to
tell
these
The
annual
meeting
of
this
corporation
will
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
FOR SALE—The sieam heating plant used
be fed freely, and will be found a
secrets, nnd we love to hear again be held Thursday, June 5, 1924, at 2 36 p.
WALL PAPER
m.
at
the
home
of
Miss
Lucy
Farwell
for
In our old office—includes radiators nnd coils.
Every issue of The Courier-Ga
preventative for leg weakness.
and again the story of dear great, the election of officers and for the transac
Sold as is or taken down. THE COURIER’
zette is a salesman, visiting three
Sold by
great, great, great, great, great, tion of other business that may legally come
GAZETTE.
42-tf
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
before
said
meeting
great,
great,
great
Grandmother
times a week the homes of this vi
SUPPLIES
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Per Order.
KNOX GRAIN CO.
sayto -Eke boy whan Tix?
Know
the
tremendous
pulling
power
ICB."
HATTIE A KEATING,
125Stf
cinity and soliciting business for its
THOMASTON, MAINE
Rockland, Maine
G4-7R
(®, 1921, Western Newspaper Union.)
Secretary.
of Courier-Gazette ads.
^atcJ^ou resembled me?
TuAS-tf
, advertisers.
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CARS

[

Kiddies’ Evening
Story

SNOW-HUDSON CO.

Arizona

Steepest

LIVE FRESH FISH FOR SALE

Port Clyde Fish & Cold Storage Co.

An Ideal Location

5,000 Years

Mother’ Mistake

Effective

THE LORRAINE

Of Course

AWNINGS

MERRILL’S

Nerve

w

SHEET MUSIC

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
P.

20c and 25c

15 Cents

V. F. Studley Inc.

Every-Other-Day
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Social Circles
n addition to personal notes recording
departures and arrivals, the department
especially desires information of social hap
penings, parties, musicals, . tc.
Notes sent
by mall or telephones will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .................................... 771-770
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Young Folks Gave Delightful Entertainment On Public
Library Lawn.—Lucy French May Queen.

Pa an’ Ma, ’N everybody

The spacious lawn of the Buckland skill in Interpreting a quaint little1
Public Library became a veritable fancy dance won much applause from
corner,of Storyland Thursday after- the audience
j noon when an audience of over 200
Soon, straight from the Lucy Fitch
gathered to witness the entertain- Perkins book came the Scotch twins,
ment which the children of the Sat- Thelma
Blackington
and
Mary |
unlay morning story hours had ar- La wry, who received an enthusiastic
V
■**
‘
‘
langed to present.
curtain call for their Highland Fling.
At 4 o'clock, a herald, in the per- Brc’r Rabbitt (John Warren Davis)
son of Freeland Staples, announced and a real cowboy (-Leo Wincapaw)
the coming of the May Queen, and next made their appearance, soon folsoon from the back of the library lowed by Princess Sunshine (Dora
Mr. ttnd Mrs. Frank Gregory and
came the royal procession. Leading McAIann).
son of Arlington 'Heights motored to
this royal group were Buddy Jordan
Then came the last dunce of the
1200
KIDDIES
will
shew
the
people
of
this
city
what
they
Rockland and were guests of rela
and Oscar March, two diminutive program, the Sailor's Hornpipe, ably
are
doing
day
by
day
in
the
Rockland
schools
tives. Gn their return they were ac
pages. Immediately following came executed by Lloyd Clark. Jake
companied by Mrs. AV. L. Gregory
a group of eight flower girls dressed Smalley and Israel Snow, with a solo
for physical training
and Miss Lunetta Smith, who were
in white and carrying baskets of wild dance by Bernadette Snow,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. Roy Smith,
cherry blossoms. This group was led
At the suggestion of the herald a|
in Medford, Mass.
by Rose Flanagan. Then came the grand march was held, led by tlie
wee crown bearer, David Curtis. Jr.. GO children who had taken active part
Mrs. Florence Kelley of New York,
one of the youngest of the story hour in the program.
The party then
widely known as speaker and secre
devotees, closely followed by the broke up into various groups and the
tary of the National Consumers'
Alaid of Honor, (Ioan Moulaison and rest of the afternoon was given over
League, plans to. address the WoThink of it. Over 1000 youngsters in drill, exercise and games !
lastly, in all the dignity of her 10 to playing games.
man's Educational Club ut a picnic
years. Her Highness, Lucy French.
The party marks the end of a
party, when she is on 'her way to her
j the Queen of May. with 3-year old most successful season of story
Maine summer home. If this plan
3 O’CLOCK—BUT COME EARLY
I David Dimick taking manly responsl- hours held at the library throughout
materializes it will give the club
j bllity as trainbearer.
’ the winter. It is estimated that these
members a rare and unexpecteel
•
If stormy the exhibition will be held Thursday
Across the lawn in a sweeping story hours have had a joint uttendchance to hear another celebrity.
circle came this dainty procession ance cf over 1500. "Surely they have
‘s'might up to the library steps which been of inestimable value in bringing
Mrs. Vernal L. Chapman (Edna
Iliad been converted into a throne for new children to the library and in inKoster) and daughters of Linwood
fdlnuafamamaBmaBK I the queen. Here the ceremony of troducing to them the best there is
Heights, Penn., arrived Thursday to
! crowning the queen was carried out in juvenile literature. The work of
spend the summer with Mrs. Chap
with grace by the Alaid cf Honor, the children's department has shown
man's parents, Mr. anel Mrs. John Wardwell. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Brew Mary Nichols, Eliabeth Bean. Beulali
Miss Moulaison and the Queen was a steady increase throughout the past
MICKIE
SAYS
—
LaSalle,
Freda
Barnes,
Edna
Joyce,
ster,
Parker
T.
Fuller,
Mrs.
L.
M.
Koster, Broad street.
escorted to her throne to witness the year, and has more than doubled its
Chandler. Mrs. F. W. Miller, Miss l ean Borgerson, Bernice Snowman,
entertainment which had been pro- work in the last two years.
Blanche
Seavey,
Elmer
Joyce,
Wil

Elizabeth
Wardwell.
Libby
Wardwell
Alfred II. Johnson of Stoughton,
. cusn-r m-Timce lou tmirf
i Tided for her.
The success of the Storyland party
lard
Fales
and
Fred
Snowman.
and
David
Wardwell.
If
there
is
A. vSnxXRA AJiufAtSS
uOViA
ThP events of Ihe afternoon were is in a large way due to the followMass., returned home Saturday aftcr
anybody
who
thinks
that
Johnny
ARGUE AUVfU TW PRtHTER.'EOUT ably announced by the herald, Free- ing persons whose hearty cooperation
a brief visit with Thomas BunMr. and Mrs . M. R. Pills!,ury left
XVC VQAUABC land staples, whpse mastery of the made the party possible along with
ken- in Thomaston and Mr. and Wardwell is not spry at 72 they should
courtly bow has seldom been equalled the regular routine of library work:
Sirs. E.
Moran in this city. Mr. have seen the speed with which he today by auto for a few day.t visit
G\T€
VIECXAQFMUOEO
EWUEE tO
in amateur circles.
From a scroll Mrs. Jennie Harvey Percival and
Johnson is a staunch Republican, but shaved himself and got into company in Boston.
QUOTE NC.ME/XP PRICE, VAE
were read the verses announcing the ^liss Olive Norris, who had trained
says that Senator Lodge has lost gear. After supfflfr there was a fam
Miss Jessie Conant, Miss Alary
various
characters, who appeared the children in their (lances: Mrs.
prestige in .Massachusetts by oppos ily talkfest. and the veteran ship
Vi ILL FAOET PROBtxE>YM OO
builder and designer was kept busy Buttomer and Mrs. Frank Perry have
fom within the leaves of a huge. Ibrook Cross and Miss Mary Bird,
ing President Coolielge.
YVCCxT KAWD OF ZX JOB '•
returned to Castine Normal School.
acknowledging birthday presents.
story book which had been erected who gave their services as» acupon the lawn by the boys of the compantsts; Mrs. Florence Thurston,
The Junior Teachers’ training class
IMr. and Airs. Harry A. Buffum
Donald Hastings is home from Uni
manuel training department.
who took entire charge of the May
at Bay Path Institute, Springfield,
sail early next month for Europe
versity
uf
Maine
for
hLs
summer
va
■
At the heck of the herald came a pole dance; The Salvation Army for
Mass., of whicli Miss Grace E. Sidewhere they will be joined by their son
cation.
group of eight girls who, under the the loan of the small organ; the
linger and’Miss Nora A. Nelson of
David IJ. Buffum. who is in the di- 1
direction of Mrs. Florence Thurston, library staff. Mrs. George R< bertsanc
Rockland are members, has set aside
plomatic service in Danzig, and who
'Opportunity
Class
of
the
First
danced the dainty Maypole dance. Mrs. Arthur Lamb, for their assistJune 11 this year as the date for their
will spend his vacation with them in
Baptist
church
will
hold
a
meeting
Then, straight from Mother Goose ance with the children.
reception to the Seniors. The Junior
Europe.
Ralph
hook, came four lively clowns (YirDue to the enthusiastic efforts of
Clara is working hard to eclipse the ‘Thursday uight with Mrs
Members
ginia Connon, Florence Dean, Ruth Ted Lawrence, Clifford Ladd. Alvary
Junior receptions of former years. Chapies. Brewster street.
Mrs.
Emir
a
E.
Arey
and
Mrs.
AA'a'lllanscom, Virginia Proctor) who im- Gay and Shirley Barbour, who took
This is always one of the most en please meet at the waiting room at 7
ter Quinn who have been in the city
m diately won the audience with entire charge of selling tags the sum
joyable events on the social calen o'clock.
for a few days returned to N'ortb
their dance Interpreting mechanical of over $22 was realized for purchasdar at Bay Path Institute.
Dr. and Mrs. Walter M. Spear and Haven yesterday.
ing much needed childrens hooks.
! dolls.
I)r. and Mis. Archie F. Green of
The Queen of Fairyland (Helen
Elliott Duncan of Danvers, Mass., Camden are at Mooscheid on a fish
Mr. and Airs. Frank II. Whitney
Mattson) next appeared, bringing SUMMER COTTAGES AND BOARD
spent Memorial Day in this city, ing trip.
arrived this morning from Fruitland
with her Little Red Riding Hood,
guest of his father, AV. f. Duncan.
Park. Fla.
A cool winter with con
About this time of year The Cou
j Beulah Callahan, and telling the au
Thomaston street.
Mrs. Austin J. Moody is spending siderable rain, but never cold, is Air
dience of some of the duties of a real rier-Gazette begins to have inquiries
the week in Lewiston, the guest of AA’hltney's report.
by persons who wish to come to this
Fairy Queen.
Mrs. C. II. Leach of West l'ownal Mr. and Mrs. Earle Ludwick.
I The next to appear from within the part of Maine during the summer
who came to visit her mother, 'Mrs.
Mrs. R. H. Angel spent Memorial
| story book were the bonnet girls, season. They seek to rent a cottage
Williamson had the misfortune to be
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. French and Day in Tenant’s Harbor.
Dorothy Lawry and Bernadette Snow, or to find board. There is no prepared
taken ill with rheumatic fever. Mrs. Mr. and .Mrs. Orrin Smith are some
who indeed made a pretty picture as list of such accommodations any
Leach's illness followeel a severe at where In Vermont today in the midst
AV. AV. Lothrop and son Bernard of
they danced away on the lawn with where to be had. but there ought «to
tack of tonsilitls.
She is conval of a week's motor tour of the Green Portland spent the weekend with Air.
he. We propose carrying In our col
their ‘huge bonnet boxes.
escing after an eight weeks’ illness. Mountain State.
Lathrop's daughter. Mrs. John Kirk
A long cry from the frivolous bon umn of classified advertising an
Dr. Leach passed the weekend in the
patrick, Pleasant street.
SOGWRoe net girls was the realistic story-play nouncements of this character, which
city, to join Mrs. Leach, and they re
Mrs. A. y. Cooper of North Haven
■ i Little Black Sambo. Burr Atwood the paper will convey to distant points
turned to l’ownal yesterday.
The Charity Club meeting is post Cross graduate from the Neal Train- is Black Sambo gripped the hearts an<^ copies of which we can mail in
was the guest of her sister, Mrs. P.
poned until Thursday. June 12 when I. g School, where she has taken n f his audience as his fearful experi- response to inquiries for information.
P. Bicknell over the weekend.
All's. Alary Messer will entertain them two years’ course in kindergirton • nces with the *our ferocious tigers, The attention of those with hoarding
iBlnghamptem (N. Y.) Sun: "A de
lightful surprise was given Mrs. CarMm. J. C. Wiley (Miss Ruth Smith) with dinner at Hill Top Inn, Warren work.
She returned to Rockla*^ (Winfield Chatto, Arthur Marsh. accommodations, or cottages for rent
Tlyn Kirby, manager of the hair- of Cambridge, Mass.. Is spending sev
with her parents, nnd in the fall wi . Stanley Gay and Herbert Spear) or sale, is invited to this opportunity
iMrs. Mary Spear of Belfast was Ihe each s 4hcol in Wrentham, Mass.
/lressing parlors at Hills, McLean & eral <Say« at her old home in this
were acted out, while Dot Harvey as to obtain publicity at very small cost.
Ilaskirs' store Wednesday
night, city.
Air. Wiley returned to Cam weekend guest of Air. and Mrs. E
Black Munfbo, and Ted Ladd as
Kenneth Mills.
Cash receipts dated May C are re
“when a group of her associates en bridge Sunday by motor.
lAIc. and Airs. James Savage anil Black Jumbo, left nothing to be de
tertained at dinner in the Ar.ington
William Savage arrived from Con sired in the way of interpreting mod deemable at Perry's Market.—adv.
MJ'sses Al tdellne and
AI Uriel necticut the last week, having made ern drama.
tea room in her honor.
The. dain
Air. and Mrs. Carus T. Spear of
Every issue of The Courier-Ga
tily appointed table was .centered Bangor spent the holiday and week Stover motored here with their thp trip in their 'handsome sport
Wien the tigers had given their zette is a salesman, visiting three
father
H.
H.
Stover
and
are
spending
with a large eryntal basket in which end guests cf Mrs. Spear's parents.
model X’ash Car.
last jungle encore Curly Locks (Flora times a week the homes of this vi
were arranged pink carnations and Air. and Airs. AV. F. Alanson, Granite a few diy.s in the city.
Colson) was announced, and asked to cinity and soliciting business for its
ferns. Unique pink nut baskets con street.
They returned by irfotor
Aliss Celia Rosenbloom was homo dance for the Queen. Her grace and advertisers.
Mrs.
Ella
AI.
Perry
of
Camden
is
taining mints were ait the places. yesterday.
from Auburn for the weekend.
spending the week witli Mr. and Mrs.
Tall Nile green tapers in crystal
G.
K.
Mayo,
Alasonic
street.
holders provided light.
Mrs. Kirby
Air. and Airs. Alan F. MacAlary
The prestige of chintz serenly in
expe ts to leave Monday for Toledo. and children Elizabeth and Francis
creases.
Seldom has a mode s|>re:id
Air. and Mrs. F. W. Stuart and son with such rapidity.
O.
To the honor guest was pre returned yesterday from, Old Town,
It seems but a
sented a .large arm bouquet of car where they spent the weekend with Louis. Airs. Clinton Leavitt, and Airs. very short while since imported
Charles Sheridan of Newport spent chintz coats first appeared on tlie
nations.
Mi's. F. Dedrick was a Mrs. MaeAlaray's parents.
Mcmoiial Day and the weekend with scene, all over tinsel embroidered, re
guest.
In the. party were: Miss
Betty Strong. Miss Martha Zalntka
Miss Ethel Howard who has been Mr. and Airs. Raymond Stuart, Ful marks the Dry Goods Economist. An
Miss Zita Murphy and Miss Virginia at her home In Winslow for several ton street.
exclusive shop indorses this mode in
Specehio."
a three-quarter knitted coat phti in 1
weeks, has returned to resume her
IMr. and Airs. L. F. Chase enter all over in chintz and stit-hed ia
duties as the teacher of Isitin in the
tained
Mr.
and
Alls.
Charles
Sheldon
Miss Howard was.
tinsel.
The short chintz eoat also
Mrs. Osgood A. Gilbert ar.d sons High school.
Georgiannd Osgood.of Melrose Mass., called home to help care for her in and Air. and Alra. A. AV. McCurdy at finds representation here abiding,
Chase
Farm,
Rockport,
Sunday.
however, in its original state and
are occupying their cottage at Cres valid brother, Henry Howard, who
omitting all stitchery.
Another ac
died two weeks ago.
LA8T TIME
cent Beach.
.Eliot Duncan was horn? from Re cepts the applique form of chin'z
The Woman's Missionary Socieiy, vere, Miss., over Sunday.
round the hem. sleeves, and collar of
Mrs. W. F. Glover of Boston spent
a black rep model, tinsel embroidery
the weekend with her parents, Mr. connected wfth the Baptist church
—With—
will meet Wednesday afternoon at
Raymond Fogarty is visiting his also playing its part in the trimming.
and Mrs. G. W. Hemenway.
2.30 with Mrs. Emily Braiperd, Ala- obi home in Plymouth, Alass.
Still a third proclaims the force of
LON CHANEY
chintz in eoats of this fabric, sono Mr. and Mrs. Robert McLean and sonic street.
IMiss Frances Tweedie waa home times it was a lining, sometimes an
Mr. anti Mrs. Sidney Hull arrived
outer covering. Sometimes only an
Stanley Gregory, who has been ft am Colby College for the weekend.
yesterday from Sharon. Mass, in Mr.
applique: but invariably it was
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Hull's motor car. The men folks re employed in Dexter, has returned to
In dresses we find the
‘Mr. and Airs. I. Ix'slle Cross and stitched.
turn today But Mrs. Hull and Mrs. this city.
ft
George E. Cross motored to Boston same. A daintily ruffled, pale green
McLean will remain for a month's
Alirs Linola Young spent tlie week last week and saw Mi s Dorothy net frock insists on its share of
visit. Mr. Hull, who left Rockland 17
chintz, and so stitches two large mo
years ago, complimented the im end with her parents at Matinicus.
tifs on its front at diametrically op
-WITH—
proved appearance of The Brook,
COUNTESS ESTERHAZY
posed angles.
iMr. and Airs. Colon Strout, son
EVELYN BRENT
PAULINE
STARK
Air. and Mrs. M.AV. Swan' motored Lloyd of Natick and Air. and Airs
Cash receipts dated May 6 are re
from Auburn to spend Memorial Day Lloyd Smlall of Leominister. Mass,
FRANCIS MacDONALD
DAVID BUTLER
deemable at Perry’s Atarket.—adv.
with Mrs. Swan’s mother. Mrs. F. J. have been the guests the past few
Orbeton, Head of the Bay. On their days of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
WARNING—If you have a weak heart, stay a^vay from this milereturn they were accompanied by John Small. While here Mr. Strout
a-minute railroad thriller; it reeks with sensations.
Mrs. Swan’s sister, Mrs. Charles Mr. and Airs. Lloyd Small, accompan
Shadie. anel Mrs. Hattie Weston, who ied by Air. and Mrs. Alvin Small and
-iALSO
THE THEATRE AROUND
visited her sister, Mrs. Frank I'lmer, little son Douglass made a short trip
THE CORNER
Gurdy. street.
to Milibridge.
“THE FIGHTING BLOOD”
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bird spent Me
morial Day and the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Clarke Bradley Frost
ir. Lisbon, N. II. Upon their return
Sunday they were accompanied by
Mrs .Frost anti her children Dorothy
and Norma who will make an ex
tended visit here and who will be
joined later by Mr. Frost.

Will

See

the

Great

YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO MISS
SUCH A BUYING OPPORTUNITY!
LOOK!

School Exhibition

AT

BROADWAY ATHLETIC FIELD
NEXT WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4

MR. FATHER! MRS. MOTHER! CITIZEN IN GENERAL!
YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO MISS IT!

PARK

TODAY

"THE HUNCHBACK OF
NOTRE DAME”

THE ARIZONA EXPRESS

EMPIRE
Last Time Today

Invitations are out for the wedding
IMr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover have
of Ruth Evelyn, daughter of Mr. and returned from a weekend motor trip
Mio. Charles O. Montgomery of CUm- to Lewiston and Portland.
den anel Standish Perry of Rockland
which takes place Thursday. June
J. H. AViggin was home from Bel
19 at high noon. Saint Thomas fast to spend the holiday.
Church. Camden.
dllss Alarion Blackman has re
A. C. Jones went to Boston last signed her position at the Fuller-.
night to bring back an Apperson car Cobb-Davis . store, with a view to
for a Maine dealer.
spending the summer out of town.
Mrs. James E. (Rhodes 2d of Hart
Air. and Mrs. Fred Drew of Win
ford is in the city for a month's visit
with Miss Carolyn Littlefield and throp, Mass., arc guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Knowlton until Friday,
Miss Lucy Rhodes. Mr. Rhodes w.s
when they will return home accom
here over Sunday.
panied by Mrs. Knowlton and Whiter
Parkfr?” Knowlton, making the trip in the
“Usual time tonight,
latter's c^r.
asked John .1. Wardwell Saturday
afternoon when he parted from his
Aliss Ethel Knight of Bingor is
friend
Parker T. Fuller.
“Sure
visiting Mr. and Airs. Almon Rich
thing,” was the reply.
But John
ardson, Lincoln street.
Wardwell did not keep his picture
appointment that night for the simple
IMiss Dorothy Biackington of the
reason that he was the victim’of a
deep dark plot .in which be was staff nif E. C. Moran & Co., is spend
shamefully double-crcssf d by h's ing a wcek’n vacation in Portland.
trusted pal.
Mr. Wardwell had
Mrs. Howard Waltz. Airs. Charles
barely seated himself at the supper
table when the door-bell rang and Fates and Mrs. A. .1. Bates motored
two callers came—members of the to Monroe Sunday.
family. And the bell rang again and
more callers came. The astute John
Mr.-.. Fred Snowman entertained at
knew that he was “hooked,” and that her home 47 Broad street Monday
somebody had taken advantage of his evening in honor of Pearl<Horgerson.
72d birthday to put something over the occasion being her birthday.
Miss
oh him. More chairs were placed at Ices and cakes were served.
the table and supper jnstead of being Borgerson was presented with a
Those
present
served to three I__________ * 'qr the handsome aearf.
^J3ee Hanrahan, Mary Johnson,
following:
Mr. fBaBSSSSSSSS

NEWS

FABLES

FRI.-SAT.

TOM MIX in

‘THE TROUBLE SHOOTER”

The Strand 4-

“THE WAY OF A MAN”
CHAPTER TWO

Wednesday-Thursday

"THE SATIN GIRL”
—With

Mabel Forrest
Norman Kerry
Marc DcDermott

saw and Budapest
Cash receipts dated May C are re
deemable at Perry's Market.—adv.

Every issue of The Courier-Ga
zette is a salesman, visiting three
times a week the homes of this vi
cinity and soliciting business for its
advertisers.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-315 Main Street.

Rockland.

Hyde Park, Ma^s.. and Mr. and Mrs.
Hildreth of Boston are guests of AJrs.
Gov. Smith of New York, candidate Carrie Clark for a few days.
Among those who spent Memorial
for the Democratic nomination for
President, .decisively defeated the Day with
Addle Farrar were Mr.
supporters of McAdoo at the Minne and Mrs. Maurice Powell of Gardner,
Mass.,
and
Mr.
and Mrs. Dickenson
sota Democratic Convention. Only
three of the state's 24 delegates to and children of Augusta. Mrs. Powell
the national convention of the party and Mrs. Dickenson are her grand
at New York were instructed for Mc children. daughters of the late Her
Adoo. Two were pledged for Smith bert E. Farrar.
Judge Frank 15. Miller of Rockland
but the others, although uninstructed.
are understood to be favorable to the anf^ ^°n- Ly rus Blanchard of Wilton
New York Governor.
Eighteen of were calling in this place Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Humes and
the delegates are known to be pri
vately pledged to Governor Smith and children ol' Stickney’s Coiner spent
are expected to east their vote for Memorial Day with Mrs. Carrie Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Vanner and son
him on the first ballot. While Mc
Adoo is certain of the three votes on Charles Maxwell Vanner, spent Me
the first ballot, Smith men claim one morial Day with Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
of these will switch to the Governor C. Vanner. Mr. Vanner, Sr., has been
in ft ('hie health for thie past few
after the initial vot<*.
• • •t
months but is now able to sit up a
William M. Butler, campaign man little.
Mrs. Edith A. Overlook who has
ager for President Coolidge, in a
statement Sunday night declared na been very ill for several weeks is able
tional convention votes instructed or to ride out occasionally.
W. E. Ovcrlo k is again out without
favorable to the nomination for the
President had reached a total of 1066, a cane.
jMrs. Emma W. Enslin and Mrs.
with 553 necessary for a choice.
Johnson, of California .was given 15 Augusta Creamer of Fon-du-Lac
votes, consisting of 13 in South Da Chapter have been in Portland the
kota and two’in Illinois, while^Sena- past week attending the Grand Chap
tor Lafollotte was awarded 28 of the ter of the Eastern Star.'
Mrs. Clara Hibbert has returned
23 in Wisconsin. All other delegates
Were placed in the f’oolidge column. much improved in health from the
Augusta G-encral Hospital where she
was operated upon a few weeks ago.
RAZORV1LLE
Wil’.ard Clark. Malcolm Clark and
'
Miss Ethel Hallowell visited friends
Missionary \\. E. Overlook went to jn Rockland and Beckville JF'riday.
Palermo Center Wednesday to offici
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Jones and Mr.
ate at the funeral of Matterson 11 is- and Mrs. Dickenson attended the
ler.
dance at North Waldoboro Saturday^
A. F. Nash lost his faithful old night,
horse “Dick” last Thursday night, and
Manion Turner is home from his
bought one to take his place from H. school at Pittsfield for a few (lays
L. Turner.
and is helping his fuller and aunt
'Mr. and Mrs. Willie Howard of Bel Lydia Day move into the new home
fast were here a few minutes Me known as the Kaler place.
morial Day evening.
/
• everal from here attended the
Willard E. Overlock has
new High School I all Thursday evening
Ford coach, bought of Clyde E. Til- at the Grange h ill and from all re
son of. Belgrade Lakes.
ports they had a good time.
Among those who visited at Charles
Missionary Overlock met \fclth some
E. Savage's Memorial Way were Mr. BUrprises nn Mav 23. which l,qp|.eneJ
and Mrs. Alex Kllsore and .laughter
hl8 62d bipthdaj In thAniorw
and Mrs. Allen nnl sen of Livermore |ng Minot Bowman win. w.,rl\ for
Falls. Mr. and Mr£ Winfield Savage hhn firmly announe d as b<» i r bred
ol' Gardner. Mass.. Miss Ethel Hallo- a Khingle that lie must adminster a
well of North Jefferson and Mrs. trouncing and forthwith car,i d out
Sarah Shattuck and Horace Black of hlg thl.p,„ , atl. in
,,v,,ning whiIo
Palermo.
j|r Overlook was sitting alone readMissionarj; Overlock placed (lags ing thp
(h.,)V(. in.„ (hp
on the graves of all the soldier dead yar(j and ., g,.,|fr V„,C(. jnqui,.,„, if he
in town Memorial Day. It now takes marrlcJ |)PG|,,,.. Thp an8Vpr c.,mp
about 100 flags.
quickly and he had visions of a $3 hill
Mr. and Mrs. Charles VV. Clarke of in his mind, when out of the darkness
came Mrs. John L. Howard of I’nion
with her son Warner in her arms.
Following a close second was her son
Willard. Mr. Overlock’s namesake,
then in line came Ruth Arrington with
a small grip. Dorothy Cummings with
a box ns large as she could carry and
bringing up in the rear was John L.
Howard with a large freezer of ice
cream Then it began to dawn on Mr.
Overh.ck that it was a birthday party
for him. In the above mentioned box
was the handsomest birthday cake
ever looked upon by man. Had not
Mrs. Overlook been sick in bed a big
crowd had planned to he present and
Baked in big modern brick help celebrate.

ovens—then straight into

APPLETON

the can—steaming hot,

Tlie annual meeting of the Joint
zchcol committee for th ■ union uf
Appleton, Liberty. I’alermu
nnd
Washington was held In Liberty. May
31.
Donald 11 Mathieson of Montville has elected superintendent for
the ensuing jenr.
He was educated
In the public s Funds of llnngeley and
later graduated front Kent's Hill
Seminary, completing his education
at the University of Maine and has
since spent one term at the Univerislty summer s hool.
He his taught
several years in tlie ne endary
s -liools and during the oast four
years has served as superintendent
of schools in the Freedom district.
He eames well recommende t and his
friends in this town extend 1, him a
hearty welcome in his new field.

tender, flavory and down

right

delicious—that

“home” taste is in every
can of Hatchet Brand

Four

^UNKNOWN

Your wire and
her lover stole |

PURPLE*

all
you
pos
sessed and sent
you to prison
for seven years
and you pos-‘
sessed the se
cret of making

Ace”

FOR SALE
Two Marble Imposing Sur
faces, size 31x38 in. and
30x60 in.; also Shafting
and Pulleys.
■ Inquire at This Office

PETER MAItCHMONT
DISCOVERS THAT

~

SECRET

.....

ycursclf

----------- ------ —

BEN LORING and the GREENWICH VILLAGE REVU^

time, home-baked flavor

SOUTH SOMERVILLE

—just say

HATCHET
BRAND
~

WOULD YOU DO TO THEM

"

Remember—all the old-

To make serving simple

invisible—WHAT

COMING—NEXT WEEK

and Yellow-Eyes.

—and save all the labor.

A man he trusted as a brother wrecked his happiness and the
happiness of those he loved.

NEWS
Dangerous

TONIGHT
GLADYS LESLIE in “MAN AND WIFE”

Tel. 745-J

THE POLITICAL WORD

sauce—Kidney Beans

—Also—

“The

Special at $10.95

plain or with tomato

Creighton Hale
Ethel Shannon

Fri.-Sat.

Reed Chairs, Walnut and French Gray Finish,
strongly made, wide choice of Cretonnes in Covers

kinds, too—Baked Beans

With—

COMEDY

$10.95

Baked Beans.

"RIDERS UP”

The beautiful Countess Esterhazy
of Hungary has been arrested by
the Czech police at her castle near
Neutra, Czechoslovakia, on a charge
of military espionage.
She laid
herself open to suspicion by fre
quent trips from her castle to War

Only

ISO Kinds

<

Mr. and Mrs. John Escancy of
Washington called on M rs. D. E.
Bartlett recently.
Ferdinand Day and family of
Thcmaaton were Sundayr guests of
his brother Merle.
Several from this place attended
the radio concert at West Washing
ton Saturday and Sunday night. The
outfit was brought from Augusta by
Charles H’isler and set tip at the
store.
Dr. Carl Hutchinson and family of
Augusta were calling on relatives in
this place Saturday.
Mr. ami >Irs. Ernest Hewett and
Margaret and In ne Bartlett, all of
Augusta, were Sunday guests of S.
L. Bartlett's family.
*'Ils ll, ne Tillson of Belgrade will

Know the tremendous pullmg power ot Courier-Gazette ho]i, a service at thp Cjiapel in thlg
ads.
place Sunday at 10.30.
jl
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ROSTER ANNOUNCED

Woman’s Educational Club
Is Already Organized For
Another Busy Season.

One of World’s Most
Famous Mountain Roads

Sawyer
Prosperity

A few facts to show the
soundness of the Sawyer 7%
Preferred Stock; with Par
ticipation to net 8%.

Overlooking Los Angeles, Cal., Is
one of the world's most remarkable
mountain roads, extending from
Laurel canyon to the summit of
Lookout mountain. While Just wide
enough for one vehicle, the road is
perfectly safe for automobiles, us
it is built to ascend by one route
and descend by another
The
curves, hairpin turns, switchbacks,
etc., are numerous, but all built so
scientifically that there is no dan
ger. Tlie road is carved from the
side of a hill which Is so precip
itous that in one place there are
six levels rising one above the
other, nil visible from the same
point; in fact, the hill appears to
be terraced with the zig-zag of highwav. The surface Is of decomposed
granite and the outside edge has
been fenced with stoat timbers.
From the summit—occupied by a
summer hotel—one has a view that
Is without a rival on the Pacific
coast.
The ocean is but a few
miles distant, with the Santa Cata
lina and San Clemente islands on
the horizon, while along the shore
are the score of towns ami resorts
built upon the sands.
About 30
cities and towns are visible from
tlie summit, with Los Angeles al
most directly below.

With Mrs. Ida Simmons, Rockland
street, as general chairman, the list
of club chairmen and committees of
each who will have charge of p'crlc
suppers and refreshments for the
season follow.
Members are re
quested to preserve this list. Both
chairmen and members should re
port In advance to Mrs. Simmons
And your opportunity to participate in their prosperity. Suc
(phone 881 MI in case any emergency
arises necessitating their transfer to
cessfully passing through all the panics and depressions tor over
mother date than the one assigned
hf re.
a half century, the steadily increasing business makes it necessary
Dec. 19—Chairman, Rebecca Ingra
ham; committee: Asrnath Ac-torn, I
to materially increase the capacity for their output.
The first four
Mary Adams. Ida Atkins. Grace Arm- J|
strong, Dorothy Aljterln, Arlene An
)| months of 1924 shows an increase in profits on net shipments of
derson. Minnie Andrews. Abbie Alien
.
Etta Anderson. Lizzie Boy'.es. L Ilian i p
471/4‘
over the corresponding period of 1923.
This prosperity
Baker, Annie Burton. Nellie Benner. i .
Maith Berry, Marietta Blefhen, Jul a , ||
at a time when iarge numbers of shoe manufacturers are closing is
Banfleld. Jane Beach. Nellie R rd Lo- 11
the result of good business management, honest goods and square
rlta Bicknell. Hope Brewster, Lucy , <;
Blake, Mary Brown. Mrs. A. L {j
dealing.
There are no labor troubles, and on account of the di
Bal bidge, Dora Bird. Mrs. Char'es i ’
Bartlett, Ida Bradstreet. Adelaide,
versified lines there arc no dull times or shut downs.
The Com
Butman. Etta Bladkington. Bessie I
Bowers, and Llnnie Brewer.
pany has no mortgage or bonded indebtedness, and tms small of
Jan. 2—Chairman. Harriet Wheeler j ,
committee: Frances Bachtld r, Debo
fering of Preferred Stock is all that has been offered during its
rah Barron. Grace B ub ker, Marcia
Burch. Ethel Bartlett llr.wi. Agnes
entire career, and no more can be authorized, and no bonded in
Shaw Brown. Grace Ayers Black
Hilma Bradstreet. Julia Blacklngton
debtedness incurred without 75'< consent of the Preferred stock
Esther Bird. Hazel Bryant. Mae Bars
tow. Mrs. Alan Bird. Gladys B’.t then.
holders.
Mary By. Mrs. Axel Brunbrrg. Mrs.
Isaac Berllawsky, Anne Gay Btttlet.
Annie Blacklngton, Mary Bates, Clara
Borstel.
Minnie Copeland, Lena
Send for prospectus,
Canary. Inez Crosby. Clara Crossland
and investigate this in
Callfta Cole. Aldana Coleman. M nm,
Cross. Mrs. A. B. Clark. K tty Coburn
vestment while it lasts.
Jan. 16—Chairman, Nellie Hall;
committee: Mrs. Minnie Crcz.er
You assume no obliga
Helen Corbett. Helen Clark. E h*l 14
Campbell. Leonlce Clark. Lida Cal- I
tions.
son, Mary Ccoper. Henr'etta Cottrell 1,
B ile Collins. Olivia Campbell. De-' <|
lllah Cunningham. Mrs. II D Cr.e. ji
Mrs. E. A. Champney. Josie Canary j ji
Adelaide Cross. Christol Cameron I >'
Janette Dun'on Mrs. Ray Dane. Mrs
G. M. Derr;-, Annie Dean. Myra Dyer
Annie Deane, Mrs. George Davis
PROF. A. V. HILL
Katherine Dunbar. Carrie Dunean i rrtls, Virginia Reardon. Sara Rosen
SOUTH UNION
Kathle Diamond. Carrie Davis. Mrs. bloom. Minnie Sm.th. Lena St. Clair.
Elmer Davis, Alice Donohue and Kate Mrs. Austin Smith. Bertha Staples, j 31. s. E'.mund Harding Is at Seal
Winnie Stcthty, Nettie Stewart. Mrs..
Dunbar.
L. H. Snow. Clara Spalding. Mrs. E.l^e, Mt. Desert, with her mother
• • • •
Feb. 6—Chairman, Mr«. Abbie Con B. Siishy. Ann’e Stevens. Anna Snow.' who is in ill health.
nors; committee: Grace Daniels. Ruth Annie Simmcns. Mrs. Richard Snow.' Mr„ j|a..y cress of Bridgton was
E'Ungwood, Clara Emery, Alberta Mrs. Wilis Snow, and Annie Smith. I ... tou-n for Memorial Day.
• » • .»
, Mrs. Myra Drake is at home after ;
Emery. Annie Flint, Caroline Fuller
1—Chairman, Mrs. Jennie pt di-g the winter with her nieces |
M •
Edith FoHansl-.ee. Blanche Ellsworth
Mrs.
E. J. in Camden.
committee:
Mrs. Louis Dekett. Mrs. Crosby Dickey
Anna Belle Thurston is acme from
French. Anna Foley. Clara Farwell, Southard. Mary Wiggin Spear. Maud
Lizzie French, Mrs. W. O. Fuller. Sinp-on Smith Emily Stewart. Eve-1 the U. if M. accompanied by a girl
Mary Gardner, Hope C.reenhalgh, Mae lyn Studlty, Kathleen Snow. Mra. J tlassmate.
Gregory. Eleanor Griffith. Auguste Fred Sanhcrn. Sadie S.-rsom Nellie' Mr. and Mrs. George E. Gay of AuGilley. Georg a (.lover. E:hel Go’ll. Sansom Smith. Sarah St iwell. Mrs. j gusta w re callers at E. E. Williams'
Mabel Fernald, Mabel Felch, Mrs Harrison Sanborn. Maud C. Sherer. s Saturday enroute to Rockland.
William Fifleld, Mary Flngo'd, Helen Annie M. Savllle. Mrs. II. V. Tweedie. | William Collins is night watchman
Gleason.
Julia
Gurdy,
Angelica Gertrude Tibbetts. Sarah Thomas, | at Thurston Bros, factory.
Nancy Tribou. Mrs. A. 11. Trulan. > Asbury B'.ood is the guest of Mrs.
Glover and Nina Gregory.
Feb.
20 Chairman,
Mrs.
Iva Mrs. Philip Thomas. Fortuna Thomp Myra Drake.
Wilbur C. Thurston returned last
Rlchan; committee: Sadie Hanscom son. Mrs. Ada B. Tremaine. Flora
from Moasehead Lake
Emma Green, Alice Hovey, Minnie Elmer. Vina Elmer. Faith Elmer. Saturday
Hodgdon. Winnie Horton. Myrtle Her No: a Wild?. Izelle Wight. Eva Wis where he has been on a fishing trip
rick. Jear.ie Hill. Annie Hahn. Nan ner, Augusta Wright, Mrs. Howard for two weeks, bringing a fine string
of salmon and square-tail trout. One
Higgs, Ethel Howard. Edna Hilt, Waltz. Mabel Wiley, and Eva Snow.
Office: s for the coming year are: square-tail weighed four and one-half
Mabel Holbrook. Mabel Harding.
Frances Hurley, Mary Hastings. Ma: y Perry Rich, president; Clara pounds, the largest trout reported
Eleanor Cite Howard. Alice Sprague Spalding. Rebecca Ingraham. Nettle | caught in the lake this spring.
Hall. Mrs. Miles Haskell. Eliz-brli Stewart, vice presidents: secretary._______________________________
Horton;
treasurer. Alice
Haskell, Cera Hall. Edith House Winnie
'I
Frances Harrington. Myra Hodgdo.n Hovey: auditor. Kitty Coburn. PI,
A. C. MOORE
nics
with
attractive
literary
programs
Helen Hall. Bernice Havener. Mary
and
discussions
are
planned
through
Haskell. Julia Huntley. Elizabeth
Piano Tuner
Harrington. Mrs. Joseph Hamlin. Avt out the summer, notices to be found
Jackson, Mrs. Adelbert Jameson in the pifess. A'.l members arc in
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
vited.
Marieta Kirkpatrick.

Immense Freak Bowlder
in the Berkshire Hills
Among the Berkshire hills of
Massachusetts, near Pittsfield, is to
he seen a tremendous bowlder,
weighing some 170 tons, perched
upon a flat rock, apparently so
nicely balanced that a glance at
It almost convinces a person that
hut little force Is needed to throw
It over.
It Is called the “Balanced Itock,’’
hut, despite its name and appear
ance, It is firmly fixed and makes
no movement whatever. Another
strange feature of this foek is that
the bowlder Is of an entirely dif
ferent formation from that of the
Berkshire limestone upon which it
rests, and it is supposed that In
some prehistoric age It was torn
from some mountain height by a
glacier and at last delicately placed
on the limestone bed.
At Cbeyteyo, in Burma, British
India, nature bus superimposed an
immense bowlder upon a rocky ele
vation, and the natives have seized
upon It as a fit place for a temple
of worship. Here they have erect
ed a small pagoda. So evenly bal
anced is this great stone that it
sways, temple and all, bark and
forth when a strong wind Is blow
ing.—Detroit News.

Sawyer Boot & Shoe Co.
A Successful Maine Corporation

BANGOR, MAINE

Mar, 6—'Chairman. Mrs. Ida Sim
mons; committee: Alice Jones. Eliz
abeth Jameson. Emily Kennedy. Alice
Kennedy, Hattie Keatlr.g. Harriet
Kirk, Isabel Lewis, Myra Linekin.
Hazel Lorimer. Carolyn Littlefield.
Mrs. Vesper Leach. Charlotte Lufkin.
Alma Leo. Hattie Lord, Mrs. Willis
Lufkin, Nellie Murch, Minnie Miles,
Orissa Merritt, Elizabeth Marsh,
Mary Messer, Katherine Mather.
Mary Mendell. Ada Martin, Katherine
Morey. Ella McKay. Tekla Mackinen.
Ella MacMillan, Mrs. L. E. Mann
Edna McIntyre. Hattie Mason, and
Vesta Mills.
March 20—Chairman. Emma Frost.
Thomaston;
committee:
Blanche
Ayers, Mary Runktr, Sarah Biamhail.
Jessie Crawford, Mrs. George L.
Cate. Mrs. R. E. Dunn. Mrs. R. O.
Eiliott, Lilia Elliot, Elizabeth P. Dunn,
Harriet ‘M. Dunn, Georgia Elliott,
Margaret Jordan, Minnie Newbert,
Iada Newcomhe. Mrs. E. L. Ristfcn,
Mary A. Rogers, Abide F. Rice, Phoebe
Starrett, Clara Sawyer. Jessie Stew
art. Rita Smith, Susan Strout Mir
John E. Walker. Nellie Wade. Sarah
C.
Wood,
Laura
Wadsworth
(C'amdtn). Alena Young. Ada Young,
l.illian A. Young. Mrs. L. 11. Wood
cock, Marian Weidman. Caroline J.
Toixy Annie Trask, Harriet Trask,
and Helen Gleason.

Telephone
ft

Prof. A. V, Hill, professor of phys| iology at Manchester university in
, England, has been awarded the
Nobel prize for medicine.

Directory

CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
OILS AND GREASES

CHEVROLET GARAGE

Call 127

Call 837-M
Cars,

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets

Wholesale and Retail

Auto Ac

Oils for All Purposes

Fcr Pound Size
Postage 15 Cent3 Additional

cessories.

GARGOYLE M0BIL0IL

683 Main St., dockland

70-72 Tillson Ave. Rockland
GARAGE

LAUNDRY WORK

9

f
a

x-i _

Call 170

Call 124

People’s Laundry

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.

17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work.
Family Washing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Dry.
Finish
Flat Work

Shirts, Collars.

• • « •

REPAIRING, STORAGE
AND SUPPLIES

£

or scalds of small area,
cover first with wet bak
ing soda. When dry,
take this off. Dress with
Vicks, gently. Do net
rub in. Bandage lightly.

VICKS
> VapoR

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postago 10 Cents Additional

For tach additional 1000 sheets
ordered at same time, add to the
price of first 1000, $4.00 and 16
cents postage for each 1000.

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
For Half Pound Size
Postage 10 Cents Additional

Agent for
DODGE BROS. CARS

April 3—Chairman. Ifota Crockett;
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
MONUMENTS
co:nr.iittfe: Mrs. Avt i-awry, Mrs
Telephone Connection
Glenn Lawrence. Mrs. Grace Ludwig,
Telephone 205
Charlotte Lufkin. Ella Lurvey. Mrs.
Gilchrest
PREPARED DRY PASTE
Fred Ludwig. Lena Miller, Evelyn
McKusick, Elizabeth . Morey, Ella ff
Monumental
Works
Mixed With Cold Water
Macky. Helen McIntosh. Kate Mc
Main Street
Innis, Mrs. John Marshall. Fannie
H. H. Crie & Co.
Norton, Florence Nye, Louise NevelThomaston, Maine
son, Elizabeth Otis, Harriet O'Brien.
455 Main Street, Rockland
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS !
Etta O'Neil. Helen Orne. Mrs. Harold
phiibrook. Flora Paladino, Felicia
Parsons. Lottie Perry. Jessie Packard.
Mrs. Fred J. Parsons. Mrs. Ephraim
Perry. Mabel Powers, Ethel Payson,
und Mrs. William Payson.
April 17—Chairman Bertha OubeYou like good things—
ton: committee: Emma Parsons, Rose
Penney. Mary Perry Rich. Minnie
then why deny yourself
Rogers. Lucy Rhodes, Matiel Rawson.
the deliciousness of
Helena Roberts,
Olivia
Roberts,
Sarah Rosenberg. Alice Robbins,
Fannie Robbins, Ilela Russell. Mabel
Rawley, Flora Rokes. Hattie Rich

B URNS

REGULATION SIZE WITH
NAME AND ADDRESS OF
MAKER AND NET WEIGHT. IN
ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
LAW

and

Parts

Service Station.

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

THURSTON OIL CO.

SEA VIEW GARAGE

Chevrolet

Definition of Factory

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 Cents Additional

For each additional 1000 sheet*
ordered at same time, add to the
price of first 1000, $3.30 and 10
cents postage for each 1000.

THE
COURIERGAZETTE
Rockland, Maine

Yucatan’s Vehicles
Yucatan clings to antiquated
means of transportation, which In
clude the carreta, the coche, the
volan and the volante, although
the Introduction of automobiles
bids fair to eliminate these vehicles.
The carreta Is a heavy two-wheeled
truck; the coche, a light fourwheeled, rubber-tired, rigid-topped
carriage, with body supported on
heavy leather straps, for travel on
the rocky country roads, similar to
the stagecoach of America’s old
west, and the volante, a very heavy
four-wheeled vehicle somewhat like
a victoria, but with the body sup
ported on heavy lentber straps, used
for rough travel In the rural dis
tricts.

Solving the Problem
A young salesman bad embezzled
front bis kind-hearted employer a
considerable sum of money, and
bad lost every cent of it on the
races. He was apprehended., and
the boss didn't know Just what to
do about It.
“Keep him on the Job and deduct
what he owes you from tils pay,"
counseled the adviser.
“But,” walled the victim, “the
amount Is too large, -He could
never make it up that way. His
wages are too small.”
The other ruminated for a mo
ment. Then his face cleared.
“Well, then, raise his salary," he
suggested.

CHOOSE RULERS
Photographs arc just reaching this
country of the world's quaintest in
auguration—the investiture of the
regents of San Marino.
The tiny republic, oldest state in
Europe, has 33 square miles and 13,000 people, It Is governed by regents
who change every six months. The
National Geographic Society quotes
a communication from Alice Rohe
describing their election and inaugu
ration, as follows:
"On the 15th of September and the
15th of March, at the hour of Avf
Marla, the bells of the government
palace and the fortress announce the
hour of electing the new regents. Sun
Marino flocks to the Piazza della
Liberia. Within, the Council Is in
session, the regents having been es
corted from their homes in pictur
esque cortege to the palace.

FARM ON HER FINGERS
Miss Frances Widener Also
Has a Herd of Elephants
On Her Hands.
And now-w-w-w-w, iadies-s-s-s-s
art' gents-s-s-s-s, allow-w-w-w-w
as to introduce “the woman with a
farm on her lingers and a herd of ele
phants on her hands.”
That is, if
you care to speak of her in tlie lan
guage of the hall-hoo stand.
But

Frances Widene:—Dainty Elephant Trainer and One cf Her Pets From the

Sparks Circus Elephant Herd—Coming to Rockland June 14.

with Frances Wit* ■ ter, the matter of the chandeliers.
Aqd while Frances plans fcr her
is a serious one.
Frances Widener, let it be under- farm, she’ll keep tight on riding the
st< od, ns known as "the dainties: lady fancy gaited horses and training ele
And of course she'll form
elephant trainer in
the world." phants.
When she tomes to Rockland with a part of the things than can b? seen
' the Sparks circus, which is to ex when the big circus comes here.
hibit here on June 14 she will do Seats can be secured circuit day at
everything from riding the satin the Kittredge drug store. 300 Main
skin fancy giited horses to handling street, at the some price as at the
the largest of the two elephant show grounds. New County Road.—
Twenty-Five Strangers An Invasion
groupu.
But while that sounds as adv.
“The inauguration Is the big event
LHJ"
of the Republic, when the trades
people. a number of whom are souve.nir-sellira, look forward to their chief
profits from visitors. The simplicity
| of life here is such that 20 or 25
j strangers are regarded as a great in
vasion.
"The important occasion is anWe Have For
nounced the night before by th(
ringing of the fortress bell, On the
morning of the inauguration a series
of parades begins. The noble guards,
resplendent in beplumed hats and
gold-braided uniforms, preceded by
Standard Makes
the band, first march to the homes
of the regents to escort them to the
j place in Via Giosue Carducci, where
jthty clothe themselves In the state
I garments.
I "At ten the gorgeous procession
i moves through the narrow streets to
the government palace. The regents
having entered, the populace, with all
the cortege otand at attention for
the moment when the flag is unfurl
ed from an upper balcony. As the
banner, blue and 'white, with the
coat of arms of the Republic—the
three plumed towers encircled in a
laurel and oak wreath tied with a
Mandolins,
$4 to $25
Accordions, $4 to $100
r.bbon bearing the motto 'Llbertas',—
is raised, the band strikes up the,
Metronomes, $4,50.to $7
Auto Harps,
$7 to $12
national hymn, a quaint, unnsartial
Music Cases $1.50 to $20
Brief
Cases,
$3
to
$7
air, founded on an ancient theme of
Music Stands, $1 to $2.75
Guido Monaco.
Clarinets,
$35 to $85
“The spectacular moment which
Music
Rolls, $1 to $3.75
Chinese
Gongs,
$4.50
the populace ajwaits is when the
Saxophones, $85 to $200
Cornets,
$ 1 5 to $ 100
regents leave the palace to attend
mass in the church where lie the
Drum Traps, $30 to $100
Strings for all Instruments
relics of the Republic's saintly
Harmonicas, I 5c to $2.00
Violins,
Violin Bows
founder. Following m-ass, at which
the regents assist In their official
Harmonica Holders, 50c
Violin Supplies
posts beside the altar, the retiring
regents on the canopied throne, the
new ones in a simple pew. the cor
tege goes back to the palace, where
the inauguration ceremony takes,
Telephone 713/ ROCKLAND.
283 Main St.
place.
"An address -by a former regent Is
always delivered. Then the new re
gents take the oath of office and the
old ones, removing their insignia of
power, place them upon the future
heads of government, bestowing upon
| them the seals and the keys of State.
,The ex-regents step down from their
seats of authority and the new ones
I take their place. Then the ceremony
i is over and the cortege accompanies
the regents to their homes."

The Pilgrim

EVERYTHING MUSICAL

PIANOS

Ivers & Pond
Merrill
Francis Bacon
McPhail

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 20c AND 25c

V.F. STUOLEY INC.

Just One Testimonial!

Know the tremendous pulling power
of Courier-Gaxette ads.

SHEET MUSIC 15c

(lilt

\

w \
Jdttt \

CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Tkt Famoui Sheet Mutle yen we adver
tises is all the letSiei maiulnee.

Making more B. C. M.’s now

than at any time in our career.

They’re made to meet a demand, not a price.

Over 220 •eleetieai—tend ter
eetaletea
MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Me.

Metal Drums —

Double Fare

No more drying out

“Can we' have a boat today,
Sandy?” asked the man on his
honeymoon.
“Certainly, sir—what for no?”
the boatiuun replied.
"Oh, we thought that seeing It
was Sunday—er—you might have
scruples about Sabbath boatin’.”
"Weel, of course, it a double fare,
sir.”

COFFEE

though it may be an exhibit, it isn’t.
The truth of the matter is that
Frances, equestrienne star, iron Jaw
artist and elephant trainer, has se
rious ambitions for the future.
She
wants to go back to the farm and
train cabbages and onions and milk
the lowing kine and all that sort of
thing.
And the means of doing
that lies in the diamonds she wears.
There arc many of them, und some
day Frances plans to take them to
“Uncle." sell them, and with the pro
ceeds buy a little farm outside of her
home town, Circleville, Ohio, and live
out her life, far from the blare of the
"Big, top” band, tar from the glare

Ceremony le Ancient

"The ceremony of choosing the new
regents is an undent one. First of
all. by extracting names, 12 nomina
tors are chosen. Each of these must
name a candidate, one in whom he
has full faith and also one who has
not for three years held that office
The 12 names are then voted upon by
the white and black ball system, the
'six receiving the highest number ol
I votes being the candidates. These
six names are then coupled in three
1 pairs, the arrangement being amic
ably made by the candidates.
"The cortege then issues from the
palace—the regents, in their medieval
state costumes, accompanied by at
tendants in livery bearing torches
■ Up the steep street to the near-by
I cathedral, the cortege goes. At the
l door of the church the regents are
met by the archpriest, who awaits
them with holy water and blesses
them.
I "The regents take their post of
honor on the canopied throne beside
the high altar. Guards, carabinieri,
the entire cortege, stand at retention
in the long nave. The archpriest of
fers a prtj'rr to San Marino: then
he reads the six names and puts the
three couplets In three little silver
balls. They are placed in a silver
urn. shaken about, and a child is
called to draw out one of them. The
little one holds it up before the
| breathless congregation. It is then
given to the regents, who open it and
tead the names. They in turn go tc
• the high altar and give the paper tc
the priest, who reads aloud the names
of the new heads of the government,
j Instantly, the l and sounds the na
tional hymn ami the cortege with
.flaming torches winds its way back to
the palace. The newly elected re
gents are offlebV’.y notified with medi ieval ceremony.

Mother—Why,
1’lerre,
you’ve
been fighting with that little wild
Indian hoy again.
I’lerre—Yes; lie called me a
pumpkin face, and said that I was
such a bum shot that 1 couldn't
even take home a turkey feuther.
So I knocked his block off and
took his whole turkey decorations.

TENANT’S HARBOR
As fine as coffee can be
THERE ARE 99 SUPERBA PRODUCTS

ub

Over IT Million Jan Utad Yearly

In modern usage the term fac
tory covers any establishment, with
its buildings and equipment, used
for the manufacture of goods. The
legal definition, however, varies
widely In different states, hut is
usually based upon the number of
workers. One such extreme defini
tion makes a factory “any place
where two or more persons are en
gaged in working for hire or re
ward in any handicraft."
C. D.
Wright’s definition reads: "A fac
tory is an establishment where sev
eral workmen are collected for the
purpose of obtaining greater and
cheaper conveniences for labor than
they could procure individually at
their houses: for producing results
by their combined efforts which
they could not accomplish separate
ly, and for preventing the loss oc
casioned by carrying articles from
place to place during the several
processes necessary to complete
their manufacture.” Another dis
tinguishing mark of a factory is
the ownership of all of the tools
or implements of production by the
employer.

WHERE CHILDREN

*<
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-Ma

Mrs. Adelaide Hawley of WTllardham had a particularly memorable
Memorial Day due to the thoughtful
ness of1 many friends who remember
ed that it wus her birthday and
either brought in person or mailed
their
greetings.
'Mrs.
Hawley's
health was not of the best during the
winter, though now much improved.
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Half-Barrel Drum
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Know the trer»of Couricr-Gazel

